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e Tindale Cabinets
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Tin dale Cabinets are helpful to musicians.
“I consider your m.sic

stf.-cW" ‘

equally a boon
jrone iiKe lujtw
Pee*J,5j
quickly to their music,
hut nf shallow, light, easily handled
great deep drawers of music,
«
_ i:i,A +Lacp r»f vnur C
of music from another.
.
nerfect in every way;
“I repeat, your cabinets seem to me y
“Hearty

^yrtulationf on "your0 most excellent jchievement.”
Yours sincerely,

Appreciation of a Masterpiece
lovers every whereof or its convenience and simplicity ot film g system

HERE

Tindale Music Cabinets
equipped with

new improved tindale tray
For Sheet Music and Records

THE NEW IMPROVED TINDALE TRAY
“A Place far Every Piece—Even/ Piece in ‘fs Place’’
An ingenious arrangement for
the filing of phonograph records
is just one of the many features
afforded by the Tindale Cabinet
_a noteworthy achievement
made only possible through years
of concentrated effort to the pro¬
duction of the perfect music

2f££3r*

ttrsZSr&Z

gladly demonstrate to you the
superior qualities of the Tindale
Cabinet—or send direct for catalog “I” containing many illustrations of various designs in

DEALERS PLEASE NOTE- It you
are not already profiting by our plan
of co-operative sales, send at once
for this most attractive proposition.

,ime-proof
Any good music dealer will

Plan.”

Tindale Cabinet Company
56 WEST 45th STREET,

NEW YORK
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For Children's Work in Music

hy Octavia jHudson
IN NINE VOLUMES (Schirmer’s Scholastic Series, Vols. 121-129)
Book 1. Teacher’s Guide to Study and Ninety
Lesson-Programs (Vol. 121)
Book 2. Staff and Keyboard Drills (Vol. 122)
Book 3. Rhythmical Development (Vol. 123)
Book 4. Muscular Development (Vol. 124)
Book 5. Special Interpretative Drills (Vol. 125)
Book 6. Scale-Building and Dictation Exercises
(Vol. 126)

Net
1-50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

Book 7. Illustrative Music and Songs for the Net
Kindergarten (Suitable for Special Drills or Public
School Work) (Vol. 127)
1-50
Book 8. Music Appreciation Through StoryStudies and Games (Vol. 128)
1-so
Book 9. The Children’s Technic, Grades I, II,
III (Equally Adapted for Adult Beginners) and Thirty
Graded Lists of Teaching Material (Vol. 129)
2.00

Price, Complete Set, $12.00, Net

A Complete Normal Course of Study Presented in Detail for Teachers
of Little Children.
The Only Course so Completely Arranged
as to Enable Teachers to Conduct Musical Kindergarten and
Preparatory Classes Successfully Without Long Prepara¬
tion and Instruction From a Normal Teacher

r

HE HOME NORMAL COURSE is exactly what hundreds of
teachers have been looking for. It is a foundation course of mu¬
sic for the child the value and need of which has been recognized for
many years. No longer will teachers with valuable original ideas be
placed at a great disadvantage from the lack of either the time or the
means to make the long practical tests needed, or to await the slow
development of ideas necessary to formulate a systematic course of
music study. These nine volumes supply the fundamentals completely
and give the required well-rounded general plan for thorough work
under all circumstances and in all situations.
Octavia Hudson is one of the most successful and celebrated
teachers of the child in music in America; and this course, reflecting as
it does her years of personal work and experience, covers a wider
variety of subjects than is offered by any other normal teacher or
course of children’s work in music.

The nine volumes contain many
charming pictures illustrating the
work. The six reductions here
shown were selected at random
from a great number.

Three Years of Preparation
X of description
- mal Course in the limited space of
it of this kind. Howr
ment that slightly
e passed in the examin¬
ation, arrangement, edit¬
ing before the mechanical
in, should convey some
s and thoroughness. _
ks are due Mr. Edwin
Hughes and other eminent music edu¬
cators who assisted in the work, dor
their patience, zeal and critical advice,
not to mention their painstaking read16-page Booklet
This booklet, giving the contents and
a general description of The Home Nor¬
mal Course, together with additional
illustration and much useful informa¬
tion, will be sent free to any address
upon request.

ing and revision of the proofs in com¬
pany with the author.

"S

Childrens Work May Be Started a Week After
This Course is Received

Local Dealers
All representative music dealers
carry The Home Normal Course
in stock or can secure it for you.

G. SCHIRMER, INC.
NEW YORK
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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rMemory’s

Four Decades in the History of the Theo. Presser Company

Gardens

A Romance of the Educational Publishing Field of Interest to ail Music Lovers

UNG BY THE WORLDS GREATEST SINGERS AND TALKING MACHINE ARTISTS
KANSAS CITY,MO.
PUBLISHED BV
JW. IENKINS
MEMDRYJUMDEN

» ..st
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Our Fortieth Anniversary

OCTOBER 1928

ORCHESTRA ACCOMPANIMENT
IN ALL KEYS

U^nS:ME0DIUn ANDLOW VOICE,
M*iXED 'MALE AND FEMALE VOICES

" OrTWOR O
OpEBancrfiCoNi
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COetRopourftN Opera Co.

Solo 60{
\
Duet 75f\
FOR SALE
\
WHEREVER MUSIC
CS SOLD OR BY
THE PUBLISHER
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ICE WiEUEN

Superfluous Hair Roots
Now Removed at Home
>us news for women troubled with disfighairy growths I By means of an entirely new
/cry simple method you can now remove
nly the surface hair, but the roots as well.
>et a $1 stick of Fhelactine at any drug store
ilet counter, follow the easy instructions—
Yes‘‘you can hardly believe your eyes, it is done
so quickly, completely, harmlessly. Phelactme is
non-irritating, non-odorous, non-poisonous.

Q*nW

Pieces

..“VIRGIL”

New

Order from VIRGIL CONS.

hnstensen

the art of syncopation.

To Teachers 25 cts. each
120 West 72nd St., New York

VIOLIN TEACHERS

The ACADEMY VIOLIN METHOD with PIANO
ACCOMPANIMENTfor BEOJNNERS,
<Mee»t

DEARBORN SUPPLY CO.. 2358 Clybourn Aye.. Chicago

MAGAZINE BARGAINS
Send for Circular
ETUDE MAGAZINE DEPT.
PHILA., PA.

Teachers Wanted

(

Tavanaugh MUSIC CO.
PUBLISHERS)

Reading music at sight, rapid
fingering, flexibility of wrists
and a fine Vibrato for pianists,
violinists, and ’cellists acquired
by a few minutes’ daily prac¬
tice away from the instrument.
NO APPARATUS. STATE
IF A TEACHER.
Write for FREE Illustrated Book
COWLING INSTITUTE
500Fi(thAve.,Room221-B, New York City

SCoT5™S.oNhufte2OL 0F

WHERE TO BUY THAT NEW PIANO
See Page 730

MY THOUGHTS ARE Y0U!'“‘““"“s
Bv Charles Wakefield Cadman

J
THREE KEYS

Featured

ask for the victor record
__

by

John Steel

In the brief span of years conventionally allotted to one
human life there has been a development of musical culture
in America and of public interest in music that is without
a parallel in the history of any other art. Many influences
have contributed to this result, some quite commonplace
and homely. Among tlic.se must be reckoned the early Sing¬
ing School and its host of Singing School, Convention and
Anthem hooks. And who shall estimate the stimulus given
to the spread of musical knowledge through the manufacture
of cabinet organs which before the advent of cheap pianos
were among the accepted tokens of' domestic culture, even
of opulence? Thousands of living American musicians
gained their first knowledge of the art by-early contact
with one of these now almost forgotten predecessors of
to-day's highly developed products.
Music Preponderating Factor
But we shall not here attempt to deal with the mul¬
tiplied influences that have established music so firmly
in our domestic, social and public functions. MUSIC
in itself supplies the preponderating factor, all the others
being converted and directed to its support. Yet we
may not dismiss this theme without acknowledging our
debt to the world’s great virtuosi who have delighted
and fascinated audiences in all parts of America—great
pianists, great singers and great violinists, all these have
left a lasting and beneficent impress. And we must not
forget what we owe to the marvellously developed sym¬
phony and concert orchestras. But most of all are we
under obligations to the Music Teacher. It is the
Teacher in any art or science that gives the keynote
to the world’s progress. What the Music Teacher has
done and will do for music is beyond all reckoning.
This was the germ of the idea that projected The
Etude. Its founder, a Music Teacher, was impelled by
the thought of being useful to others in his profession.
The personality of the man who possessed this idea
should be an inspiration to all who have been interested
in The Etude and its work through these many years.

MOTHER, MY DEAR—Ballad—On Six Records!

LEADERS IN MUSIC
PUBLICATIONS
See Inside Cover Page

THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE "ETUDE”
ide” was bom in the little upstairs office of tt
building in Lynchburg, Va., October, 1884.
Manuscripts for Publication
It will be of interest to know that about fifteen thou¬
sand separate manuscripts are offered for publication an¬
nually. Each one of these manuscripts is actually read
and passed upon by one pr more critics. Naturally, but
a small proportion are accepted. In the judgment of a
manuscript, both the artistic and commercial sides are
considered, together with the present requirements of the
catalog. All manuscripts, after acceptance, are placed in

features of what
A brief presentation of the saliei
_...
this enterprise has become will he
of ...terest to onr readers, particularly those, of whom there are many, who from
with and have materially
the beginning, have kept in touchh witt
As a publishing hoe le it sems fitting that the character
be clearly defined before passing to
other subjects related o the undertaking.
The Presser Catalog
Presser publications are mainly of an educational char¬
acter and include pieces, methods and studies for the
piano, violin and other instruments, and vocal music in
solo and concerted form, both sacred and secular. In
selecting material for publication everything of a tempo¬
rary or merely popular type is strictly excluded; but
allowance is. also made for the universal demand for
music of an attractive character, the aim being to com¬
bine in proper balance both the useful and the agreeable.
The result of this policy is a catalog of many thousand
pieces, among which the earlier numbers continually
rival the newer ones in actual sales. In other words,
practically every item in the catalog is a permanent ad¬
dition to the world’s supply of good music.

Postpaid 40 cents

OUR BEST STEADY-SELLING BALLAD-THREE KEYS—Postpaid 40 cents
HAROLD FLAMMER
.’.
Publisher
57 W. 45th St., N. Y.
Send for free Thematics and Complete Catalogue

the hands of a competent corps of editors for prepara-

When Mr. Theodore Presser, the founder of The
Etude, was born, music publishing in the United States
was confined to a few individuals of little prominence;
and their output, as. regards original compositions, was
of little value either artistically or commercially. By
far the greater part of the music then finding a market
in America consisted of imported or reprinted editions
of European works, including the classics, of course,
and also the more or less popular products of composers
then widely known but now virtually forgotten. Works
by Chopin, Mendelssohn and Schumann were at that
period relatively newer than are those of MacDowell.and
Nevin to-day. At that time the demand in America for
music of a high class was limited to a few centers in
the East; and in those places it was confined to a small
number of persons. Elsewhere, music was known chiefly
in the form of hymns and anthems, almost .exclusively
issued in book form or in the form of harmlessly senti¬
mental ballads designed to immortalize the haunting
charms of some real or fancied daughter of Eve; or in
tinkling polkas, mazurkas and schottisches that gave
spirit and grace to the social diversions of the age.

pul'li' uliuns. - -----character; all are destined to live through a long t
years. The catalog grows at the rate of two r
units for every day In the year. In 1922 there wer
about six hundred sheet music numbers alone.

In this work, to which Mr. Presser personally devotes
much fime and attention, he has the able assistance of
Mr. Preston Ware Orem, under whose guidance most of
the editorial work in this department has been done
for many years. Mr. Orem is a graduate of the Uni¬
versity of Pennsylvania, and prior to his connection
with our company was a successful teacher, organist and
conductor. More recent additions to the editorial de¬
partment are Mr. Paul Bliss, a graduate of Princeton
University, universally known through a great number
of successful works in many branches of composition,
and Mr. Frederic L. Hatch, also noted as a composer
of piano music with long experience in editing and pre¬
paring manuscripts for publication.
After a manuscript composition has been accepted it
may not, like a story, be sent to a type-setting establish¬
ment and later printed as a book or pamphlet, but must
be studied by the head of the engraving department
whose first care is to “lay out” the work in such a man¬
ner as will provide for its proper execution at the hands
of a corps of engravers. Many details must be care¬
fully considered in advance, to insure a proper balance
as regards the number of pages and the best place to end
each page. Few performers realize how much their
convenience has been thought of before a piece of music
is put in the engraver’s hands. Mr. Henry Hessel has
been at the head of this department for many years, and
is qualified both by training and experience to obtain the
best possible results. The engraving is done by a large
corps of skilled men regularly employed as a part of the
publication department.
“The Etude”
The Etude Music Magazine with a circulation of
200,000 exceeds that of all other musical publications
of the United States combined. At first it was designed
for music teachers, later it was broadened to include the
work of the student and then all the musical activities
of the home, college and studio. It is distinctly not a
musical newspaper, but a musical educational magazine
giving inspiration and advice upon study, lessons from
master musicians, history, biography, articles for the
music lover, and including a music section valued, at
sheet music prices, during the year at sixty dollars.
Journalistically and educationally it is “up-to-date” in
the broadest sense of the term.
Most of the greatest musicians in all parts of the
world have during the past few decades, contributed
to its prestige. The scope of the circulation is inter¬
national and there are many subscribers in Canada,
Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia and South America.
Thousands of names are still on the subscription list
who became subscribers in the early years of the paper.
It reaches the needs of the musical home in the hamlet
as well as those of the big city musicians. Sixty-five
tons of paper are used monthly in its manufacture.
The staff of The Etude is composed of representative
musicians and teachers in many parts of the world. The
editor, James Francis Cooke, has served in that position
for sixteen years. During the past three years, Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Hipsher, long a contributor to the
publication, and a teacher of wide experience, has beer
Assistant Editor.
A Mail Order Music House
As soon as The Etude had gained a little headway, its
subscribers and readers began to turn to Mr. Presser
for music and for help in obtaining the most practical
material for use in teaching. Mail orders, at first small
and few in number, were handled so promptly and intel¬
ligently that a favorable as well as lasting impression
was made; and the good will thus engendered rapidly
grew. Its increase produced new customers while hold¬
ing the old; and the history of the business of the com¬
pany resolves itself into an endless and ever-increasing
procession of satisfied patrons.

f—" FT
- LIlUL

;

THE PRESSER ANNEX
1713-1715 Sansom Street.

An Humble Start
Starting in a single third-story back room 40 years
ago, a successful music teacher, determined to become a
successful music magazine publisher, laid the foundation
for a music publishing and direct-to-the-customer music
selling business that to-day stands preeminent among
industries of its kind in the world.

THE ETUDE
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This department keeps in dose touch
with the multitude of customers dealing
with the House, from all parts of the
world; and its task is by no means a small
one The Etude subscription department,
under the direction of Mr. Paul Lackenbacher, takes care of all details connected
with the circulation of The Etude. This
also is a large department with its own
exclusive and specially trained personnel.
Each employee in this department has a
definite geographic division of the sub¬
scription list, with its new names, renew¬
als changes of address, and other details.
Through this system, it is possible to give
instant attention to any report of irregu-’
larities or errors in addresses or deliveries.

Without a single retrograde movement,
the business that began in 1883 has pushed
forward and has expanded until it now
utilizes three large buildings with a com¬
bined floor space of 46,296 square feet,
and carries an executive and clerical force
of over 350 people.
What Happens to Your Order
The teacher, singer or music lover who
sends an order to this House may not in¬
frequently have but a hazy conception as
to what actually must happen before the
(very often) little order is delivered at
the customer’s address. That'order, how¬
ever, is only one of thousands reaching
us every working day. To handle these
orders, these must be a system of almost
clock-work precision, else, remembering
that scarcely any two orders are alike,
confusion and delay would inevitably re¬
sult. Years of painstaking study and
supervision have evolved a method that
has eliminated confusion and, as far as
is humanly possible, practically guarantees
the utmost promptness in the execution
of all orders. However, this would be
impossible but for two essential factors:
first, a complete stock of the world’s music
in all known editions—not merely com¬
plete, but carried in quantities sufficient
to meet the normal demand for an entire
season; and second, a trained, competent
organization of the best employees that
are obtainable.

The Wholesale Department
In proportion to the growth of our catalog, there has
been a steady increase in direct sales to the Music Trade.
This became so pronounced about 20 years ago that it
became necessary to establish a Trade Department to
handle that part of the business, distinct from the strictly
professional orders and correspondence. This depart¬
ment has been a success and is now finding an outlet
for a large percentage of the total sales. For several
years it has been entrusted to the able management of
Mr. John J. A. Kane.
Retail Department
The Retail Department, under the manage-,
ment of Mr. John Y. Blaetz, has three large
fronts, 1710-12-14 Chestnut Street, and during
1922 served upwards of 175,000 patrons. There
arc thirty trained employees.
This department has a well-equipped talkingmachine department, and is the cnly complete
music store in Philadelphia, where every want
or need of the music-loving public can be sup¬
plied from a large stock fully representing the
leading publishers of the United States and
Europe.
The Charging and Shipping Department
This important department, which is entrusted
with the final disposition of all completed or¬
ders, alone requires the services of 35 em¬
ployees the year ’round. It is under the able
and experienced direction of Mr. Robert
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Advertising and Publicity
advertising Is_
■•!
Efficient nuVi.
prominent features of i
oils. What was once 1
tracting local trade li.... ... ..
embrace the whole world. The
Department of Tun Etude and
publicity work of the Company a
of Mr. John W. Drain, whose Ir
business and whose experience
• placed
this branch of it
on a high pie""
ising columns of inn Etude are
0 any offers of a questionable liu
10 advertisement of tobacco or put
taken. Croat dlsorltnlnnib
to ' alV"
accepted
represented in our advertlsli
alone possess great value for
ested in music. Another »|
ing Conservatories and Soho

An Original Plan
Quite possibly a plan of Mr. Presser’s,
under which music for teaching purposes
is supplied “on sale,” returnable if not
used, has been one of the leading feeders
and supports to the business. Without
question it has been of inestimable service
to the teaching profession, bringing, as it
does, to the distant teacher all the advan¬
tages of direct contact with a metropoli¬
tan stock of music.
Through all the years, from the time
when the business was in its infancy to
the present period of its greatest expan¬
sion, the dominant policy has been to give
the best possible service to patrons. This,
policy 'has been kept constantly in view;
and any apparent failure to carry it out
is a source of great concern to our management.
The perpetuity of any enterprise depends pri¬
marily upon this. This service has been satisfactory
chiefly because of our intimate knowledge of the needs
of the musical profession. Low prices, liberal credit and
innumerable small services have also contributed to the
upbuilding of the establishment.
The manager is
Mr. H. B. MacCoy.
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1708, 1710, 1712, 1714 CHESTNUT STREET
McKinley, one of our many long-service employees; and
the. department takes efficient care of our out-going
business, parcel post and express, averaging 1,100 pack¬
ages per day, going to every city and hamlet in the
United States. We are in constant communication with
not less than 160,000 music teachers throughout the
United States; and this includes almost every music
teacher, every music school and school having a music
department, every educational Catholic institution, mis¬
sionaries teaching music throughout the world, every
English-speaking country, and not a little of late going
to Japan and China.
Department of Accounts, Cash and Subscriptions
It takes nearly 60 people to handle the details of book¬
keeping, cash receipts and the correspondence connected
with this section. All the incoming mail is opened and
read by the IS employees in the Cashier’s Office under
the supervision of Mrs. S. D. McCallie. The accounts
and their auditing are in charge of Mr. J. Rawlinson.

Social Features
In an organization embracing sn many'
individuals there is need for considerable'
welfare work, and this has not been neg¬
lected. Although no branch of employ¬
ment is in the least hazardous, yet there
are occasional mishaps or sudden illnesses,
for which provision is made by the instal_lation of a rest room and an emergency
equipment sufficient for ordinary cases.
Happily, this equipment is seldom called
The Presser Beneficial Association, of all employees,
for a small weekly assessment, pays sick benefits t the
extent of half the regular salary during absence from
work on account of illness, and at the same time insures
its members for half a year’s salary in case of death.
Under the same association’s direction there is a “Savings
und, in which most of our employees are depositors.
As the association is under no expense for operation, the
profits from the sound investment of the fund, ranging
erprTt (1 P1" CeiU' annua%. revert entirely to the
credit of the depositors.

The pictures shown in this series of
pages can indicate but very indefinitely the
entire scope of the Theo. Presser Company’s
huge plant in Philadelphia.
The camera
has the fault of minimizing distances.
Rooms that appear very large to the human
eye dwindle before the lens of the camera.
It has also been impossible t.o show in the
pictures all the departments and the
department heads. We are however very
glad to present face to face some of our
employees and heads so tKat our friends
may get a glimpse of those who are serving
them. Pictures of the printeries, binderies
and other plants utilized by the Theo.
Presser Company would in themselves
demand an amount of space equal to that
which has already been given to the depart¬
ments in this issue.

A Famous Banking House Describes
The Theo. Presser Co.
(The following is extracted from a lengthy article
published in ‘‘The Corn Exchange,” issued by the Corn
Exchange National Bank of Philadelphia.)
Viewed from any side, Theodore Presser has carved
out a career altogether unique.
First, as a practical instructor in music, he has undoubt¬
edly exerted a wider influence than any other man or
woman of his time.
As a publisher of music he stands at the top, while as
the founder and long editor, and for 40 years owner, of
The Etude, he has the satisfaction of being entirely in
a class alone.
The Theodore Presser Company is a Philadelphia insti¬
tution which tens of thousands of Philadelphians regu¬
larly patronize, but it is extremely doubtful if any one of
them comprehends the magnitude of the concern or appre¬
ciates its extraordinary resources.
The first number of the journal ate up all his $250 of
cash resources; but the'
idea in his head of making
a magazine which should
be a help to music instruc¬
tors was worth more than
all the capital the richest
man could then have given
him..

The Etude was founded upon one great fact—to be a
help or an instructor for those who teach or study music.
Hence, whenever anybody bought a copy of it, the pur¬
chaser at once found in it instruction he could understand
and apply.
But Mr. Presser decided that, in order to make his plan
a complete success, he must begin to publish music as
well as a music magazine.
How he has succeeded, if told in detail, would require
a far more extended article than this can be made. The
thing has been colossal.
The Presser Company not
the countries of the world, I
of almost every nation on eai
The Presser Companv can
thousands of pieces of
published, '
__Seventeenth is a clearing house for
standard music, unmatched anywhere.
A visit to that plant is a revelation. The tens of thou¬
sands who yearly walk into those great retail salesrooms on
Chestnut Street—and last year 175,000 went there per¬
sonally to buy—have not the faintest idea of what Res
beyond the wails they see.
Napoleon said, “Beyond the Alps lies Italy,” and one
can accurately say that beyond these Presser walls lies a
world of music.

wfihTm thg PlSt feW yCarS the Presser Choral Society,
d ector hT
^ °f 60 CmP,0yCCS U"der «» experienced
-SS.Sf^a
choral works
iceAanndttVh?n0nS'
ame baS-1

^te with length of servgranted a11 employees. On the

Front snaring plan applying to all ernThis embraces about 80 per cent, of the entire
force.

0ne of the features of the soc
of the Thco. Presser Company is
nual Outing or Picnic which> „
f0milies °f th• employees, often
together a group 0f fivc or six h
people.

Sometimes on an c.rcur.

the Delaware River, sometimes at l
Valley Forge> buf ^ ^
A GROUP OF PRESSER EMPLOYEES

: one °LmaSy
ann,uaiResidence
°Y«ngs held in
Mr. Presser’s

the gardens o

suburban home of Mr.

Presser

events have become very popular.

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
with Mr. D. W. Ranks, Treasurer (portrait left) Mr. J Rawlinson, Head Bookkeeper,
(portrait right)
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A Chronological History of The ETUDE Music Magazine
and the Theo. Presser Company
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Theodore Presser
A Short Anniversary Biography
Realizing that many friends of The Etude would
scarcely consider this fortieth, anniversary number com¬
plete without reference to the work of its founder, the
following short sketch is given:
Theodore Presser was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl¬
vania, July 3d, 1848. His mother was born in America;
but his father came to America in 1820 from the Saar
Valley, on the borderline between France and Germany,
the territory changing nationalities with the vagaries of
politics, war and fate. The little Theodore-was brought
up in a musical home. All of his brothers played instru¬
ments, one being an intimate of Stephen Foster on sere¬
nading parties. The parents were devout members of the
Christian Brotherhood; and music and morals of high
idealistic character created the atfnosphere of the home.
In early life Theodore followed different mercantile
and manufacturing pursuits. Being too young to enlist
in the army at the time of the Civil War, he was chosen
to mold cannon-balls in an iron foundry. His practical
introduction to the business of music came at a very
early age. The famous opera company of Max Strakosch visited Pittsburgh, and Theodore Presser, a lad of
sixteen, was elected to sell the tickets for performances
of “Norma,” “Fra Diavolo,” “Maritana,” “Lucia,” “Traviata,” “Martha” and “Trovatore.”
Early Years
This sale was conducted in a music store, the propri¬
etor of which, C. C. Meller, was so pleased with the
services of the young man that he engaged him later on
as a music clerk. This was in 1864. Two years later
Theodore Presser was manager of the sheet music busi¬
ness in the same store. He was at once fascinated by
the business, and realized that he should know something
of the art of music. He rented a piano and secured a
teacher in the person of a Lutheran minister named
Markstein. In 1868 he felt himself enough advanced in
his music and general studies to enter1 Mount Union Col¬
lege, at Alliance, Ohio, where he remained for two years.
He was then urged to go to Ada, Ohio, as a teacher in
the newly established Northwestern Ohio Normal School
(now Ohio Northwestern University), founded by Dr.
H. S. Lehr. The following year he went to Xenia, Ohio,
studying at the Miami Conservatory there; while he'
taught in the local college. He then went back to Ada,
where he had a class of twenty-eight. Returning to
Xenia, he taught for three years at Smith College. He
spent one winter (1872) in Boston, studying with Ste¬
phen A. Emery, J. A. Hill, and G. E. Whiting. Dr. Eben
Tourjee, the director of the conservatory, employed him
as a teacher of sight singing.
Founding a Great Body
In 1876 he was engaged as head of the music depart¬
ment of Ohio Wesleyan University, at Delaware, Ohio.
It was there that he called together the
famous meeting of educators to form the
Music Teachers’ National Association,
December 26th, 1876. In the addrses of
welcome at this meeting, Dr. George F.
Root, of Chicago (father of Frederick W.
Root, and composer of “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp” and “The Battle Cry of Free¬
dom”) made the following statement:

Starting the “Etude”
Seeking a broader field for his ambition than college
life afforded, he became imbued with the idea of the
need for a real musical journal of an educational char¬
acter. To put the idea into practice, he assumed finan¬
cial obligations which would have discouraged any but
the most optimistic. In 1883, in the little city of Lynch¬
burg, Va., with what would now be regarded as a ridicu¬
lously small capital ($250), The Etude was started.
But back of this was a wealth of natural gifts, inexhaust¬
ible energy and practical experience. This won; and in
spite of repeated urging on the part of friends to aban¬
don The Etude and resume his work as a teacher, m
which he had been so successful, he persisted with his
plan. After eight months of real “hard sledding” at
Lynchburg, he received an unexpected remuneration for
liis servives previously rendered at a musical revival.
This enabled him to remove to Philadelphia, where the
struggle continued for years before there was an apparent
evidence of success. In the end, the will and the deter¬
mination not to recognize defeat won the battle; and
after a few years the grilling combat became a memory
and an inspiration to perform still greater tasks.
In the early years of the publication he dicj all the
work of editing and publishing the journal, undergoing
great privations. Shortly thereafter he was obliged to
enter the music publishing business in response to numer¬
ous requests for music supplies. The Etude, at the
start, was purely a pedagogical journal designed for
teachers. The music section was composed of exercises
and. the articles were pedantic. It gradually became a
publication for students and teachers, and later a publica¬
tion to include the entire musical home.
Practical Works
From the very start of the magazine and of the busi¬
ness, Mr. Presser has taken an unceasing daily interest
in every detail. He has produced many works which have
been widely approved by educators and have been used
in immense quantities. These include
School of the Pianoforte.
I. The Beginners’ Book.
II. The Students’ Book.
III. The Players’ Book.
Polyphonic Playing.
First Studies in Octave Playing.
First Steps in the Study of the Piano.
Standard Graded Course.
In 1907 he founded the Home for Retired Music
Teachers, purchasing a building in the old down-town
residential section of Philadelphia. This Home was later
moved to Germantown, Pennsylvania, where a really
magnificent new building was erected in 1914. Realizing
that his continually expanding philanthropies demanded
the administration of a central body, he founded and
endowed the Presser Foundation in 1916. This already
embraces a Department of Scholarships, through which
scholarships have been granted to colleges, who in turn

administer them to individuals selected by the college;
^d a Department of Relief, which has given assistance
to musicians in distress here and abroad. Other depart¬
ments are in process of formation. The Foundation is
administered by business, professional and financial men
of the highest standing, independent of the Theo.
Presser Company. It is national m scope and entirely
non-sectarian in character, individuals of all denomina¬
tions receiving its benefits.
The business of the Presser Company has expanded
without interruption from the tiny one-room office at
Lynchburg, and a small musical magazine, till it is now
one of the largest musical enterprises in the world.
While Mr. Presser points to the large number of men
and women who have assisted him and generously dis¬
tributes the praise, those who have been with him longest
realize the meaning of the thought that “every great
undertaking is but the lengthened shadow of a man.”
A Personal Glimpse
As a man, the writer of this sketch has had a good
opportunity to judge of him. Childlike in simplicity of
nature, full of hope and trust, he looks to God as a
benevolent Father to whom he owes all reverence and
worship, and upon his fellow-men as having ev, ry claim
upon his needed assistance and sympathy. Fond of little
children, and watching with tender interest tin- gradual
development of their powers, he is never happier than
when in their society, drawing them out in e
i rsation,
or wandering with them through blooming gardens,
listening to the songs of birds, or watching the infolding
of flowers. Simple in his habits and taste-,
ih a pas¬
sionate love for nature in its variations of ! < mty and
harmony, and with a heart quickly res (ion si
tn every
call of humanity, he lives to do good in h day and
generation, and is a fitting type of what tin i.acher of
music should be. We can hope that years m usefulness
lie before him, and that his laurels may never it her, but
fade only in the light of that higher crown with awaiteth
the patient worker, who, when called home, carrieth
his sheaves with him.

Keys to Service
The business policies created by Mr. 7 heodore
Presser and continued by the Theo. Pres *, r Com¬
pany have been based upon a thorough understand¬
ing of the educational needs of the ur.ts 'u
profes¬
sion. Strict economy in production.
‘liberal
attitude toward the customer, the greatest Possible
rapidity in executing orders, accuracy in sirring
to the special requests of the purchaser.
shined
with invariable courtesy have been the hunch of
service keys which have opened the door <' i success
to the Theo. 'Presser Company.
The company has continually in its employ a
staff of musical educators. men and
women who by their practical success
in teaching, performing, and in com¬
position have icon wide recognition.
This staff considers all material to be
published in relation to its actual need
in American musical educational
work. It is i,t continual consultation

“Whatever may be the outcome
of this meeting we all feel that Mr.
Presser, of this place, deserves great
credit for what he has done to bring
it about; and, should it be a success
and lead to similar conventions in
other states, we shall remember that
he bore the cares and labors of mak¬
ing the beginning.”

with many of the greatest musicians
of the world, specialists in all fields.
It answers thousands and thousands
°f questions yearly upon teaching and
musical problems.

Years in Europe
In 1878 he entered the Leipzig Conser¬
vatory, where he remained for two years,
studying with Reinecke, Jadassohn, Zwintscher and others, and having for his com¬
panions among the Americans, George W.
Chadwick, Templeton Strong, John W.
Metcalf and Samuel Hermann. Upon his
return to America, he became teacher of
music at Hollins Institute, in Virginia, re¬
maining at this post for three years.

It aims to build

up the Wrongest possible policy of
securing the most needed works and

—Reprinted from the First Annual
• • Report of the M. T. N. A.

j

Preporing them for the widest and
promptest introduction.
Combined with

this,

is a large

organisation of executives and clerks
selected by the founder from many
parts of the country for their efhcie,icy in carrying out the strong plans
and policies of the company.
The ami' is to make this enterprise
MR. THEODORE PRESSER
Mr- Prcs9cr has *>eei it hts office daily and “all day” with a 1
during forty years.

on institution of service to the music
vacations

over> Ike student and the profession
and not merely a business.
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Forty Years and What They Mean
“How have you spent your years?” asks Father Time of
everyone.
Years in themselves mean nothing.
It is how we spend them that counts.
One man may spend his years in the Almshouse sorting
rags, another in the counting house playing with millions,
another in the schoolhouse making citizens, another in the
studio making masterpieces which may outlive the pyramids.
The spending of years is the art of life.
The Etude has spent FORTY years in endeavoring to
help in the musical development of the times, particularly in
America.
Glorious dividends have come to us, in recognition from
the musical world at large and from countless subscribers every¬
where.
Music has leaped ahead in our country, possibly ten times
as fast during the past ten years* as during the entire previous
history of the new world.
FORTY years ago the magnificent pioneers of the art
were just beginning to raise their hands to their brows and
look off into the wonderful future that was to follow their
efforts.
MacDowell was a youth of twenty-one who had just come
back from his early triumphs in Europe. Puccini, Paderewski
and Strauss were still unheralded young men. Max Reger was
a boy of ten.
Hofmann, Gabrilowitsch, Hambourg, Bauer,
Rachmaninoff and Ganz were little children, Grainger, Cadman
and Stokowski were babies in arms; and Zimbalist, Galli-Curci,
Courboin, Werrenrath, Levitski, Elman and Hempel had not
yet started upon their earthly adventures.
A few months before the birth of The Etude Richard
Wagner passed on to his Walhalla.
Verdi had still nearly twenty years to live; and his master¬
piece Falstaff was not produced until The Etude was ten

o-Jnia, by a college music professor who staked his all to get the
project under way.
The main idea of The Etude from the start was to help,
to help as many as possible. Its first issue carried the names of
ten other contemporary musical publications which the founder
strongly urged the readers to purchase. None of these publi¬
cations exist at the present time; but many excellent ones have
continued their work.
The Etude caught the fine spirit of Ivarl Merz and John
S. Dwight, those splendid pioneers of American musical jour¬
nalism, and has been fortunate in continuing this spirit until
this day. The Founder took up the torch from able contempo¬
raries and predecessors; and it has been his pride to hold it
aloft through FORTY years.
The Etude has gone forth to homes and schools and
studios all over the world. It has tried to build, to lift up, to
entertain, to live up to the doctrine that music is the food of
the soul and that life is better, higher and nobler for those
who in the right way make music a part of their lives.
The success of The Etude is by no means to be credited to
the efforts of one man but to a small army of the ablest musi¬
cians, critics, writers and music experts of the times. We are
grateful to them.
There are scores of great men, such as
Mason, Emery, Lang, Mathews, Liebling, Bowman, Huneker,
Sherwood, Elson, Ayres, Jervis, Thaper, Root, who we
wish might have been spared to join, in this jubilee of the
publication to which they devoted such valuable time and
interest.
The Etude, as we have said, came at a fortuitous time.
The population of the United States has more than doubled
during the last FORTY years. With this vast growth The
Etude took pride not merely in supplying material for the
highly-trained students of the large cities but also for the stu¬
dents of teachers in all parts of our glorious and ever-expand¬

ing commonwealth.
Enjoying the friendship and support of the foremost
musicians of the time all over the world, The Etude rejoices in
the peculiar character of its work. It is not “high-brow.’
It
is not made for a kind of “holier than thou” clique with the
absurd idea that the more obscure, remote and exclusive an
carriage.
article or composition may be the nearer the reader or the
The new Renaissance was coming. Inventions too marvel¬
performer comes
ous for the ima¬
to musical sanc¬
gination were
tity.
springing
up
We print
everywhere. New
compositions by
lands were being
the score that
opened. The
are easily under¬
Orient and the
stood and read¬
Occident were
ily played by be¬
shaking
hands.
ginners. We do
Stanley and Livthis deliberately,
i n g s t o n were
because we have
thinking of pen¬
found from
etrating darkest
FORTY
years
Africa.
of
experience
At such a
that the people
time and under
who start to buy
such
a propi¬
Undreamt of Forty Years Ago
The Etude for
tious star The
these pieces in¬
Orchestra in the city of Toyah, Texas (population 1000), symbolising the enor¬
Etude
was
variably
climb
mous spread of musical interest in comparison with the wilderness of the “Wild West”
founded in a
the ladder until
of half a century ago.
Similar orchestras arc being created everywhere in America.
little city in Vir-

years old.
The phonograph of Edison was then a new and curious
toy.
The radio, the X-ray, moving pictures and the
flying machine were still the dreams of madmen.
Some
“fool” was trying to devise a trolley car and a “horseless”
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they reach a point where nothing but the great classics satisfies
them.
In fact it is this phase of The Etude that has, perhaps,
enabled it to help in carrying musical taste to hundreds of
thousands of homes, helped in building ambitions, hopes, estab¬
lishing the careers of countless young men and women who are
now the real backbone of the enormous musical advance in our
great country. This is a privilege and a joy.
There is hardly a better way in which to close this long
editorial than to call the readers’ attention to the picture on
page 659. It shows an orchestra organized by a ranchman
and his wife in Toyah, Texas. FORTY years ago the Indians
listened to the wail of the coyote on the very site where the
fine public school building shown in this picture now stands.
To-day in a town of 1,000 there is a capable orchestra of sixtyfive men, women and children. It is not the Philadelphia Or¬
chestra, not the Boston Symphony, not the New York Phil¬
harmonic ; but these people, in their own orchestra, are making
their own music in their own way; and we shall not say that
movements of this kind are not of almost equal importance with
those of the metropolis. The real musical spirit of our land
is not in Carnegie Hall nor in the Auditorium, but in Toyah,
Texas, and in scores of similar centers from Bangor to San
Diego, and Seattle to Key West.

A Master Lesson

Page 661

Requiem
The Etude pays
Warren G. Harding. Hi
JubilTof Tk.

tribute to our late President
t)lc announcement of which
to celebrate one of the

Jcast a P»H over the entire nation.

Hb carly practical interest in music and to long journahst.c
career led ms to feel a kind of fraternal bond toward the \\ lute
House.
The strain of a great work, honestly undertaken
fnd prosecuted with fine zeal, proved too great a load for our
chie/executive whose imposing personality, genial manners and
statesmanship were admired by citizens everywhere. Fortunate

mmpi’Rachmari:
l&Aifea irujffym

we are in having a strong successor at this houi.
President Harding was always willing and glad to go out
of his way to give his influence to worthy musical projects.

me.jyi.
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In Full Swing
The musical season is now “in full swing.” Some people
never grasp the meaning of this idiom. They never get into
full swing. Drop a plummet on a line and let it swing. It may
swing an inch or it may swing three feet.. The knocker in a
bell may swing within a fraction of an inch of the surface
of the bell. The bell will not ring until the knocker is in full
swing.
It takes almost as much effort for the student and
the musician to be in partial swing as in full swing. Nothing
less than full swing counts.
It often happens that three-quarters of an hour of prac¬
tice will fail to accomplish wljat one hour might do easily. Get
in full swing. Give enough time to lessons. Results will come
to you if you get in full swing and keep swinging long enough.

Esau played the slide trombone with more exopthalmic joy
than any dusky descendant of the African veldt we have ever
heard. Each brazen note pealed forth with the soul of Esau
exalted to the earnestness of Gabriel. Every spare moment in
the day found him with the trombone pressed to his lips.
Chopin knew his metier.
He knew that his field was with
Nighttimes he kept it under his bed.
the piano and not opera, ballet, the symphony or vocal music.
Once Esau’s teacher, who also hailed from Georgia, visited
He wisely kept away from all other forms of musical art, except
him and found the pupil practicing. We overheard a lesson,
in a few instances. Of his songs only two are remembered, and
which was pedagogically so much finer than many we have heard
his orchestral accompaniments to his concertos are by no means
in so-called high-class conservatories that we recount it here.
masterly. What we keep out of, quite as much as what we get
During the lesson Esau was mute save for trombone toots and
into, plays a large part in our success.
blasts and intermezzi of uncontrollable, joyous laughter.
“Mawnin’, Esau. Look here, boy. What you all doin’?
Call dat practicin’?
Humph!
If Paderewski has proved
You done gone play dat same
nothing else to the world he has
note over ’bout, a hundred times.
brought forth the fact that a
Yas, I know it says it dere in
musician may rise to great
dc music; but how come you
heights in other callings than
ain’t use yo’ haid? Ef you can
his own. Paderewski, Diplomat,
walk there ain’t nothin’ more to
and Paderewski, Pianist, arc both
learn about walkin’.
You jes
history.
naturally
walks.
Dat’s
all.
What you1 want to learn is to
Who says we have no musi¬
dance.
You got to learn to
cal heritages?
Many of the
buck and wing on that tube.
signers of the Declaration of In¬
You ain’t never gone to learn to
dependence were keen musical
dance by jes walkin’.
You’s
enthusiasts. Francis Hopkinson
afeard to buck and wing. ’Fraid
was our first composer of note.
you gone to fall down an’ bust
Washington was a great lover
yo’ haid. Gimme that trombone.
of the stage and music. Frank¬
Now play this lak I do. That’s
lin made an instrument for which
right. Of course yo’ make mis¬
takes; but if yo’ spen’ as much
Beethoven and Mozart composed
time trying to buck and wing as
Pieces
Thomas Jefferson and
Kubcy Rembrandt Photo.
yo’ been spendin’ walkin’, yo’
Patrick Henry were both prac¬
gonna get up in the secon’ line
The Editor’s Desk
tical musicians and performers.
in de band. Stop! Stop! What
Mr. James Francis Cooke, editor of “The Etude
kind of noise is that? Yo’ got
Music Magazine " for sixteen years feels it a real honor
Concert iqanagers
blinders on yo’ ears. Yo’ got to
altogreet the vast audience of enthusiastic readers and
ready pointing to
enormous
taste music with yo’ ears, boy,
friends of The Etude upon the occasion of the Fortieth
oo -ing for the coming season,
Anniversary of the very extensive educational work
just like yo’ tastes chicken with
founded four decades ago by Mr. Theodore Presser
yo’ mouf. If it don’t taste right,
year'*1 ln®
a banner
musical
We take tins occasion on behalf of the founder and the
try another bite till yo’ satisfied.
large staff of co-workers to express our most sincere
’Tain’t no use yo’ blowin’ on that
appreciation to Etude friends, the musical profession
tube like yo’ blowin’ up an auto¬
Ht- '<A “E.HKT hoart doeth good
the music trades and the music press in all parts of the
mobile tire. Remember yo’ matin’
v me mine, runs the proverb.
world, whose generous support, able assistance and en¬
We ne
can ^ ^
music, not jes makin’ wind.”
thusiastic interest has made our success possible.
mcrry music.

Fortieth Anniversary Prophecies and Greetings
World Famous Composers, Teachers, Cri ics and Interpretative Artists Have Something to Say About Music Forty Years from Now

Henry T. Finck
Noted Music Critic, Author and Philosopher
What kind of music will the readers of The Etude
listen to forty years hence?
They will listen to the operas of Mozart, Wagner,
Bizet, Verdi, Gounod, Massenet, Humperdinck, Puccini
and other composers—some of them American—who will
unexpectedly appear.
They will listen to the choral works, the organ and
piano pieces of Bach; the symphonies and sonatas of
Beethoven; the orchestral works of Tchaikowsky, Schu¬
mann, Brahms, Dvorak, the early Strauss, Liszt and
many others now in vogue; the songs of Schubert, Franz,
Schumann, Brahms, Grieg, MacDowell and dozens of
others; the piano pieces of Chopin, Schubert, Beethoven,
Bach, LisZt, MacDowell, etc., pretty much the same as
to-day!
Then, I do not believe in the power of the cacophonists
to sweep away the melodies and euphonies of the past
with their “futuristic” dissonances.
Dear me! No, I do not; most decidedly I do not.
The cacophonies in which a group of vain men in each
country are now indulging are nothing but a species of
tonal mathematics, which does not in the least interest
genuine music lovers and never will interest them.
Some of their new harmonic combinations will prob¬
ably be utilized in the future by genuinely creative com¬
posers, masters of melody and euphony, but that’s about
the only thing really futuristic about the hideous combi¬
nations that are at present being inflicted on concert
goers. Readers of The Etude four decades hence will
not be annoyed by them. Such aberrations of taste never
last long.
As regards the achievements of The Etude, I cannot
do better than quote what i wrote in the Prelude to my
latest book, Musical Progress.
“I rejoice in its large circulation as I do, for instance,
in that of the New York Times, which eloquently refutes
the current notion that the public wants nothing hut
sensationalism and trash.
“The Etude has from the start; in 1883, eschewed
sensationalism and trash. While not avoiding anecdotes,
personal details and biographic romances, it is mostly
concerned with the serious problems which confront mu¬
sicians, teachers, pupils and lovers of music in general.
It does not seek the patronage of musicians by printing
their pictures accompanied by flattering notices of their
appearances, but has lifted itself to its present promi¬
nence entirely by uncommercial tactics. In his influence
on the musical education of the American public, Theo¬
dore Presser stands second only to Theodore Thomas.”
No other country has a periodical just like The
Etude. It is an unique creation. There have been flat-

tering imitations of it, but they fell far short of their
model. Nearly all the great musicians of the last four
decades have written for it or spoken for it to inter¬
viewers. Most of the critics, too. The best of these
articles, reprinted in book form, would make more than
a hundred volumes, easily. Huneker’s best book, Old
Fogy, appeared first in The Etude; so did my best hook
on the tonal art, Musical Progress; there was material
enough for another volume.
Personally, I have enjoyed writing for The Etude
more than for any other magazine, because I knew that
what I said would get serious attention from a very
large audience.

Cecile Chaminade
Distinguished Composer and Pianist
The question as to the future of musical art—what
may be our art in 1960—is somewhat embarrassing. It
would be a very brave person who would prophesy what
might happen in such a world as ours, at such a dis¬
tant date.
We are all traveling in a strange and feverish epoch
which is the fatal result of the great cataclysm. The
mental activity at this time is overpowering, almost ab¬
normal ; but nothing seems stable or profound. A new
work or style seems hardly to be born before it is out
of fashion because of its successors. We are marching
toward the unknown which no one can foresee. What
will be the dimensions of the human brain forty years
hence? The future only can answer this.
It is with all my heart that I join with its friends in
sending my warmest congratulations to The Etude upon
the occasion of its fortieth anniversary. I know of the
enormous importance of this interesting publication and
of the debt of musicians to it, for its services and inspira¬
tion to art workers.

M. Moszkowski
Eminent Composer and Pianist
It is impossible to prophesy in any way as to the future
of the pianistic art in Europe. There is absolutely noth¬
ing as yet that is stable; and this must be reflected upon
the progress of the art in America.
I really can consider myself one of the first readers of
The Etude; because, since a few years after its first
publication, I began to read more or less regularly the
instructive articles which every issue contains. My con¬
gratulations upon its fortieth anniversary are therefore
particularly cordial.
The American musician owes
much to The Etude, and this unquestionably has had a
great bearing upon the prodigious progress which music
has made in your country, especially during the last ten
years.

I. Philipp
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Paris Conservatoire
What will forty years bring forth in the art of
piano playing? What will our art be in 1960? It is of
course impossible to foresee. We have had our Liszt;
and the musical world exclaimed, “This is the ne plus
ultra of the art of the piano. Then came the Titan,
Rubinstein, of whom was said, “Nobody can go further!”
After this we have had Paderewski, Moritz Rosenthal
and the magician, Ferrucio Busoni. Shall we go further
yet? I must confess that I do not know.
Permit me at this time to state that for years I have
been filled with admiration for The Etude. It is admir¬
ably conducted, always interesting, and must have been
of immense service to musical art in America.

Charles Marie Widor
Eminent French Composer and Organist

X. Scharwenka
Distinguished Composer, Pianist and Pedagog
(The following is from a note of congratulation sent
to the founder of The Etude, Mr. Theodore Presser.)
From friendly quarters I hear that The Etude which
you founded, and which, you have brought up to such
great and well-merited success, is going to celebrate its
fortieth year, of existence.
Permit me, dear Mr. Presser, to express to you in
my name, as well as in the name of many other musi¬
cians, the heartiest wishes and also thanks for the im¬
portant and successful service which you have given to
pedagogy and its representatives, in such a broad way.
I also beg you to accept my sincerest wishes on your
seventy-fifth birthday. I hope that you will be- able to
do your benevolent work to the music world for many
years to come.

La Musique, is it in a state of progress or in a state
of decadence ? Those who view purely sensory effect as
the ultimate aim of music will contend that we are pro¬
gressing. Those, on the contrary, who seek, in the art
of music, ideas and their highest development, will feel
that music is retrogressing.
“Has music reached its pinnacle?” I am asked. Cer¬
tainly. It reached its pinnacle with Mozart, afterward
with Beethoven, afterward with Wagner; and it had
reached it with Bach. You see, musical progress is a
long succession of pinnacles.
Will music transform itself during the next forty
years? Who can tell? The understanding of acoustics
has progressed so greatly during and since the world
war that we can comprehend new conceptions of tonal
masses developed through new means. The fact that
we can play with certain sound waves so as to isolate
them, magnify them or weaken thc;m in their vibratory
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intensity, will transform the sound and tone color of our
instruments.
It remains to be seen, however, whether the human ear
can be developed so as to be able to grasp the finer vibra¬
tions and thus keep step with the progress of acoustical
science. As yet we are scarcely able to perceive the eight
or ten octaves of tone waves; and others caught by wire¬
less telegraphy escape us entirely. Is this a matter for
regret? I hardly think so.
The persistence of this
aerial song above our heads would trouble our sleep in
hopeless manner.

Sergei Rachmaninoff
Eminent Russian Pianist and Composer

the other hand, exclude themselves from the general and
complete decadence and will undertake to appear as e
only ones who recall the splendor of bygone days.
Moreover, most persons are also likely to believe them,
although all can see that the latter only remember the
greatness of earlier times, because in those days there
were also such persons to whom the incompetence in
creative ability left but one possible expression and one
possible thought: The lamentation over the creative in¬
competence of the others.
i ■
(At the special request of Mr. Schonberg) we reprint
his original letter in the German language.)
Zum 40-ten Jahrestag der Begriindung Ihrer Zeitschrift
sende ich Ihnen gcrne als Grass hier meine Antwort attf
die gestellten Fragen: Prophezien ist eine sehr schwere
Sache. Insbesondere, wenn darauf Gewicht gelegt wird,
dass die Prophezeiung in Voraus erfolgt und dass sie
eintreffen soil.
Erleichtert wird diese Aufgabe jedoch, dadurch, dass
der Prophet ohnedies im Vaterland nichts gilt und das
schon in Vorhinein, so dass er also dabei nicht viel zu
verlieren riskiert. Trotzdem mag ich es nicht wagen,
Ihre Frage direkt so zu beantworten, wie Sie sie stellen,
sonde rn nehme eine kleine Abanderung vor, indetn ich
nicht frage, ob man die grossere Betriebsamkeit und
Vollendung crrcicht haben wird, sondern ob man das
unabhangig von den Tatsachen glaubcn oder bczweifcln
wird. Und darauf lautet meine Antwort: Auch in 40
Jahren wird ein Teil der Menschheit dariiber jubeln,
dass der Gipfel der Vollendung erreicht ist, wahrend ein
anderer Teil den Niedergang, die Dekadenz bejammern
wird. Von den ersteren werden einige meinen, dass
man nun ausruhen konne, wahrend andere neuen Lorbeer in weiterem Fortschreiten werden suchen wollen.
Von den Anhangern des Niedergangs wird genau wie
heute ein nur kleiner Teil annehmen, dass ihre eigene
Talent—und Charakterlosigkeit das einzige Merkmal
dieses Niedergangs ist; und selbst dieser Teil wird sich
wohl hiiten das offentlich zu bekennen. Der grossere
und fanatischere Teil der Niedergangsanbeter hingegen
wird es verstehen sich selbst aus sonst der allgemeinen
und vollkommenen Dekadenz auszuschliessen und im
Gegentell als .die Einzigen zu scheinen, die an den Glanz
verschwundener Zeiten erinnern: und das werden ihnen
die meisten auch glauben, obwohl alle sehen konnten,
dass jene an die Grosse friiherer Zeiten nur dadurch
erinnern, dass es auch damals eben solche gegeben hat,
denen die Unfahigkeit in schoepferischer Hinsicht nur
eine einzige Ausdrucksmoglichkeit und nur einen einzigen
G'edanken gelassen hat: das Jammern fiber die schopferische Unfahigkeit der Anderen!
Modling den 12. Juni 1923.
Arnold Schonberg.

(Mr. Rachmaninoff, at the solicitation of “The Etude,"
gave his opinion upon this subject some time ago; and
it is reprinted here together ivith a telegram of con¬
gratulation just received.)
Composers of experience take into consideration first
of all that melody is the supreme ruler in the world of
music. Melody is music—the integral foundation of all
music—since a perfectly conceived melody implies and
develops its own natural harmonic treatment. Schopen¬
hauer has phrased this idea wonderfully when he said:
“Music—that is Melody—and words thereto, ah, that is
the whole world!” Melodic inventiveness is, in the high¬
est sense of the term, the vital goal of the composer.
If he is unable to make melodies which command the
right to endure, he has little reason,to proceed with his
studies in musical composition. It is for this reason that
the great composers of the past have shown such inti¬
mate respect for the peasant-melodies of their respective
countries. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Dvorak, Grieg and others,
have returned to them as natural springs of inspiration.
The Futurists, on the other hand, openly state their
hatred for anything faintly resembling a melody! They
clamor for “color” and “atmosphere,” and by dint of
ignoring every rule of sane musical construction, they
secure efforts as formless as fog, and hardly more
enduring.
In the word “modern,” I do not refer to the Futurists.
I have little regard for those who divorce themselves
from Melody and Harmony, for the sake of reveling in
a kind of orgy of noise and discord for discord’s sake.
The Russian Futurists have turned their backs upon the
simple songs of the common people of their native land,
and it is probably because of this that they are forced,
stilted, not natural in their musical expression. This is
true not only of the Russian Futurists, but of all the
Futurists of almost all lands. They have made them¬
selves outcasts, men without a country, in the hope that
they might become international. But in this hope they
reason amiss; for if we ever acquire a musical Volapuk
or Esperanto, it will not be by ignoring the folk music
By Albert Spalding
of any land, but by a fusion of the common musical
Noted American Violin Virtuoso
languages of all nations into one tongue; not by. an
It is more than an ambitious task to venture a pre¬
apotheosis of eccentric individual expression, but by the
diction on the position of the violin world, some thirty
coming together of the music of the common people of
or forty years into the future. It would perhaps be pre¬
every land, as the “voice of many waters” from the seven
seas of the great world.
sumptuous, and futile to do so. But a study of present
conditions, and a proper perspective of past ones may
Telegram : Please accept my sincerest congratulations
reasonably formulate a hope of the paths to be traveled
upon the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of The
and
of the aspirations to be realized. Let us face frankly,
Etude, and my cordial wishes for the continued success
of that publication.
for a moment, present and past conditions. What are
they? What do they represent? In what are they lack¬
ing?
Arnold Schonberg
.
'riA'v
cunuuionsr uratiiyin
Foremost Representative of Modernistic School in Europe
in actual attainment and still more brilliant in promis.
On the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of your
The progress of the player, the teacher, and the studer
journal, I take pleasure in sending you herewith as a has been, and is, nothing short of miraculous in the quic
greeting, my answer to the questions that you have
results obtained during the brief space of time which ha
asked. Prophesying is a very difficult matter, especially
elapsed since its modest beginning.
if one stresses the fact that the prophecy must be made
. Second: What do they represent? They represer
in advance and that it ought to come true. The task
initiative, vigor, talent, perseverance, mastery of near!
is made easier, however, by the fact that the prophet is
all technical problems, keen sensitiveness to new sensa
not without honor, save in his own country (and that
tions, and above all a devotional interest in all the detail
beforehand), so that he does not risk losing much.
of craftsmanship.
In spite of this, I do not venture to answer your ques¬
Third: In what are they lacking? They are lackin'
tion directly, as you put it; but, adopt a slight variation
in a broad vision of what the art of music really meanin which I do not ask if we have attained the greatest
The aggregate focus of the violin mind in America i
perfection and method of development, but if one is
too narrowly directed on the details of execution; admir
likely to believe or question it independent of the circum¬
able details these are, and very necessary ones; but a
stances, and to this my answer is: In another forty
profitless, if the wider outlook be lacking, as rhetori
years some persons will rejoice in the fact that the
without intellect, as energy without guiding impulse a
climax of perfection has been reached, while others will
motion without rhythm.
lament over the decline and the decadence. Of the first
There is nothing significant or inspiring in hearing .
group some will maintain that we may rest content,
performance of even the most excellent technical per
while others will seek new laurels in further progress.
fcction unless it glows with the life and meaning whicl
Among the advocates of decadence only a small number
only a superior intelligence can give with conviction
will admit, just as to-day, that their own lack of talent
am not peeking to minimize in any way the important
and distinctive character is the only indication of that
of technical details. They have been, and rightly so ou
decadence; and even that minority will take good care
first problems. We have met, and are meeting them’witl
not to admit this openly. The larger and more fanatical
brilliant success. But let us not forget that they an
number of those who support the idea of decline will, on
details, and only details.

The violin world in America of 1953 or 1963, will, I
. Th
believe be concerned with far more vital and
h°P%rni problems. It must, if it is to have any force
signifies P .
^ the world of muslc. Creative works
from M American pen, or for that matter from any pen,
wifi11 revolutionize and reverse many present trad.tions.
And the America of a Winslow Homer, a Sargent, a
Whistler a Poe, an Emerson, and a Walt Whitman, may
confidently hope and expect great American composers
as well as interpreters, if they be true to their ideals
and patiently devoted in developing their undoubted

A Letter from the Leipzig Conservatory
The Conservatory of Music in Leipzig takes very sin¬
cere interest in the anniversary which The Etude is
celebrating this year. For many years we have followed
with great interest the musical progress of Philadelphia.
We must fully acknowledge the great service The
Etude has rendered to the musical life. Our relations
to America have always been very intimate. The Ameri¬
cans who have come to Leipzig, since the foundation of
our institute in 1843, were very numerous; and we have
always accepted these students with a special kindness.
It is with sincere pleasure and gratification that we do
remember Mr. Theodore Presser's presence among us
during the year of 1878, when he entered a a pupil.
Our relations to his enterprise have been espe.Lilly cor¬
dial through this, and it is needless to say that the Con¬
servatory of Leipzig desires to be one of the first in
congratulating him.
We heartily wish The Etude good luck in the future.
Stephen Krehl,
Director of Studies.

Get Pleasure!
By D. L. Ford
By entering earnestly into whatever work is to lie
done.
By trying, each time you play a piece, to find in it
some beauty that was hidden lx: fore.
By sharing your musical achievements with others.
By working out the technical problems of your pieces
so well that in their performance you may lose yourself
in the enjoyment of their musical message.
By doing the simpler things exquisitely rather than
struggling through others beyond your ability.
By trying each day to add at least one bit to vour
knowledge of music.
By doing your work so well that you mav ie proud
of it.

The following are answers to the Fifth Scries of
Questions prepared by Eleanor Brigham. The ques¬
tions appeared in The Etude last month.
Rieharrt^rrn’no2-?arnini- s—Sehuirmnn, 4—Sullivan. 5—
9—Brahnfi^ n ’ S~R\sanini' T-Massonet. 8— B., thoven,
1R
11—Paderewski. 1'J Mnznrt.

sa tags
Music is an important element of modern culture, a
rehmng social influence, a subject about which few culti.^eorP?r*°"s nowadays are willing to be thought ignor¬
ant it . fferent; an art which in one way or another
ni«a ly- lreS*S m°re thousa"ds of people, more occuPtes then- thoughts, more ministers to their enjoyment,
learning SClenCe’ or 11,311 most branches of literature and
g'
—Dwight. '

THE ETUDE’S PORTY-YEAR-OI
MOTTO
“He who mingles the useful with
ag!T,eable bears away the prize.”—Hor
this motto was on the first page of
first .ssue of The Etude. I, has been ,
e guiding stars of the publication
j r years an<* to~day it sets a new stai
bin ^ t f ^reater era °f usefulness cc
binedwrth entertainment into which
know The Etude is entering.
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A Momentous Musical Meeting
Thomas A. Edison and Lt. Comm. John Philip Sousa Meet for the First Time and Talk upon Music
America’s Most Famous Inventor and America’s Most Famous Musician
Give Highly Interesting Opinions Upon Important Musical Matters
The Honor of Presenting this Extremely Interesting Conversation Has Been Reserved for the Fortieth Anniversary
Issue of THE ETUDE Music Magazine
machine the very individuality of the artist is retained in
a way that seems to be very near to a resurrection of his
art every time a record is played. The effect of hearing
a record of a performer who has passed on, such as
Caruso, almost gives me the shivers. Only a few years
ago it was impossible for the public to hear more than a
few of the world’s great artists. Now, thanks to your
genius, these artists can be heard in the humblest homes.”
“But,” insisted Mr. Edison, “the public taken as a whole
is very elementary, very primitive in its tastes. You see
I am in a somewhat enviable position. I am different
from you, Commander Sousa. You know music in one
way and I know it in another. I know nothing about
musical notation and have never tried to learrn I am
glad that I don’t know. I try to form my own opinions.
If I knew music by the same mental processes in which
you know it, I would be afraid of getting into a kind of a
rut. Ruts—they are the things we have to avoid, if we
want to do original thinking. As I said, the public is
very primitive in its tastes. My object is to reach the
greater number with the most wholesome kind of an
appeal. The world is an immense area. A few. people
like the most advanced music—very, very few. The De¬
bussy fanatic thinks that because he likes Debussy, there
must, of course, be thousands and thousands who do.
He would be amazed if he knew on what a little musical
island he is standing. You could hardly see it on the
great musical map of the world. All the world wants
The Concert Hall and the Laboratory
music; but it does not want Debussy; nor does it want
complicated operatic arias. I know at my own expense.
Comparatively few people ever have seen Mr. Edison;
Sometimes out of four thousand records advertised all up
while millions have seen and heard the March King on
and down the land, some made by men and women of
his numerous trips to all parts of the world. Commander
Sousa’s magnetism, genius, lovable personality and re¬ very great reputation, the public deliberately selects for
markable versatility in music and literature—to say noth¬ its own, some simple heartfelt melody, sung.by some
ing of producing compositions which have been adopted comparatively unknown singer, and demands this in such
- and played by the entire world—are known to all. Few quantities that we have a hard time manufacturing
enough. There is no closed corporation in music, no
living people have been seen by so many individuals, the
world over, as the famous conductor. Because Mr. Edi¬ group controlling musical taste. The public wants what
it wants; and it does not hesitate to let its wants be
son’s life, on the other hand, has been spent for the most
part in the laboratory, we may be pardoned for attempt- . known. Why should it be forced to have complicated
ing a verbigraph of the great inventor, revealing, per¬ music when it cries to have simple music?”
haps, something which may not be caught by the camera.
On meeting him one is first astonished by the extreme
buoyancy of his step and his bearing. Many men with
one-quarter of his years might be proud to imitate his
youthful approach. His large head and twinkling eyes
give the immediate impression of intense vitality. His
smile and his candor—a kind of beautiful frankness—
relieve one at once of the awe that his great name con¬
jures up in the mind of the average man. His vocabulary
is unusual in extent, as might be expected, but he in¬
clines to the simplest words in his structure of sentences.
His knowledge of the multifarious details of his large
range of business enterprises is uncanny. Shrewd and
alert in his judgment of practical matters, his ease and
sincerity are such that it is hard to realize that one is
not talking to some highly respected member of his own
family. His deafness is a slight obstruction to inter¬
course, but his mind is so incessantly active that he makes
no concern about what others might consider an affliction.
Oh the other hand his hearing for music is miraculously
acute. He hears music with a definiteness far beyond one
with a normal aural sense and is continually able to point
out to musicians discrepancies in vibrations.
Mr. Edison and Mr. Sousa greeted each other like old
friends and soon swung into a most interesting conver¬
sation upon music. At times they disagreed rather em¬
phatically, but for the most part their opinions were alike.
Early in May of this year two men of strong indi¬
viduality and epoch-making achievements, both wellknown to each other, both keenly interested in the other’s
work, shook hands for the first time and discussed the
subject in which they were mutually concerned. Lt.
Commander John Philip Sousa, U. S. N. R. F., born in
Washington in 1854, and Thomas Alva Edison, born at
Milan, Ohio, in 1847, are two personages whose names
are known throughout the world as are few other Ameri¬
cans. Both of them are intensely American in their
ideals and thought. Both are exceedingly simple in their
manners; and both are vigorous in their attitude toward
life.
,—; •>/
The great inventor, whose discoveries haye yirtually
revolutionized so many phases of life, can be 'appreciated
only when one contemplates what the world would be
without the incandescent electric light, the trolley car,
the kinetoscope, the phonograph or any one of his thou¬
sand inventions for the benefit of man. No man in any
age has done as much in a lifetime to contribute to the
advancement of civilization. He is called the man with
the fifteen billion dollar brain, because that amount of
money is now probably invested in his inventions. The
phonograph alone put music upon an entirely different
basis. Its influence upon the development of the art
makes Edison the greatest living factor of our time in
the advance of music.

Making Musical Interpretation Immortal
Lt. Sousa laughingly commented upon the fact that the
invention of the phonograph and the later development
of the talking machine had carried his music where even
his much traveled band could never reach. “You have
made the art of the musician immortal, Mr.'Edison, by
preserving the interpretations of the great performers.
What the printing press did for the composer, you. have
done for the instrumentalist, the singer and the con¬
ductor. Your invention, which has been developed along
many different lines, has enabled the public to buy
musical interpretations as it may buy reproductions of
great paintings, except that with the sound reproducing

SOUSA AND EDISON AT THEIR FIRST MEETING

Melody the Basis of Human Appeal
“Melody is unquestionably the basis of all popular
musical appeal,” remarked Commander Sousa. “We live
in a day when some composers seem to be ashamed of
melody. If they write a sequence of interesting tunes,
they seem to want to hide their heads and apologize
for being human and uncomplicated. Beethoven certainly
took no such pose. With him, it was melody first, as
his sketch books testify; but he developed his melodies in
heavenly manner.”
“Quite right,” remarked Mr. Edison. “I have accom¬
plished one thing that few musicians have done. I have
secured a vast number of melodies and have listened to
thousands of them in quest for material. You would
hardly believe the number that I have heard and analyzed.
Commander Sousa, very few real tunes are ever created.
Most of the tunes are copies of something else. In going
over thousands of humorous songs, for instance, in search
of worthy stuff, I found that for the most part they were
written largely to only nine tunes.”
“That is better than Mark Twain gave the Drama,”
interrupted Commander Sousa. “Mark Twain used to
insist that there were only six original plots.”
“Why should there be such a scarceness of real tunes?”
continued Mr. Edison. “My son is a mathematician, and
I recollect that he attempted to estimate the numbef
of possible changes from which tunes could be made. It
I remember rightly, he found out that there were some¬
thing like 400,000,000 possible changes.”
“The number is infinite," Commander Sousa agreed.
Composers Don’t Realize Opportunities
“Then why under the heavens,” asked Mr. Edison,
“don’t we have more original material ? The composers,
themselves, don’t know what opportunities they have.
Why I used to reverse some tunes that we had upon the
records and the results were surprising. We played them
backwards and some of the reversed tunes were far more
interesting and charming than the originals.”
“Possibly they went through a process of reformation
for the sins of plagiarism,” commented Commander
Sousa.
“People are continually looking for boundaries, limita¬
tions; they actually clamor for ruts,” Mr. Edison went
on. “Think of it! When the moving pictures were first
put upon the market, thousands predicted that we would
run out of subjects in no time, and that the public would
soon tire of the pictures. There are thousands who keep
on saying that now, with about as much sense. They
seem not to be able to see beyond the boundaries they
erect for themselves. The world and human nature know
no boundaries. The Drama has gone steadily since the
first plays of Savages, and will continue to go on. So
will moving pictures. So will music. Only, why under
the sun, don’t the composers give us more original
tunes ?”
“The melodies that the public usually likes best are
those in which it can join,” commented Commander
Sousa. “Because of this, American music, which is less
complex, has gained a strong hold upon the public imagi¬
nation here and abroad. Everyone likes music; but many
are kept away from the study of the art' because of artifi¬
cial complexities invented by the pedants. More melody
and less pedantry, would be a good motto for most
American composers.”
The Human Sense of Hearing
“Yes, the love for music seems to be inborn,” assented
Mr. Edison. “I cannot understand the man who does
not like music. It is reported that a famous New York
millionaire paid a noted violinist $500 to move to a
distance on an ocean liner, because the financier did not
like music and did not want to hear him playing in a
nearby cabin. Such an instance seems abnormal to me,
and I cannot comprehend- it.”
“It is a good thing that the' world is not made of
people with such musical inclinations,” laughed Com¬
mander Sousa. “If it were, I would soon have to go' out
of business.”
“Well,” reflected the great inventor, “the human sense
of hearing is a most wonderful thing and differs im¬
mensely in different individuals. I remember the case
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offense in singing is the tremolo. It is horrible.
of a pianist who was engaged to play for me. He was a
in the world do singers do it? The public
man possessed of the so-called normal hearing. During
want them. They ruin records The
the course of one composition he struck a note that was
first of all a good, clean voice, that is, a v
very defective in harmonics. I called his attention to it,
.
frills, with lovely quality, and capable of singing
•but he did not hear the defective quality and it was not
chromatic scale with perfect intonation. A number o
until I was able to prove the weakness of the note by
years ago I had representatives collect test records.
means of scientific apparatus that he would admit that
singers in Europe. I did not want the conJPos'lon ’
he had not heard properly. Musicians hear so much
music that they hear superficially. As age approaches, the ■ wanted the voices. Consequently, the records that were
forwarded to me were records of scales. Only on
human ear inclines toward lower tones, tones with longer
singer of all that were sent to me had what I would
vibrations. In the ear there is a cluster of little rod-like
term a perfect voice. This man lived m Italy.
ca
bristles called the “rods of Corti.” These get gummed
to have him come to America. Three days later ne w
up and lose in vitality; so that it is only in youth that
dead and buried. The public wants, more than anything
very high music is enjoyed. Take the violin, for in¬
else, fine tone and fine diction. What good is a song
stance ; I enjoy the violin immensely, but I cannot enjoy
if one cannot understand the words?”
the E string. It grates upon by ears terribly; and I
know that there are thousands like me.”
A Human Message
“No doubt,” smiled the conductor. “Perhaps you have
“The real artist has a human' message,” Mr. Sousa
heard, Mr. Edison, of the famous story of Mehul, the
joined in, “a message that will move his hearers, an
French composer who lived in Paris until the early part
must first of all be understood. This is appreciated
of the last century. He wrote an opera in which there
very quickly by the audience, and the response to a wel were no violins. Their place was taken by the violas.
delivered, understandable number is always immediate.
Gretry, one of Mehul’s contemporaries, attended the per¬
“That is just what I mean,” agreed Mr. Edison. It
formance. In the middle of the opera the absence of the
is human to want the musical outline first. This, how¬
violins got on his nerves and he left the opera house
ever, is often lost in extremes of dynamics which the
shouting, ‘Good Lord, I would give 10,000 francs for
artist affects. Pianists pound until the instrument loses
an E string.’ ”
its character and becomes a roaring mass of conflicting
“That is just what I mean,” nodded Mr. Edison. “Ears
vibrations which have no musical effect upon the audi¬
are different. On the whole, however, the very high
tor—merely a confusion of sounds. I have a keen sym¬
vibrations are less appealing than the lower ones. The
pathy for the elementally-minded man who longs for
diaphragm of the ear is touched by a little bone which
something he can comprehend. We all have our likes
is adjusted by means of a little muscle, about a quarter
and dislikes.. Somehow I have never cared for Chopin
of an inch in length, which accommodates itself to the
and Mozart; whereas I am devoted to Wagner. The
vibrations as they are received. It is known as the ten¬
Ride of The Valkyries is a source of constant wonder
sor tympani. Very violent high vibrations have an
and delight to me.”
effect upon this organ, which can give excruciating nerv¬
ous pain. The scraping of a knife upon a plate is one
The Public Loves Wagner
instance of this, We had at one time an apparatus here
“I can understand your love for Wagner,” said the
in the laboratory which gave 32,000 vibrations or there¬
famous conductor. “The public loves Wagner and de¬
abouts, a second. Its effect upon everybody was almost
mands his works constantly. He is a most melodious
paralyzing.”
composer.
I can understand your attitude toward
Compromises in Pitch
Chopin whose appeal is largely pianistic. With the
“The human ear has to be satisfied with compromises exception of a few of his works, they are not effective
in pitch,” added the composer. “We speak of our in¬
away from the keyboard; but I cannot agree with you
struments being in tune. What we mean is that they about Mozart, whose compositions give me keen delight.
are as nearly in tune as the human ear and the condi¬
Furthermore, they are beautifully simple.”
tions of temperature and so forth will permit.”
“Well, I cannot explain it; but I have never cared for
“Precisely,” joined in Mr. Edison, “and more than
Mozart,” calmly reflected the great inventive genius.
this, many of the instrumentalists persistently play out of
“Do you believe that the ear is more important than
tune and do not notice it. This is. particularly the case
the eye in education?” asked Commander Sousa.
with the violinist, who rarely plays accurately in tune. He
“No,” replied Mr. Edison. “The eye is more im¬
thinks he does, but he doesn’t. What he really does is to
portant. Light travels quicker than sound, and the
make a stab for a note, hit it, perhaps within fifteen or
eye absorbs ideas instantly. It is my firm conviction
twenty vibrations, and then make a lightning-like correc¬
that a large part of education in coming generations
tion with such deftness that the auditor is usually not
will be not by books but by moving pictures. I have
aware of it. Of course, he occasionally may strike the
tried this out in experiments with children; and the re¬
note right in the center but it is usually an accident if he
sults have been astonishing. Children don’t need many
does. I am not speaking of amateurs, now, but of pro¬
books; when they are shown how to do things. They
fessional violinists.”
can learn more by certain kinds Of moving pictures in
“I know just what you mean, Mr. Edison, because I
five minutes than they can by the usual kinds of books
was a professional violinist myself for years before I
in five hours.”
became seriously interested in the possibilities of the
The great inventor grew contemplative as though
brass band. In mass effects, however, where a great
looking far into the future. “The combination of music
many instruments of the same kind are collected, the
and motion pictures is tremendous, epoch-making. Its
proportion of those that do strike the notes approxi¬
expansion, through the introduction of fine symphony
mately accurate is so large that the discrepancies are
orchestras in the great motion picture houses, is but the
cancelled and a body of players is likely to sound more
natural development of the age. The effect of such a
in tune than solo performers. Strictly analyzed, how¬
combination is nothing short of tremendous. It is one
ever, no band or orchestra is ever in perfect tune. No
of the most powerful influences for good in our com¬
one knows this better than the man who has stood before
monwealth. Let us hope and pray that it may always
a concert band for over thirty years.”
be in the hands of people who will realize their re¬
sponsibilities to mankind and to posterity.”
Piano Only Rarely in Tune
"I am glad to hear you say that, Commander,” re¬
marked Mr. Edison. “So few musicians realize it,
though they of all people ought to know it. Moreover, no
violinist can play octaves in absolute tune. It is humanly
impossible, because the ear cannot accommodate itself to
correcting two different pitches at the same time. The
piano is for the most part only approximately in tune.
I don’t mean from the standpoint of the tempered scale,
but steel wire is steel wire, and immediately after the
piano is tuned, it commences to get out of tune. Tem¬
perature alone will do this. There is a vast difference
in; pianos. The best pianos of the best makes stay in
tune much the longer. With them the timbre holds much
longer.”
“Singers sometime sing wonderfully in tune,” inter¬
rupted Mr. Sousa. “I have known some who seemed
to find it impossible to get off the key.”
“Ah! Singers are a different matter entirely,” , as¬
serted Mr. Edison. “That is, singers who sing as they
should and do not pattern after others. The worst
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Music and Organized Labor

Written for the Elude
By Samuel Gompers
President American Federation of Labor

In common with the rest of the population,
the members of organized labor are showing
an increasing interest in music.

More and

more they are becoming familiar with good
music and the works of the world’s great
composers.

That they are doing this is, I

think, in no small measure due to the organ¬
ized labor movement.
Organization under the banner of the
American Federation of Labor has given
millions of the nation’s workers more leisure
and more money to spetid on the finer things
of life, of which good music stands high.
• The increased wages which the labor move¬
ment has brought to the workers has enabled
them to purchase pianos and other musical
instruments to a greater extent than at
perhaps any other period in our history, so
that now the high-grade piano is no longer
the most exclusive possession of the rich or
well-to-do. Higher compensation, which has
come to the organized workers, has also en¬
abled them to attend good concerts and in
many instances to give their children a musi¬
cal education.
With the increased leisure which organ¬
ization has won have come wider opportuni¬
ties to enjoy music; and that these oppor¬
tunities are being taken advantage of is not
open to dispute.

In our large cities as well

as in smaller places, many among the audi¬
ences at fine concerts are from the ranks of
the workers.
The educational work which has been
done for music in recent years is bearing
fruit; and the new generations which are
growing'up are learning that appreciation of
music is a thing of which to be justly proud
and that music can add immeasurably to the
joy and enrichment of human life.
I be¬
lieve that the workers are learning this as
well as are those from other walks of life.
It seems to me that it is an excellent thing
for the nation and the people as a whole that

Important to Remember

this interest in music is growing; and I hope

By Katherine K. Brown

support of American music and the work of

that it will result in greater appreciation and
American composers.
Most of the power in playing is derived from the big
bunches of muscles lying in the upper arm, shoulder and
back. Even the softest tones are controlled by them;
that is, by the upper arm and shoulder muscles. All
that the forearm probably does is to fix and relax the
finger tension. Otherwise the forearm is always the
servant of the upper arm. The wrist is generally re¬
laxed. The hand and finger combined carry the armweight, which means, whatever weight you lever against
the key before relaxing. The upper arm always takes
up, or catches, the weight instantly when it is to cease
Every finger tension must be followed immediately by
Relaxation, the Normal Condition.

At one time we were

almost wholly dependent upon Europe for
our music and our best musicians; but the
situation is now changing, and American
music is beginning to take the place to which
it is entitled.

If the tuition gives American

music the support which is its due, there is
no reason why America should not lead in
music and musical appreciation, as it now
leads in the production of the finest of
artistic pianos.

T

the audience is impatient and that he
HE possibilities of the piano have
go on playing. There must be sound,
been a matter of continual develop¬
composer, in creating the composition,
ment. The highly developed instru¬
d it with a distinct design in mind. That
ment of to-day is the descendant of many
the element of balance and symmetry
attempts at perfection. When Bartolomeo
which is natural to art. The student who
Cristofori, in the early years of the
plays a half rest with the value of a quar¬
eighteenth century, sought to improve the
ter rest, destroys this artistic symmetry.
keyboard instruments he was manufactur¬
The audience unconsciously feels this, and
ing, he found that it was necessary to start
the work of the student does not please.
out upon an entirely new line of attack.
“The following may be cited as examThe instruments of the time (clavicemabli,
^
Dpies of
dramatic
.g the
^
^ p value of rests. The
of
harpsichords, etc.) were limited in expres- SecurediExciusively for The Etude by Interview with the Famous Virtuoso P,an,st
sion because the wires were plucked with
Chopin. Hurry over this rest at the end
quills, much as a zither is played. By in¬
JOSEF LHEVINNE
of the composition and the value of a beau¬
venting an instrument in which the wires
tiful art work is destroyed.
were struck with hammers, instead of being
Chopin Ballade, Op. 38
Indifference to Rests
plucked, he made a distinct departure. He called it the
‘One indication of this is the indifference to rests. Rests
Forte-Piano, because it could play both loud and soft.
important as notes. Music is painted upon
i
Later, doubtless for euphony, it became the pianoforte,
a canvas of silence. Mozart used to say, “Silence is the
and then the piano. But it could do far more than play
pp
greatest effect in music.” The student, however, does
loud or soft. It permitted the production of different
not realize the great artistic value of silence. The vir¬
classes of sound quality within its range. These are
tuoso whose existence depends upon moving great audi¬
controlled by touch; and it is because of this that one
ences by musical values knows that rests are of vital
of the basic problems of its use is the matter of touch,
importance. Very often the effect of the rest is even
with which we shall have a great deal to do in this
greater than that of the notes. It serves to attract and
series. Rubinstein called the pedal “the soul of the
to prepare the mind. Rests have powerful dramatic
piano.” But the pedal can be used like a soul in purga¬
effect. Chaliapine has an instinctive appreciation of
tory or like one in paradise. The finest pedaling '
rests; and any one who had.heard the great Russian’s’
world, however, is worthless unless the student s familiar
tv, g r e. ■=*=
recitals, knows that his rests are often as impressive
with the basic principles of touch.
as the tones of his gorgeous voice. Indeed, poise in
music
is often largely a matter of the correct observ¬
Things of First Importance
“The second example is from the Chopin Nocturne, No.
ance of the full value of rests,
. “Before entering the discussion of the matter of touch
13, in C Minor. Here the rests are in the right hand.
“Sometimes it takes courage, seemingly, for the
or technic, however, let us consider first of all the most
“But the left hand continues to play,” you say. Of course,
student to value a rest properly. He has the feeling
important thing, a good foundation in real musicianship.
but nevertheless you must feel the rests. If you were
Certain things can not be skipped in the early lessons
singing this beautiful melody, or playing it upon the
without appearing to the enormous disadvantage of the
flute or the violin, you would have to feel the rests. I
student in later years. Possibly here is the greatest waste
don’t know what i.t is; but when you have that feeling
in music teaching, poor or careless instruction in the
in your mind you will bring it out in your playing, and
earlier years. The teacher of beginners is a person of
your playing will be correspondingly more beautiful.
Josef Lhevinne, born at
There are thousands of passages of similar intent, in
great importance in all education, particularly in music.
Moscow, 1874 was a pupil of
different pieces.
In Russia the teacher of the beginners is often a man
“One remedy is to imagine the melody as heard from
or a woman- of real distinction. The work is not looked
Safonov at the Moscow Conan instrument of different quality from the piano—say
upon as an ignoble one, worthy of only the failures or the
the Oboe,- or the French horn. Another remedy is to
servatorium. His debut was
inferior teacher. These teachers are well paid. Of
play each hand alone, strictly observing the time and
course, in America you are developing many teachers of
made in 1889, with the
feeling the rests. This excerpt from Chopin makes a
beginners who have had real professional training for this
most excellent example; and the pupil who practices it
Beethoven Emperor Con¬
work; but in the past there must have been some ridicu¬
religiously for a little while, will gain a new respect for
certo (Rubinstein Conduct¬
lously bad teachers of elementary work, judging from a
rests.
few of the so-called advanced pupils whom I have been
ing).
In 1895 he won the
jjo.I-2
Chopin Noctnrne, Op. 48, No.l
called upon to teach.
Rubinstein Prize at Berlin.
“The folly of paying a teacher a considerable fee for
f rTj» frLg-j*=£lXinstruction that should have been given at the very begin¬
His playing attracted the
ning, is too obvious to comment upon. Surely a practical
attention
of
noted
pianists
people like the Americans will rectify this.
everywhere and his success
Things that Cannot be Skipped
has been emphatic here and
“A complete knowledge of notation should be drilled
“The reader is probably surprised by this time that 1
into the pupil at the first lesson. It is all very well to
have taken up so much time with something that is not
abroad. He made his Ameri¬
sugar coat the pill for the lively American child; but
music at all, but silence. Well, it is upon such “little”
can
debut
in
1906.
His
sub¬
things that all really important artistic progress must be
the musical doctor must see that there is no needed in¬
based. Take the matter of note alterations. There are
gredient left out,of the musical pill.
sequent tours have been so
really three forms of staccato; but the average careless
“The pupil, for instance, must know all about notes.
successful that he has per¬
student either does not know about them or he plays all
He must be able to identify instantly the time value of
forms in the same identical manner.
manently settled in this
any given note, its name on, above or below the staff.
The first form with the point
When I first came to America, seventeen years ago, I
country.
gave some lessons. I find now that in the interim, there
Has been a great advance in methods of early instruction
in America; but many students still indicate the most
is the shortest. This might be represented as cutting off
superficial early training.

Basic Principles in Pianoforte
Playing
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OCTOBER 1923

Daily Health Exercises Especially
Devised for Music Teachers

three-fourths of the value of the note and leaving only
one-quarter, thus.

OCTOBER 1923

Practical Aspects of the Art of Studying Singing
From an interview with

By John P. Labofish

MM E.
The second form is the dot,

o
which cuts the note in half, thus.

<*
The third form is the dot and the dash,

o
which slices off only one-quarter of the note and leaves
three-quarters to be played, thus.

“In the next section of this series we shall discuss cer¬
tain very direct phases of the work of the student—not
so much in their bearing upon general musicianship as
in their relation to the keyboard.”

Studio Notes
This touch is sometimes called portamento; and it has
a very distinct and important effect. These conceptions
are general. They must not be taken too literally.
Developing Rhythm
Before leaving these elements of musicianship, I feel
it incumbent to point to the need for a fine development
of rhythm. American students are capable of wonder¬
ful rhythmic development; but they have been limited in
their opportunities. They hear jazz and ragtime from
morning to night, and come to learn one rhythm and one
rhythm only. They should be taught early in life, all
sorts of rhythmic designs. They should be taught that
the rhythm must remain, although the moods may vary
the rapidity of the tempo. They should be taught to
develop a rhythmic sense like the gypsies.
“It is very hard to teach rhythm. It must be felt It
is contagious to a certain extent; and for that reason the
student who attends concerts and who hears fine rhythms
upon the various mechanical sound-reproducing machines,
has distinct advantages.
“Duet playing, with a strong, vigorous musical indi¬
vidual, is one of the best ways in which to “catch”
rhythm as one might catch the “measles.” Rhythm is
infectious. A Strauss waltz under the baton of the
Waltz King, or a Sousa March under the baton of the
March King, never failed to sway thousands.
“It is next to impossible to describe what rhythm is.
It is by no means entirely a matter of accents. I have
known pupils to play the Schubert Marche Militaire,
with every accent in the right place, and yet it sounded
like a march of wooden soldiers, instead of live ones.
It jerked and bobbed and banged and seemed to be
devoid of the spring and snap that a good march should
have.
“The rhythmic design should, almost invariably, remain
even though the movement itself changes in tempo. Some
students preserve a rhythm all right at a certain tempo,
but lose it entirely at a slower or a faster one. A good
corrective is to ask them to think of the swinging pendu¬
lum. Fast or slow, the swing is identical, unless it is
disturbed by some foreign body.
Hear Rhythmic Music
“The reader must have patience if I seem to proceed
slowly; but I can not leave the subject of rhythm with¬
out a full consideration of all the best ways of developing
it. Nothing puts me in a worse mood than the student
who does not play in rhythm; because rhythm is spirit
in music, the most human thing in music. Some look
upon it as a trifle. It is about as important a trifle in
music as are the engines on an ocean liner. Because
the Bohemians, the Hungarians, the Spanish, the Polish
and the Russians seem to possess it instinctively is not
so much a matter of heredity as that they have heard
rhythmic music from babyhood. Therefore, the student
should hear all the rhythmic music possible.
“Another good plan is to accompany older and titore
rhythmic singers and violinists. Above all things, do
not imagine that playing in time and observing the
accents methodically is all that there is to rhythm. A
live rhythm may be observed with the time changing
every few measures. The audience soon knows whether
it is a living thing which the performer is creating,
something with the pulse of the life-blood of music run¬
ning through it. Make your rhythms live and yo.ur play¬
ing will live and be beautiful. Finally, you will be able
to play two rhythms at one time like the following:

By Louis G. Heinze
Methods come and go. Principles (ideas) remain
and go on forever.
To thoroughly understand a passage means half the
mastery of its physical difficulties.
Perhaps you hear what your teacher tells you; but
does it reach the brain?
So long as the teacher is obliged to spend time in
correcting errors, the lesson is partly lost. The pupil
should have the lesson so prepared that the teacher may
use alt the time to the proper purpose for advancement
to new material.
To produce a good tone, merely finger exercises will
not suffice. The correct view of tone from within can
only be reached by song singing.
Pupils say I “can’t” do this or that, when they really
mean “won’t” or “don’t.” Correct this attitude by saying
I “will.”
Play less—think more.
Thinking over a difficulty once is more valuable than
playing it over many times, unless you can do both at
the same time.
Arouse interest in a pupil, which is the first step in
developing an ideal student.

True or False?

Can You Decide?

By Lynne Roche
Schumann won his future father-in-law’s
consent to his marriage by a lawsuit.
—tru<
Leoncavallo’s most popular composition is
the Intermezzo from “Cavalleria Rusticana.”—trui
The highest tone recognized by the aver¬
age ear has about 40,000 vibrations per
second.
_trU(
Schumann-Heink was born in Poland, —true
Mendelssohn’s Elijah was first performed
at the Birmingham (England) Festival, in
Teresa Carreno was known as “The Val¬
kyrie of the Piano.”
\
Bach was the greatest of all composers for
the organ.
(
Thalberg was Liszt’s only competitor for
favor as a pianist.
_t
Der Frcischiitz was the first of the great
Romantic Operas.
t
The Symphony is the highest form of
instrumental music.
t
The Gavotte is a dance of the Scottish
highlands.
^
Mozart has been recognized by all subse¬
quent composers as their superior in genius.—t
French music is characterized by elegance
and delicacy of expression.
t
Monteverde was the first to use the dom¬
inant-seventh chord.
_t
Handel and Buononcini were the “David
and Jonathan” of composers.
t
Maud Powell was the greatest of violinistes.
t,
The Bassoon is the “Clown of the
Orchestra.”
t.
Melba, at her prime, possessed the mo3t
perfect voice of her generation.
_t]
Dixie was written by a northern man.
—t;

false

false
false

false
false
false
false
false
false

Modern life is unhealthful enough for most people,
and exceptionally so, for musicians, with their close
confinement.
Most musicians spend seven or eight hours a day in
theaters and other shut-in places, breathing poisoned air,
sitting cramped up, reading music by artificial light,
always nervously tense. They get very little fresh air,
very little sunlight, very little exercise. They go to bed
at later hours than most people, and generally do not
sleep so well.
Is it any wonder that they tend to become neurasthenic,
sallow, red-eyed? Such unnatural ways of living are
bound to tell on any constitution, no matter how robust.
The professional musician (or amateur, for that mat¬
ter) can enjoy normal health only by having due regard
for the basic principles of life. He must breathe as
much fresh air as possible, get as much sunlight as pos¬
sible, eat a sufficiency of proper food, drink plenty of
water, take a reasonable amount of exercise, and get
sufficient sleep. He should spend as much of his spare
time as possible out of doors, preferably in the woods
or toward the center of a big park, away from the dust
and smoke of automobile traffic. While outside, it is
well to practice looking at distant objects, to relax
the eyes. He should bear in mind that .i sedentary
worker needs different food from that of a laborer,
and not so much. He needs exercise, but not of the
hardest kind. He needs to walk a great deal out of doors.
In his room, he should go through a seri< of-simple
calisthenics, upon rising and before retir: , to keep
his body fresh. The following physical r - rcises are
recommended as calling into play and strengthening
every part of the body. They should be practiced until
fairly fatigued, in a well-ventilated room.
1. Circle with neck, to right and to left. (Relieves
congestion of blood in the head and improves
circulation.)
2. With arms stretched over head and hands clasped,
circle with trunk to right and to left. (Very
fine for all internal organs.)
3. With hands on hips, bend trunk to right and to
left, to front and to rear. (Good for back and all
internal organs.)
4. Lie flat on back. With legs straight, bring feet
over head. (Good for abdomen.)
5. Lie flat on back. Come up slowly to
:ng posi¬
tion and fall back slowly to lying position. (Also
good for abdomen.)
6. Rise on toes and stretch arms in an earn t effort to
touch ceiling. Relax and repeat. (Be serious
about this exercise. It relaxes the nerves, and
the doctors who are making life extend m experi¬
ments say that it is the first thing to do to prolong
life.)
7. With arms horizontal, describe small and large cir¬
cles with hands, rising on toes with every revolutl™ °f tbe hands. Circle forward and backward.
(This exercise straightens round shoulders and
develops the chest.)
8. With arms at sides, bring them straight over head
as high as possible and rise on toes. Also practice
o n T® arms UP in fr°nt. (Expands the chest.)
With arms stretched out at sides, describe circles
10 ™°nght and t0 ’eft with wrists.
. With arms stretched out at sides, in front, and over
0.’ °Pen and close fists.
1?
t0es "ntiI ca'ves are tired.
2. With feet flat on floor, bend knees as much as
possible.
U

false
false
false
false
false

Pr°3d0T t0 floor and raise, on toes at all times.
Practice dancing about the room on the toes, with
hands clasped on back of neck.
' F„^t,Ce boxinS movements, straight rights and lefts
vTl >s and nght and left hands-and risht and
ifi p f hooks and swings.
nitc C0?Plet,cly after exercising. Take all stifflimnl °U u° k°dy’ *ct the head droop, swing arms
r<2 ’ , 6 ,tensi0n out of each
walk about
room as loosely as if drunk,
going throuehffi ** as.possible into y°ur lungs while

false
false

wm

false
false

to bedSUrThevPdr^C<fi!’1'ln,ty °f leg exercises before going
Parts of the iwi
b o°d from the head to the lowef
Parts of the body, and thereby induce sound sleep.
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EMMA

CALVE

Secured expressly for THE ETUDE
rBioGEAPHiCAL Note.—The career of Emma Calve stands
alone in the history of vocal art. Iler work has been
distinctive from her early childhood; and, like llano,
Lablache, Jenny Lind, Clara Louise Kellogg, I'a.t|'; Til''1“sl‘"
Caruso her voice and her individuality have been so
unusual that she will not pass into the reaim of those who
sang and were forgotten. Her real name is Emma Rotjucr.
She was born at Dfcazville, near Aveyron in s.m keni
France. As a child, she was educated at a convent. Later
she studied voice in Paris, with Puget, Kosa Laborde and
The art of singing is a precious possession which com¬
paratively few people can claim, despite the fact that
there are thousands who are, certain in their own minds
that they alone are the sole possessors of the jewel—
the talisman which they can pass on to others. It is
something which is far more than the mere knowledge of
the voice or of the organs of the throat.- It is a great
art which must be transmitted rather than taught.
Watch the nightingale, the thrush, the lark, learn
their songs from vocal teachers in their nests. The
songs of their parents are their only models; and they
just sing as they heard their parents do it. It must be
obvious, therefore, that one of the first principles in
studying singing is to imitate. Not to mock as a parrot
imitates, but to listen to great singers understanding^
and analytically. Hear how they produce their tones.
Feel the character, the quality, of their voices. Often
this quality is a matter of years of careful development.
Very few singers of consequence sing with the same
voice they employed when they commenced their careers.
Why? For the reason that we all imitate when we are
children. We imitate the voices that are around us.
Often these voices are very bad ones indeed; but we
instinctively imitate them. Then we have to rebuild our
voices after we have destroyed the bad habits we have
unconsciously imitated.
The education of the voice is in a large measure the
education of the ear combined with the individual voice
ideal of the student. Voice ideal? What do I mean by
that? I mean that every singer should cherish in her
soul a voice ideal so rare and so beautiful that it
transcends everything she has ever heard or will hear.
This is the great inspiration which, like a guiding star,
leads on the artist to higher and higher accomplishments.

with Mine. Marches!. She gives the credit“r .f'
musical advance to Laborde. She made her debut in
sels as Marguerite in Gounod’s “Faust.” In 1884 she entered
the Opera Comique in Paris, remaining for three years,
when she went to Milan for her debut at La Scala. Her
onening Derformance there was a complete iiasco. The
audience even hissed her off the stage. Notwithstanding
thiR she worked over the same rOle she had chosen for
her debut, with Mine. Laborde, and appeared eighteen
months later with enormous applause. She created the
an appointment to sing at La Scala. Here at last was
my great opportunity. The night came; I was simply
scared to death. I knew that I had dramatic ability;
but that was not enough for the true Italian audience.
They want voice. I sang miserably off key, with exe¬
crable quality. I lost my head completely. The footlights
commenced to dance. Horrors! the audience was hissing
me. I was a failure. I left the stage in disgrace.
Of all the artistic experiences I have ever had, this
was the most fortunate. The Italians were frank enough
to tell me the truth; and the truth was what I needed
most. I did not sing well and there was still a great
deal for me to learn. Until a student realizes that intelli¬
gent criticism of his work is worthless unless it is bru¬
tally frank, he has not made the first real step in his
vocal progress. The revelation caused me a great deal
of suffering at first, but even that was beneficial. I went
back to Paris in despair, expecting to spend the rest of
my days as a corsetiere or something of the sort. For-

feggios, trills and runs. They want to hear a human
message from a human being who has experienced great
things and trained the mind and soul in finer discipline
than mere exercises. The singer must be a personality,
must understand the bond of sympathy with mankind
which, more, even, than a beautiful voice, commands the
attention and interest of the audience.
I dwell upon this strongly because in my experience in
America I have found that the great fault with Ameri¬
can girls is that they are too impatient. They want to
get results at once. They expect to jump from the high
- school platform to the Metropolitan Opera House. That
is a leap in which there is a vast.cavern intervening; and
I am certain numbers of students have gone down
into that cavern merely because they have not been con¬
tent to take a decent amount of time for study. It takes
three years, at the very least, to get a voice in fine shape
for operatic roles. It is wicked to attempt it in less.
I tried to do it and I failed miserably. Just why the
general public expects the violinist and the pianist to
spend years in the development of technic, and at the
same time has an idea that the vocal student is possessed
with some god-given talisman whereby the singer may
go from the horn? or from the dry-goods counter to
grand opera in a few months, is hard to tell.
How Patti Saved Her Voice

Hear Great Voices
Of course, the singing pupil should have a teacher who
really knows, preferably one who can really sing and
illustrate the principles propounded. Above and beyond
this, however, the singer must hear as many of the great
voices as possible, must hear them with the greatest
attainable analytical sense, with a view to discovering
those artistic, vocal and human qualities which have led
the public to identify them as great.
In this, the student has opportunities which were alto¬
gether absent in a previous generation, thanks to the
talking-machine, which enables him to have the records
of scores of great artists where his predecessors might
hear only a "few in a lifetime. Because of this, fine
voices in the future will probably be more frequently
encountered. Think of being able to hear over and
over again the greatest masterpieces sung by the greatest
artists. In a previous generation the vocal student had
only a few such opportunities in a lifetime,
Marchesi never really sang at all af lessons. It was
impossible. Her voice, never a notable one, naturally
deteriorated with age; and she probably wisely realized
that she could not add to her stature in the eyes of the
pupil by singing. I told Lilli Lehmann once that Mar¬
chesi did not illustrate by herself singing at the lessons,
and she was amazed. Laborde, on the pther hand, was
a very able singer and sang constantly, illustrating
phrases, style and various points in technic and interpre¬
tation. I was with Marchesi six months and with
Laborde some six years. The modern teacher who does
not sing can at least have in the studio a large library of
records to which he may constantly refer for examples
of style, phrasing and technic.
Possibly one of the most practical experiences the
young singer can have is that of flat failure. I shall
never forget the night at La Scala, when I made my
debut in Italy. I had been in the company of the
Opera Comique for two years; but I realized down in
my innermost soul that the audiences had been more
indulgent than appreciative. My success was anything
but striking. I resolved to better myself by a change of
environment. After, some time I was delighted to have

rOle of Santueza in "Cavalleria Rusticana.” The next year
she was re-engaged for the Opera Comique *oU°wed by
engagements at Oovent Garden and New York. In New
York her performance of Carmen made an immediate sensa¬
tion nuite as much for her astonishing acting as for hei
singing. She created several other notable rOles including
La Navarraise, and Sapho, and Luzel in L’amico Fritz.
In recent years she has devoted her time to concert singing
and to teaching. In 1922 she published a highly interesting
autobiography.]

MME. EMMA CALVE
tunately, an artistic Wend took me to Laborde and I
started to climb anew. In my biography I have told of
the time when Malibran heard someone accuse her con¬
temporary, Sontag, of being cold and unresponsive.
“Wait until she has suffered,” replied Malibran. Sontag
did suffer; and later she came back to the stage a wholly
different, a far more human artist. Great suffering came
to me; and when I went back to the stage it was a dif¬
ferent Calve than the one that ignominiously retreated
before the hisses of the crowd at Milan.
Humanity and Singing
Perhaps Etude readers by this time will wonder what
was meant by the word “practical” at the head of this
article. Are not most vocal students inclined to think
that practical means only the routine and conventional
things that have to do with technic? Alas! such things,
indispensable as they are, mean nothing unless the singer
realizes the great human, side of her art. People do not
go to the opera or the concert hall merely to hear sol¬

The voice demands care and sensible protection. Some
singers seem to carry this too far. Patti, for instance,
did not even read on the days when she was to sing.
Her husband, Nicolini, had a theory that the voice was
so delicate that even the act of reading caused a strain
upon the eye muscles that was in turn communicated to
the throat. Patti also did not attend rehearsals, in order
that her voice might be spared. We may laugh at these
precautions; but we must remember the very great length
of time that the great singer preserved her voice. She
sang her first opera, Lucia, in New York, at the age of
sixteen, when she was known as “the little Florinda,”
and continued to sing in public for upward of half a
century, preserving her voice into comparative old age
in a very remarkable manner.
Climate has a great effect upon the voice. It was
for that reason that I secured the castle at Cabrieres,
for my pupils as well as myself. High, bracing air has
a very salubrious effect upon the vocal cords. This may
account in some way for the wonderful voices that one
hears in the Western States in America, where humidity
is low and the air is stimulating.
Why discuss technical proficiency? Every teacher has
his own way of securing that. It must be secured, and
as little time as is necessary spent upon it; but this lime
must be sufficient. Half enough skill to do a given piece
of work is next to worthless. The skill must be adequate.
But technical skill in singing is not the only thing. I
have been amazed at the lack of general-in formation and
cultural knowledge that some students display. Let me
tell you most emphatically, the grand opera stage is no
place for an ignoramus. Languages, history, literature,
science—all these things must be a part of the singer’s
background. These are the things which make the dif¬
ference between a real artist, in the modem sense, and
the novice. See to it that your general education is as
broad as you can possibly make it.
One of the fascinating things about vocal art, particu¬
larly in reference to the stage, is that one is always
learning. Mastery does not mean that the book is closed
forever and that one sits upon a pinnacle of accomplish¬
ments. New ideas come every day. Keep your mind
and your voice plastic. Try every day of your life to
find out things that will advance you in your vocal
career. America, above all countries, is continually seek¬
ing to improve itself in every conceivable manner; and
it is for that reason that we may have immense hope for
the future of American singers. Everywhere, America
is seeking new beauty in the home; and this new beauty
is bound to reflect itself in the voice.
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Curious Instruments and Combinations
Used by Master Composers
By Alfredo Trinchieri

Qualities That Make Music Attractive
Why One Piece Takes and Another Fails
By Preston Ware Orem

A Trio for Horns is introduced by Beethoven in the
“Eroica Symphony.”
The Como di Bassetto (Basset Horn) is used by
Mozart in his “Requiem,” in “La Clemenza di Tito” and
in the Priest’s music of “The Magic Flute.”
Three Drums are used by Mendelssohn in certain move"
ments of “St. Paul,” by Brahms in his “Schicksalslied"
and by Von Weber in the overtures to “Peter Schmoll”
and “Ruler of the Spirits.”
The Drum as a Solo Instrument was perhaps first used
by Bach, in his “Christmas Oratorio.”
The Contra Fagotto is employed by Beethoven in his
“C Minor” and “Choral” symphonies and in his “Mass
in D”; also by Brahms in “Variations, on a Theme by
Haydn” and in his “C Minor Symphony.”
Three Trumpets are introduced into Wagner’s “Tannhauser” and by Mendelssohn into the overture to “Calm
Sea and Prosperous Voyage,” and in his “Midsummer
Night's Dream” music.
Five Trumpets and Four Horns are used in Mozart's
“Eight Pieces, No. 1.”
Four Brass Choirs and Eight Pairs of Drums (requir¬
ing ten players), are used by Berlioz in the Tuba Minim
of his “Requiem.”

Sparks from the Musical Anvil

Fallacies of Teachers
By Will Cowan
That all their pupils play a little better than those of
any other.
That a pupil who fails under their instruction cannot
possibly succeed under that of another.
That any one method can. suit all students.
That all students will like their method.
That ability to play makes a teacher.
That all other teachers are their enemies.
That they are “a little different” from the common
herd.
That their work is too good to be appreciated by
the public.
Music must be as a noble river; though small and un¬
observed at its source, winding at first along its tortuous
way through opposing obstacles, yet ever broadening
and deepening, fed by countless streams on either hand
till it rolls onward in a mighty sweep, at once a glory
and a blessing to the earth.
—Stephen A. Emery.
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[Editor's Note.—Mr. Preston Ware Orem, who has won
wide distinction as a music critic and music editor, has been
connected with the Theodore Presscr Company in that
capacity for over twenty years. He is widely known as a
musician and as a composer. Born and educated in Phila¬
delphia, lie received his degree of Mus. Bac. on graduation
from the Arts Course of the University of Pennsylvania.
He studied composition and organ with l)r. Hugh A. Clarke
and the piano with Charles Jarvis. For years he was an
organist, conductor and teacher in Philadelphia and Los
Angeles. His compositions include works in larger amd in
smaller forms, some of which have been performed by
leading orchestras and bands. His collections of Organ
music arc widely known; and his “Harmony for Beginners"
is one of the most popular books of its class.]

Every piece'of music is a series of effects The ef¬
fects are attained by a judicious combination of the three
elements aforesaid, governed by the principles which
rule all artistic creation: Unity, Variety, Proportion.
We must have oneness of purpose, diversity m treatment
(to avoid monotony) and the symmetrical relation of one
part to another. This applies to the smallest piece as
well as to the largest. First of all, the composer must
have an idea, something that will enlist immediately the
interest of the listener; and this interest, once aroused,
must be held by a continuous series of effects judiciously
planned and arranged. These are the qualities that give
commercial and lasting value to a piece; definite and
appealing melody (without complications) ; appropriate
rhythm, well carried out; tasteful and illuminating har¬
monization. Every worth-while piece of music that has
survived the test of time, despite all passing fads and
fancies, will be found to possess these qualities.
Anything worth doing at all is worth doing well. This
brings up the question of sincerity in one’s work. If the
composer does not believe in himself and in the value
of what he is doing, how can he impress the hearer?
How often have we been told by Mr. So-and-so that the
little teaching pieces of Mr. What’s-his-namc are trifling
and worthless, and that he can equal or surpass them in
large quantities and with little effort. We hate yet to
see it done. In addition to sincerity and fecundity of
ideas, the composer must also have workmanship. No
matter how talented he may be, there is a certain amount
of drudgery which must be gone through witii. Simply
the wish to become a composer does not make a composer:
of one. There are certain conventional means of musical
speech, certain methods of notation, certain combinations
of tones that have come down through the years and
survived the test of time. The composer must first be
able to employ these with ease and freedom before
branching out into newer fields. Every worth-while com¬
poser has had a good, solid foundation, coupled with
tenacity of purpose. Of course, if one wishes to sit
upon the key-board of the piano or pound it with both
fists, and then get the result into some sort of musical
notation and publish it for himself, lie is entirely at lib¬
erty to do so. But the public will be the final judge of
the result, and we see no indications of the public wanting
that sort of thing.

The individual who once defined a fugue as “a com¬
position in which one part comes out after the other and
the listener first of all” was not so far out of the way,
so far as the general public is concerned. Likewise, the
music committee chairman of a prominent metropolitan
church, commenting to the writer upon the performance
by a high-priced quartet of soloists of an elaborate
English anthem: “They were a little mixed up in the
middle, but of course that was the phewgec, but they
came out together on the end.” The point, after all, is .
Don’t Rush Into Print
that music hits the theorists in one way, the performer
in another, and the listener still differently. But, after
One of the great dangers of the young composer is the
all, it is the listener that we must take most into consid¬ desire to rush into print too soon. After finally master¬
eration in judging the value of a piece. It has been said ing all the technical details, one must spoil much good
that “some music looks better than it sounds,” and cer¬
music paper before finally evolving anything which is
tainly some sounds better than it looks.
much more than a good pupil’s exercise. The larger
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The Road to Studying Chopin
Expert Advice on How to Prepare the Hand and Mind to Interpret the Works of the
Greatest Composer for piano
By the Famous Polish Pianist and Teacher,
JEAN KLECZYNSK1

A Series of Effects

Thought-Flashes of Noted Musical Contemporaries
“It is essential that music be made a part of the fam¬
ily and community life, if it is to become really effective.”
—Harold Bauer.
“Why go to Germany for Wagner Festivals, when we
could have our own, sung in English?”
—Margarette Matscnauer.
“The average English singing voice has improved
greatly in the last twenty years.”
—Sir Frederick Cowen.
“Ideals are the rainbows of our hopes—the castles in
the air of our existence—the foundations of our being.”
—Marguerite D’Alverez.
“The ultimate secret of success is to make the most of
what One has.”
—May Peterson.
“I believe in the Open Door of opportunity in this
country for all alike. We want the best in art.
I do
not approve of entire programs of American music. The
best way for it to be judged and to find itself is its in¬
clusion in programs of standard and modern works of
an international character.”
—Albert Spalding.
“Americans make excellent pupils. But they want to
go too fast. They must remember that art is a long,
trying task and only those who are persevering as well
as ambitious are going to succeed.”
—Emma Calve.
“The student who goes to a teacher and imagines that
the teacher will cast some magic spell about him which
will make him a musician, has an unpleasant surprise in
store for him.”
—De Pachmann.

.. _ however, when used to support melody,
maddening. Rhythm.
The two mu8t go hand in hand.
often becomes irresistibli.inatl(jii of toueg. While rhythm
Harmony is tut cu
harmony supplies foundation,
furnishes the
JSre, often enhancing the beauty
back-ground, M‘”-f‘m0SPBut harmony alone will not do
of melodic
someof the early-Victoriau English
Nothing is drier
rect but meaningless successions
anthems foundetl upoii correcL
contemporary
Of Chords On tteottw: hiana
hdI
„ sultlctus in
enthusiast who professes
i tones which the average
certain
queer„““K’vith
he
single
expletive,
“Sour!”
listener dismisses witn
ur(, on tbe down-grade so The
far
so-called "“'"‘""P^f '«s an examination of the wrappers on
SeSsahelvesC°of tte must dealer will disclose.

A masterly analysis ol the technical preparation required to interpret the great master’s works, based upon
personal interviews with Chopin’s best friends and pupils.

s relatijg to the method in __ desired
_ t__his works performed. These he
Chopin
presented in the form of lectures in Moscow ; and from these
the following article has been carefully selected. UnfortuChopin’s style is always distinguishable. We find the
master at one time grave or despairing, at another gay
or playful, occasionally bursting forth like a clap of
thunder which dies away in plaintive lamentations, but
all through maintaining a certain suitableness and pro¬
priety in form, never over-stepping certain limits from
the passage of which his aesthetic instinct prohibited him.
Nature gave Chopin a sensitive mind, inclined to medi¬
tation and sadness, together with an amount of vivacity
and gaiety. These two opposite qualities united in a
wonderful harmony, in a whole in which each tendency
corrected the Other, each exhibiting itself in its turn, both
in his life and in his compositions. It has been well said
that he had a sad heart and a joyful mind. Among his
intimate friends he carried gaiety sometimes to childish¬
ness; among strangers he was quite another being; con¬
tact with a strange hand rendered him like the sensitive
plant which, upon being touched, withdraws its corolla.
This suffices to explain the glowings of his youth and
his later sufferings.
So long as he was among his friends, his good humor
and liveliness passed into his compositions. Later, as
his exile became prolonged, with no one to whom to
open his heart, too proud to lay bare his sorrows to those
who could not take the place of family and country, he
suffered the more from the fact that his sufferings were
hidden within himself; solitude gave colossal proportions
to this misery, rendering it almost tragical. His generous
soul, his lively nature, would nevertheless at times react,
and never allowed him to fall into utter depression. If
we add to this his native delicacy, which could endure
nothing except that which was refined, we shall have
some lights for our guidance in the reading and execution
of his works. German critics have, it appears to me,
completely misconceived the character of Ghopin; they
represent him as a man of despair, a hero of the minor
keys; they forget his early youth, his happy years at
Warsaw, his good humor and sprightliness, which he
never lost even in Paris.
Chopin’s High Ideals
Not to speak of Chopin’s habits and manners, for which
he was by Liszt styled “The Prince,” we find in his
compositions and in the tradition which has descended
to us concerning his manner of performance, character¬
istics which distinguish him from all other artists. His
touch was generally softer than that which is ordinarily
employed, and he rarely used power; he carefully avoided
that which is merely brilliant and written for mere effect;
he sought out higher qualities, and often such as were
incomprehensible to the ordinary crowd.
Liszt's manner of playing did not always satisfy Chopin ;
his favorite authors were those whose works were most
delicate and purest in form. Heine has styled him “The
Raphael of MusicMozart, who merits the same descrip¬
tion, i.e preferred to all other composers. On his death-bed
he begged the Princess Marcelline Czartoryslia and th'
violoncellist Franchomme to play Mozart's Sonatas. The
grand works of Beethoven offended him, in that they con¬
tained some passages which he considered rough ; and even
in the immortal “Don Juan” of Mozart, his favorite work, he
found passages disagreeable to his ear.
From this we perceive that Chopin placed the ideal
pianoforte playing very high. Without yet entering into an
analysis of his beautiful style, we may affirm that, in the
opinion of all his contemporaries, his execution was perfect,
except perhaps In weight; his touch was so exquisite that
sometimes a single chord was sufficient to charm his hearers.
It is not surprising that he should require the same perfec¬
tion in his pupils. Thus the first few lessons were to them
a perfect martyrdom; tbe touch of the pupil always appeared
-smallest detail which did not
) hard andJ rough,
come up to the Ideal of tl
laster was always repeated and
severely criticized.
The basis,
_ therefore,
_ of tl_s method of teaching consisted
... refinement of touch; and this alone would suffice to
distinguish it from all others.
Chopin’s Touch
Chopin considered the first requisite for a good touch
to be a good position of the hand; he was extremely
particular about this matter. He prepared the hand with
infinite care before permitting it to reproduce musical
ideas. In order to give the hand a position at once

nately, journalistic limitations do not permit us to give all
the details of these lectures; but in preparing them for
The Etude we have taken the more general-*-A —*
their
included those
- which refer to specific composit s dand
The reader who is intei-in going
special interpretation.
interpretati
n through
further
into j&g
the subject
may secure his information
*
—

The Works of Frederic Chopin, by Jean Kleczynski. The
student should also have a graphic knowledge of Chopin
and his times. This he may obtain from James lluneker's
Chopin or from Music Masters Old and New. The most
idiomatic of all composers for the piano Chopin nevertheless
demands endless study by all serious students.]

advantageous and graceful (and in his estimation these
two qualities always went together), he caused it to be
thrown lightly on the key-board in such a manner that
the five fingers rested on the notes E, F sharp, G sharp,
A sharp and B; this he considered the normal position.
(Illustration I.) Then, without change of position, the

Next we use a legato executed with the fingers raised
considerably above the key-board; and, finally, we have
the legato performed ad lib., with a movement of the
Ex'2

fingers more or less marked, modifying at pleasure the
power from ff to pp, and the movement from Andante
to Prestissimo.

Ex. 3

ILLUSTRATION 1
hand was required to play exercises calculated to insure
the independence and equality of the fingers. He almost
always instructed the pupil to commence these exercises
by playing the notes staccato.
Ex 1

The staccato effected by a free movement of the wrist
is a wonderful means of counteracting heaviness and
clumsiness; the hand should be so held over the keys that
the teacher, placing his own hands under the wrists of
the pupil, feels scarcely any pressure. This is, besides,
the kind of exercise which most certainly conduces to an
equality of power in the fingers; it is, likewise, that
which most quickly counteracts the natural inferiority
of the third and fourth fingers. A second set of exer¬
cises consisted of a legato staccato, or heavy staccato, in
which the finger rests somewhat longer on the key.
Then we come to the true slurred manner by modifying
the legato staccato, mailing it an accented legato.

These are the first exercises. The second series is for
the purpose of preserving the even and tranquil position
of the hand during the passage of the thumb in scales
and arpeggios. We here touch upon a question important
and much controverted, and we are probably about to
Ex. 4

find ourselves in disagreement with the generally received
opinion. It is known that with nearly all great virtuosi
the elbow rests near the body as much as possible, and
the passage of the thumb in scales and arpeggios takes
place insensibly. But I believe that none of the exercises
written with this object are so good and so logical as
those of Chopin. At first it is ordinarily impossible to
avoid moving the elbow, or turning the hand somewhat,
at the moment of the passage of the thumb. Now,
Chopin, from the very ■ first lesson, insisted upon the
hand’s retention of its position; he preferred that the
notes should at first be disconnected, rather than that
the hand should alter its normal position.
He also, at the commencement, caused all exercises and
scales to be played staccato, without troubling about the
passage of the thumb. Taking It that each scale has two
fundamental positions, viz, that of thumb, first, second,
third, and of thumb, first, second fingers, his pupils com¬
menced with the scale of B major for the right and of D
flat major for the left hand, these being the most easy scales
for the respective ’ -*
*—■’ 4-

_f legato staccato, accentuated staccato, and so forth, the
pupil got to the point when, raising the fingers high, the
thumb was passed by the action of the muscles alone, the
hand still retaining it_ _ --position. The hand v.....
thus prepared for the moi ■ difficult scales, and for arpeggio
passages, in which the wide intervals were eventually
reached without effort i id without greatly raising the
fingers.

CHOPIN.
Playing for Mendelssohn, George Sand and Heine.

The pupils of Chopin, however advanced, were re¬
quired, besides the scales, to play with care the second
book of dementi’s Preludes and Exercises, and above all
to study the first Etude in A flat. Every hard, rough or
uneven note had to be played
again and carefully corrected. To
complete his misery, the pupil en¬
countered at the commencement an
arpeggio:
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which has caused many tears to flow. It was necessary
that it should be executed rapidly, crescendo, but without
abruptness. It was this arpeggio which brought upon
one unfortunate pupil this somewhat too sharp rebuke
from the master, who, springing up on his chair, ex¬
claimed: “What was that? Was that a dog barking?”
I had this story from the late Madame B. Zaleska, who
herself has said some sharp things to me while showing
me some peculiarities in Chopin’s manner of performance.
This unfortunate study had to be worked in every pos¬
sible way; it was played quickly and slowly; forte and
piano, staccato and legato, until the touch became equal,
delicate and light without feebleness.
difficulty In reconciling these lessons with a
statement which I had from some of his mmils ehmdn
it seems, sometimes kept his hand absolutely dat,'in such a
manner that it was impossible to understand how he mini.!
play so well with it In this Inconvenient position. I have
neen shown this manner of playing, ami have heard one of
his pupils thus play the study in A flat, and some pages of
the Sonata m B flat minor. This has failed to convince me
and I do not believe that sueh a manner of plavine can ever
become general. It Is true that by this moans an extremlfv
deheate and connected tom may In obtained but tK
22„,,es -are otherwise obtainable, and such a position! of the
nana is incompatible with power and raniditv It Is
sible that Chopin employed it in order to avoid strikingYhe
keys with his nails (Illustration II), and to facilitate

and certainty ; others would keep them more
rf?pHybflat
latter do not go so far as to recommend the Perfectly

Std ran? rarw

!»

« mentioned1 canelalwaysf MA employed accord¬
executed. By
Beholding
ing to the nature of the passages to be executedthe hand more or less bent, it appeal
That would
would be somewhat different in dlffei
depend—
First.—Upon the scale in which we may be playing.
By comparing the following positions, E, F sharp, G
sharp, A sharp, B—and C, D, E, F, G, it will be seen
that more extended fingers are most convenient for the
first; whereas, fingers bent are most advantageous for
the second.
Second.—Upon the necessity for a strong and elastic,
or singing tone.
For striking a strong chord it is necessary absolutely
to concentrate the hand, so to speak (Illustration IV) ;

Announcement

of the Winners in t^e

Etude Prize Contest 1922-1923
Final decisions have been reached, and we take pieat.
Ure in announcing the winners in the competition which
closed on July 1.
The task of making the awards was an arduous one
since there was an unusually large numlter of compose*
represented and, in most cases, by more than a single
manuscript. In addition to the fine array of America
writers, practically all the civilized countries were repre¬
sented, including India, China and Japan.
There was a certain standard set by the Judges for
each class, and in dettymining this standard both the
artistic and the practical sides were considered. A number of composers whose work was highly meritorious
failed to take cognizance of our restrict
as to efforts
of an involved or pedantic nature. For 'his reason or
for similar reasons, awards were withheld in parts of
certain classes.
The awards are as follows:
Piano Solos
Class i—First prize, Cecil Burleigh i
second prize, E. R. Krocger (St. Louiprize, J. G. Cummings (Saginaw, Mich.
Vocal Solos
Class I.—Second prize, Paul Ambrose (

hson, Wis.);
Mo.); third

niton, N. J.).

ILLUSTRATION IV.
in the opposite cate, we may stroke the keys with out¬
stretched fingers, as Chopin sometimes did in order to
obtain a touch like velvet.

This Notable Article will be
continued in Etude for November,

an

issue
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will be especially rich in
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Choruses
Class 1.—Second prize, J. Earnout <,
mond, Va.); third prize. R. M. Stull- ( R
Class 2.—Second prize, Richard K«
N. J.); third prize, George Tompkins ( "
• Class 3.—Second pt
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England).
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A Sketch of Music Publishing in the United States
By the Well-known American Composer and Music Critic
WILLIAM ARMS FISHER
For Twenty-five Years Publishing Manager of the Oliver Ditson Company
A Notable Work

The sketch presented herewith has been compressed very considerably from a scholarly short history of the Music Publishing Business in the
United States prepared after much detailed research, by Mr. William Anns Fisher. Journalistic exigencies made it impossible to print this work m full
in this Anniversary issue The data of this article is the outcome of research work in the libraries of Boston, Salem Worcester, New York, Philadelphia
and Washington The author wishes to acknowledge his special indebtedness to Mr. Oscar C. Sonneck, whose published bibliographies of Early American
Secular Music” “Early Concert Life in America'’ and other works are invaluable. It is expected that this work of Mr Fisher s will lead, to the
publication of ’a much-needed volume upon this subject, in which historical details necessarily omitted in this journalistic sketch may be included.
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Aside from a small almanac, the first book printed in
this country was the Bay Psalm Book issued in Cam¬
bridge, Massachusetts, in 1640. Though this musicless
book had extensive use, it was not until the Ninth Edi¬
tion, printed in 1698, that thirteen hymn tunes in two
part harmony (soprano and bass) were added. So far
as known this was the first music printed in America.
The scant records of the Seventeenth Century are mark¬
edly deficient in references to music; and if any other
music was printed in this primitive period none of it has
survived. It must not be forgotten that even in 1700
the total population of Boston, New York and Philadel¬
phia combined was approximately 15,500.
Early New England Publishers
As congregations throughout New England were
rarely able to sing more than three or four tunes, some
of the more progressive divines sought to reform this
condition, though in the face of violent opposition from
those who considered singing by note ungodly. In 1715
the Rev. John Tufts of Newburyport issued his Very
Plain and Easy Introduction to the Art of Singing Psalm
Tunes, which was followed by Grounds and Rules of
Music1: by the Rev. Thomas Walter, of Roxbury, Massa¬
chusetts, the first music instruction 'books printed in
America. From 1720 an increasing number of musicians
sought their fortunes in the colonies; and the importa¬
tion of music and instruments slowly developed. Enter¬
tainments in which music was featured began to appear,
the earliest for which definite data are available were
as follows:
Boston, 1731, a “Concert of Music" on sundry instru¬
ments at Mr. Pelham’s great room.
Charleston, S. C.. 1732, a “Concert of Musick for the
benefit of John Salter.
New York, 1736, a “Concert of Music" for the benefit
of Mr. Pachelbel.
Philadelphia. 1757, a “Concert of Music” under the
direction of Mr. John Palma.
The first known publication of secular music was The
New and favorite Liberty Song, In Freedom we’re born,
etc.” Boston, September, 1768.
Meanwhile the publication of church music grew; but
mention can only be made of the James Lyon’s Urania,
Philadelphia, 1762; Josiah Flagg’s Collection of Best
Psalm Tunes (engraved by Paul Revere), Boston, 1764;
Andrew Law’s Select Number of Plain Tunes, Boston,
1767; and William Billings’ New England Psalm Singer,
Boston, 1770. The French and Indian War (1754-1763)
and the War of Independence (1775-1783) were not
favorable to music; but with the closing decade of the
century music publishing established itself in the chief
cities ' At the time of the first census, 1790, but five of
these cities, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and'Charleston had a population of over 8000.
Philadelphia Publishers
Of 377 titles listed in Sonneck’s Early Secular Music
(1787-1800), about one-half were credited to Philadel¬
phia, about thirty per cent to New York, fifteen per cent
to Boston and five per cent to Baltimore. In Philadel¬
phia, then the largest city of America and its political
centre, the first real music store so far as discovered was
opened in 1759 by Michael Hillegas at his home, in Second
Street, where he kept quite an extensive assortment of
instruments, music and music paper. There is no record
of his publishing music. An able man, he later became
first Treasurer of the United States.
ThomaiT Dobson, from 1791 to 1798 or ’99, a printer
and bookseller at 41 North Second Street, issued (1787)
A select Collection of the Most Favorite Scots Tunes
with variations for the pianoforte or harpsichord, ar¬

ranged and composed by Alexander Reinagel, a promi¬
nent English pianist, composer and theatrical manager.
Dobson printed, November 29, 1788, what, so far as
known, was the first publication of secular music by an
American born composer. “Seven Songs for the Harp¬
sichord or Forte Piano!’ by Francis Hopkinson, jurist,
poet, painter, musician and man of affairs, and one of
the signers of the Declaration of Independence. His
claim to be the first native American composer seems
now well established.
Dobson was a book printer. The first Philadelphia
publisher of music only was the firm of Moller & Capron who combined a music and piano store with a music
school at 163 North Third Street. This firm was short¬
lived; and the credit of establishing a real music pub¬
lishing business in Philadelphia must be given to Ben¬
jamin Carr, the English singer, pianist, organist, con¬
ductor and composer, a well schooled, all around musi¬
cian of fine breeding, who was a vigorous musical force
in Philadelphia from his arrival at the age of twentyfour in 1793 to. his death in 1831. Under the name of
B. Carr and Co., his musical repository was opened in
High Street in 1793. In addition to original songs by
Carr and Raynor Taylor of Philadelphia, he reprinted
songs by Dibdin, Hook, Shield, Storace, Dr. Arnold and
Dr. Jackson. In April, 1798, he printed the original
edition of Hail Columbia; and in 1800 he edited a musical
journal. In June, 1810, he conducted the famous per¬
formance of selections from Handel’s “Messiah” and
from Haydn’s “Creation,” with an “unexampled” force
of thirty-seven ladies and gentlemen for the principal
parts and the chorus, while the orchestra numbered fiftythree.
John Aitken, a musical engraver; George E. Blake
(1793) ; and Robert Shaw, singer, oboist, bassoonist and
composer (1794); were active in the music publishing

FRANCIS HOPKINSON
America’s First Composer of Notable Secular Music,
works were published in Philadelphia in 1788.

business. In 1794 George Willig opened his musical Mag¬
azine at 163 North Third Street. (This business was
active until about 1853 when it was absorbed by Lee and
Walker, which large concern was purchased in 1875 by
the Oliver Ditson Co. of Boston, thus linking the Ditson
house to the beginnings of music publishing in Philadel¬
phia. Oliver Ditson sent his son James to Philadelphia
to continue the business under the name of J. E. Ditson
and Co. In 1910 this branch house was discontinued.)
The type of music then in vogue was a reflex of what¬
ever was the fashion in London, plus a strain of French
influence due in part to refugees of the French revolu¬
tion. Very few of these early publications have survived.
Limited space prevents more than the mention of many
Philadelphia publishers such as M. D. Swisher, J. W.
Pepper & Son, still active, and such firms as the Hatch
Music Co., F. A. North, Harry Coleman, W. F. Shaw and
others, which have left the publishing field or have been
absorbed by other interests.
A long list of Philadelphia publishers now discon¬
tinued shows how precarious the business was. There
was a lull in the industry in the Quaker City until the
beginning of the activities of Theodore Presser in 1883.
As the story of the Tbeo. Presser Company and its ab¬
sorption of other firms is given elsewhere in this issue,
it is omitted in this journalistic sketch.
Baltimore Publishers
Joseph Carr, a relative of Benjamin Carr, opened a
Music Repository in 1794 in Baltimore, then a city of
approximately 15,000 population. In a bound volume of
music of this period the writer recently discovered an
undated vocal duo entitled Hark! The Woodlark, printed
by J. Carr, Middle Row, Holburn, suggesting that J.
Carr, “late of London,” may have been the same pub¬
lisher. The firm existed well into the nineteenth cen¬
tury. John Cole, F. D. Benteen (Benteen and Co.), Mil¬
ler and Beacham and George Willig, son of the Phila¬
delphia pioneer, were among other Baltimore music
publishers. The Willig firm existed up until a recent

New York Publishers
In 1793 Benjamin Carr, whose career in Philadelphia
has already been described, arrived in New York, opened
a music shop and published Freedom Triumphant. In
July of the same year he moved to Philadelphia and
opened the repository we have mentioned. He seems to
have maintained both shops for a time. His New York
branch was sold to James Hewett in 1797. Hewett, an
English violinist, composer, conductor and concert man¬
ager, arrived in New York in 1792. He died in Boston
in 1827.
A few titles will Indicate the music in vogue in this senti¬
mental period: Arabella the Caledonian Maid, The C.
tented Cottager, Lovely Jane. Strike the Cymbal, Mark the
Busy Insect Playing, The Soldier Tired (Dr. Arne), Crazy
Jane, Ah, What is the Bosom’s Commotion, Five Chiefs of Re¬
nown by the Hatchett Lay Dead (Hewett).
These early publishers reprinted the most popular songs
and piano pieces from London, mostly songs; and now and
then the work of a local musician. The engraving was
crude and the music hand-printed without title page or
date. Although national copyright was enacted in 1790 and
in 1802 the notice of copyright was required, the custom
of printing the date did not follow until well into the 19th
Century. The writer recently came across a song by Gilfert,
+i.-« It had not Itearnca,
earned to love,
For then
tore, published
puoxisneu by
rv E.
r.. Riley,
xutey.
New York, bearing the notice “Copyrighted
“Copyright-” June
T- 15th. in
the
_ thirty-eighth
_„ __independen
year of the independence of the United
States of America.”
George
leorge Gilfert, “or6„,.,0i,
“organist,” established the firm
... of G. Gilt and Company in 1794. This firm lasted until im ■>..
John & M. raff—founded by John Puff—continued in the
Hnoincoa in
front 1798 to 1817. John Gei!\
_business
... Wow
_ York
.
— '—- *■ *-*o the music publishing b
ndss* a816”UaT’J^ta and^Affam^Geib'**'' Co^Thi? fli'm,
through various changes in the firm name, existed until
1872. A portion of the catalog was absorbed by S. T. Gor¬
don, linking its history with the present day. Another firm
eventually absorbed by S. T. Gordon was that cf E. Ril ;
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auhuu ana v,o. unnuj.
Jin him of William Dubois (a French clarinetist, ginger ami
«<i,.!!post‘r* likewise survived through various changes of the
firm name from 1813 to 1854.
1 he house of Firth and Hall (1820) later united with
be firm of Meacham and Poml, becoming Firth, Ilall and
¥x«Vi " Vo184? HaS withdrew to form the Arm of William
Hall and bon (purchased by Oliver Ditson and Co., 1875).
Firth, Pond and Co. continued, and in 1850 S. B. Pond
retired, turning his interests over to his son, William A.
Pond. Firth withdrew in 1863 and published music
under the firm name of Firth, Son and Co. until 1866.
Part of the Catalog of Firth, Pond and Company was
taken over by S. T. Gordon. But the music plates and
stock of Firth, Son and Co. were purchased (1867) by
Oliver Ditson and Company of Boston, leading Mr. Dit¬
son to send his eldest son Charles to New York to open
the branch house, Charles H. Ditson and Co. This firm
through various expansions and acquisitions of property
eventually moved (1907) to their present fine headquar¬
ters at 8-10-12 East 34th St.
Firth, Pond & Co. dissolved (1863), Wm A Pond with
John Mayell as a partner, forming the firm of \Vm
Pond
on Broadway and later Union Square. This firm 'published
larjre numbers of the songs of negro minstrelsy and prospered greatly. Col. Poml made a contract for five years
with Stephen Foster. This contract was renewed twice
Foster’s Old Folks at Home is said to have sold over one
hundred thousand copies in one month. The hnsinpun
iv.nd conducted by Mr. Warren G. Pond, son of Colonel
n 1S1!) Rossini’s “Barber of Seville”
11 English
New York, and in 1825 Garcia’s opei
the' •ear Malibran, introduced Italian Open
giving 79 performances.
. ..
create a zest for operatic airs, transcriptions
and fantasies replacing the simpler airs with
variations of the preceding period.
In 1846 Stephen T. Gordon, a New Hamp¬
shire boy, with musical bent, started music
publishing in New York. By 1861 he had
absorbed the catalogs of twenty-four publish¬
ers. The"
The bbusiness n.„s Infer
ers/

of the famous Italian house, which publishes sigm
works in America, as does Breitkopf and Hartel,
famous German publishing firm founded in 1719. Luc •
hardt and Beider, founded over thirty years ago, is s i
active. The recently founded firm of Schroeder an
Gunther—succeeding the Schroeder Music Company—is
now issuing numerous works.
Hinds, Haydn and Eldridge, of New York, have met
with wide success in the publication of collections ol
music.
The great popularity of negro minstrel songs, which rose
in 1840, was followed after the decline of minstrelsy By
vaudeville and musical comedies leading to the so-called
“popular” publisher. Several of these publishers have ex¬
panded to add works of notable musicians to their catalogs^
in
lor tne 'iasc meeting
of
In a brilliant address prepared for
""
the Music Publishers’ Association of the United States by
Mr. Carl Engel, Chief of the Music Division of the Library
of Congress, he compared the regular publishers, working on
educational lines, to “dairymen who look carefully after
hundreds of milch cows in their effort to serve the public
with clean and unadulterated nutriment,” and likened the
popular publishers to “proprietors of racing stables with a
string of fast bloods who stake a fortune on a Ally and run
her to death making the post.”
The firm of M. Witmark and Sons was founded by
Julius Witmark (then the most popular boy soprano in
vaudeville) and his brother Isidore, when they were
respectively twelve and fifteen years of age. The
father’s name was used as the firm name because both
of the boys being minors, could not open a bank account.
To successful publishing of “popular” music the Wit-

T „l- nf snace forbids more than mention here of such
h- blv success «1 firms as Edward B. Marks (successo
Stern) F. B. Haviland; Waterson, Berlin and
Snvder• IrvingBerlin; H. Von Tilzer; Broadway Music
Corporation; Shapiro, Bernstein and Co.; C. K. Harris;
Joe. Morris.

__

In 1844 Scharfenberg and Luis opened
a music store at 361 Broadway. One of
their employees was a young Saxon named
Gustav Schirmer, who had arrived in
America in 1840, and who withdrew to go
with Kerksieg and Breusing (1848). Later
(1861) Schirmer bought out this business
and carried it on as Beer and Schirmer.
In 1866 it became G. Schirmer and was
soon established in a building constructed
for its use at 35 Union Square, where it
remained with ever increasing business for
nearly thirty years. With the death of the
founder in 1893 the business was incor¬
porated as G. Schirmer, Inc., with R.
Schirmer as President. He was in turn
succeeded by his nephew, Gustav. The
present president is Mr. R. W. Fay. Mr.
O. G. Sonneck, bibliographer, critic and
editor is the Vice President. In 1915 the
Musical Quarterly was established. The firm occupies
a handsome modern building in 43rd Street.
In 1872 Carl Fisher, aged 23, arrived from Saxony and
immediately engaged in the music business. He was a
performer upon the violin, the double bass, the French
Horn and the Bassoon. His first publications were ar¬
rangements for orchestra and band, and this has influ¬
enced the entire career of this noteworthy house. In
1885 he established The Metronome, devoted to band and
orchestra. In 1907 he established The Musical Observer
with more general appeal. Carl Fisher died (1923) and
the business of the company is carried on by his son,
Walter S. Fisher. The firm occupies a fine modern
building in Cooper Square.
The firm of J. Fisher and Brother was established in
Dayton, Ohio, by Joseph Fisher, an experienced organ¬
ist, in 1864. In 1876 the firm moved to New York where
it continually broadened its field, after making its initial
development in Catholic church music, building up an
extensive organ catalog, adding a list of operettas and
progressing more and more into the general publishing
business. George Fisher is president and Carl F. Fisher
secretary-treasurer.

Very few people know that the Stabat Mater of Ros.
sini was never intended for wide public use when it was
written. A wealthy Spaniard, of noble birth, requested
Rossini to write a Stabat Mater for him. It was not
intended to be sung publicly, but in the private chapel of
the Spanish grandee, Don Varela.
Meanwhile, Rossini took ill and was unable to finish
his work. He did, however, hire another musician to
write three unfinished numbers. This musician was
Tadolini, who was a well-known operatic composer of his
day but who is now practically forgotten. Later Ros¬
sini’s Spanish patron died and the estate sold the rights
of the Stabat Mater to a music publisher. Rossini sued
the publisher for the right of the copyright, regained the
work, and re-wrote the three numbers written by Tad¬
olini. The Stabat Mater was started in 1832. Six ver¬
sions were given in Paris in 1841, but the entire Rossini
version was not produced until 1842. Ros¬
sini was widely criticized at the time for
introducing music of the theater into the
church.

Beethoven’s Innovations

The Composer’s Music Corporation, founded 1918 under
the able direction of Mr. A. M. de Vitalis, has built up a
catalog of the works of distinguished composers with a dis¬
tinctive modern tendency. Mr. Emerson Whithorne is an
officer of the corporation.
In a larger treatment of this subject it will be possible
to give serious attention to some of the newer publishing
houses of New York City, such as those of Harold Flarnmer, R. L. Huntzinger, Inc., and others who have issued
music of real importance, and to the houses, such as
H. W. Gray, which, starting as an American branch of
Novello and Company, has issued many noteworthy
works and publishes monthly The New Music Review,
and also to Ricordi and Company of New York, branch

How to Progress More Rapidly in Music Study
By H. ERNEST HUNT
Lecturer in Psychology, London Training School for Music Teachers;

Beethoven, in his great development and
perfection of the Classic Forms, had no
hesitancy in departing from the practice of
his predecessors.
He brought the Sonata and Symphony
to their highest perfection.
(1) He adopted keys for his second
subjects less closely related to those of
his first subjects, than had been the custom.
In his “Sonata Op. Ill,” the first subject
is in C minor and the second subject in
A-flat major. Also he used more freedom
in the relation of the keys of the different
movements of a work.
(2) He increased the feeling of Unity
by the use in later movements of phrases
or motives from the main theme.
(3) He increased the importance of
the Coda by adding to its length and de¬
velopment, developing it mostly from mo¬
tives already used.
■
g!Ves rea* importance to Episodes, especially
in his Developments.
(5) With him Introductions take on a new importance.
(6) His invention of the Scherzo added to music one
™,st characteristic, graceful and effective art
best example!

chll“variations”
phony!”

marks added a type of song midway between the “art
song” and the “popular” type. Known as the “semipopular” song, it is characterized by words of the senti¬
mental or ballad type, with music that is simple, singable
and melodious. Songs of the “semi-popular type” have
been used by many of the greatest singers before large
audiences.
The firm of Leo Feist was established by Mr Feist
who was a commercial salesman with a gift for writing
catchy airs The firm has expanded until it occupies two
large buildings. It has published several operettas and
musical comedies, and Mr. Feist is the owner of the
catalog of low priced standard and classical numbers
known as the Century Edition.
This article will be continued in the next issue
with records of the Boston, Cincinnati and Chicago
publishers, including Oliver Ditson Company White
Smith Company, A. P. Schmidt, Boston Music Com-’
pany, B. F. Wood Company, H. B. Stevens & Com5.any’ ivC' BurChaTrd’ Sllver Burdett & Company
Ginn & Company, John Church & Company, WilUs
Musm Company Clayton F. Summy, S. Brainard
Sons Lyon and Healy and many others whose names
are familiar to music purchasers in all parts of the
country.
r
lne

““ Symphony" is Perhaps his
S6

and

“variations

with

CS’ 35 in his “Ninth (Choral) S>m-
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English Psychological Expert Gives Practical Advice to Students and Teachers
“Practice makes perfect,” so the saying runs; but
the statement needs qualification. Good practice makes
perfectly good, but bad practice makes perfectly bad.
The immediate object of any practice is to enable the
individual to give a perfect performance, or reproduc¬
tion ; and this reproduction will be according to the pat¬
tern that is engraved upon the brain, just exactly as the
reproduction in a gramophone depends for its value
upon the record that is placed in the machine. The
impression that remains in the delicate nerve-stuff of
the brain is the essential, not the time spent or the
labor involved.
The Need for Accuracy
Since thought or act leaves its mark upon the brain
record, a mistake once made is liable to be repeated if
the thought runs again in the former track. Thus, in
order to avoid one of the principal causes of later diffi¬
culty, particular care should be taken to engrave cor¬
rectly in the very first instance. Carelessly “running
through” a piece of music frequently inscribes mistakes
which are afterwards hard to eradicate.

By Claude Bellport

An Old Song
Sing me an old, old song, dear,
Something with smiles and tears.
Something to take me back, dear,
pack through forgotten years’
Sing me a song of June, dear,
When all the world was gay,
Bring back again with tune, dear,
Life’s golden yesterday.
~J. F. C.
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_____ ... habits are formed which
,
.... ,,) do a thing, as we sa.v, without thinking.
It is not, however, done without thinking, but by virtue of
the past stored-up thinking which serves as a record, of
which the action is the reproduction.
If we do a thing with care, accuracy, and attention,
once, the repetition will be easier. If we do it twice
exactly the same way and alio- —-tai-.i
Then in all ]
time will be easier
m“
i line
fourth repetition wl
Practice that Cancels
But if we do a thing right once and then wrong once,
these two may be said to cancel one another. Then
we have done nothing whatever towards engraving a
correct record, and our time has been wasted.
The automatic, or subconscious, working is one of
the most astonishing faculties we possess; and it can
be developed to very unexpected lengths. Attending to
a process with care, establishing it as a habit, and then
passing it into the automatic and subconscious depart¬
ment is the natural process of life, It is an absolute
essential for progress.
In musical performance the technical part is to be taken
iMT by the subconscious, while the consciousness busies
t self about the emotional and spiritual message of the
nusic. A composition, therefore, cannot be said to be
mown until the purely executive work is practically autonatic. This is then the skeleton which we proceed to
•lothe in terms of living, pulsing spirit. Where mistakes
iccur in the rendering the fault will most likely be traced
<> the mental pattern. Mistakes are not, as a rule, located
n the Angers, the throat, the muscles, or in any other
:ortion of the anatomy; they originate in the faulty record.
When a passage has been wrongly fingered the fingers
did net move of their own volition, they were moved
by the muscles. But the muscles again only moved in
response to a nerve stimulus, and this itself was a motor
impulse sent from the brain. If, therefore, the finger
moved wrongly the mistake was really located in the
brain, and we must rectify the pattern of the record.
Observation
The first requisite towards insuring a perfect record
is a keen capacity for clear observation, coupled with
a desire to find out and to analyze. The battle is half
won if the first record is accurate, definite, and complete.
A spirit of “anything will do” is fatal to effective work;
nothing will do but the very best. Observe "clearly,
accurately, and methodically, and make a mental note
of all that is specially important. Above all, do not
attempt to translate a hazy idea into action.
Practicing without keen attention is a glorious way of
wasting time and developing the worst of habits. Focus
the attention sharply on the matter in hand. If the at¬
tention wanders, call it firmly back. If it wanders again,
insist upon singleness of aim once more. Continue this
process until it is possible to hold the attention at full
power on the subject desired. This ability to concentrate
is of the utmost value in any type of work.
Intelligent working always means a high standard of
effectiveness. The reiteration of things without discovering
whether or not they have a meaning is a soul-destroying
business. Poetry is memorized easily because of its sense;
the same number of words without any meaning would
take many times as long. So it is with music. The dis-

Breathing exercises are always
.... __ _.5 gifts enable him , highly civilized, and therefore unn
iu express nevesmug truths in very simple and direct
we live. The vitality is largely < immensurate with the
paragraphs. In this article he has taken up the, essentials
n supplied to th blood, and muscular
of progressive practice which every student should grasp
the supply of oxygen
in order to insure rapid advancement. The material is
upon which efficient
taken from a book upon practice and the musical life,
n depends, i thus
latter of fresh air and
entitled ‘‘Points on Practicing,” which has just appeared
in London, from the press of J. Curwen and Sons, Ltd.}
Fatigue produces a poison iL _____
e body from the breaking
down of tissue involved in exertion, either n..
cal. The effect of this toxin is to interpose resistance to 'the
Try of the melodic or harmonic scheme, the
n»et^ii5aSSaSe ?£ the.nervoris impulses. As a consequence,
details are not perceived with accuracy and precision, and
keys and modulations, the perception of form a
:1 the feeling for phrase
" -“
nt—all
" these
'
s
linh'i6 ?mp.uIse.s sent from the brain to the muscles are
SSPfJL t0 be. imperfectly or incorrectly transmitted. The
nnd
J„„fh0iWni ln !mPer,feet work, mistakes, forgetfulness,
and a general damping down of the standard of ability
Sense Activity
Work and rest must ever succeed each other in a regular
Analysis thus naturally comes to the front. To perceive
eet
tbf 1?ngth ?f the rest Period must suffice to
.,et lid of the toxic products of fatigue. If the rest be
these various details of meaning and construction it is
obviously necessary to examine closely with a view to dis¬
, e!lmiIlate entirely the poison, then the next
covering points of similarity and of difference. This indeed
S
nl t k 1S st!!rtel1 uudel’ » handicap. If the poison
continues to accumulate, a breakdown of sr.— ■is the root of all mental growth and intelligence. Those
measurable d’"*~—
concerned with art must, above all others, have a high
degree of sensitiveness if they are to rise above the medi¬
Sleep is a vital essential for the brain worker, and
ocre and the commonplace. The simple beginning is to
train the mind to observe points of likeness and unlikeness,
especially for the nervous and artistic temperament. Our
to contrast and compare, and so to develop that power of
nervous energy is a spiritual thing, encouraged by sun“•itical judgment
—-* »•- - - ' n the
shine and happiness; and, as experience teaches us, it
is only with sufficient sleep that its supply can be ade¬
Slow and Regular Practice
quately maintained.
Accurate practice will in the first instance demand
Acquiring Flexibility
a slow rate of speed; it is the greatest of mistakes to
Where there is any stiffness or rigidity of. wrist, arm,
sacrifice accuracy to any other consideration. As the
or finger action, or where there is a lack of flexibility
result of careful engraving, the thought-pattern runs
in
the
voice,
it
may
be due to stiffness engraved in the
ever more easily in the well-worn groove, and increasing
mental pattern. In all probability it is not due to actual
speed is a natural result. A time-table, with regular
stiffness in the various muscles or joints.' As a remedy,
hours for practice, is of great assistance. The regularity
loosen the thinking. That is, make a clear mental picture
establishes a rhythm which of itself does much to make
of the suppleness desired, and depict the fingers actually
practice easier and more effective. Moreover, there is
possessing the desired flexibility. Repeat this vivid men¬
always a process of subconscious assimilation going on
tal picture five or six times, and then the next time put
in the intervals between the conscious acquisitive work
it into action. Continue this mental work as a definite
at practice or lessons.
part of the practicing.
A part of the practice time may with advantage be
assigned to a recapitulation of previous lessons or work.
It is not sufficient after a lesson to have a general idea
of the information imparted; go through in review the
whole of the lesson, from the time it started, and recall
everything possible. Jot clown the headings on paper
as they occur; then go through these headings them¬
selves, and they will suggest further points that eluded
memory on the first occasion. Go through the mental
review a third time with the aid of the former notes,
and practically all of the instruction ought to be vividly
brought up. This gives it new life and strength, and
thus lessons become far more effective.
Practice After Meals
It is not advisable to practice soon after a heavy meal.
Clear thinking requires an adequate supply of blood in
the cortex of the brain, and during the active process of
digestion this is not available. Either the digestion or
the practice will suffer; probably both. If the practice
must come after a meal, let that meal be a light one.
Thinking is influenced largely by this matter of blood
supply to the cortex of the brain, and where this blood
supply is deficient the thinking suffers. On the other
hand, hard mental work accumulates the blood, and is
apt to produce a degree of congestion.
Ill-health,
ansemia, malnutrition, and indigestion all prevent any
high degree of mental efficiency. Constipation, the re¬
sult of insufficient elimination of the waste products,
liberates a., poison in the blood stream which is fatal to
singing and highly detrimental to all the mental pro¬
cesses. Moreover it is largely responsible for many
“out-of-sorts” feelings, disinclination to work, bad
temper, and for a general lowering of the natural
resisting power which is our main safeguard against
infection and disease.
It is useless to expect anything but a clogged brain
in a clogged body, and the best preventive measures
against constipation are. physical and breathing exercises.
A few stretching and extension exercises and one or
two full-inflation and breath-control exercises, done
early in the morning, will do much towards insuring
physical fitness. Will power and a general determina¬
tion to make the body obey the commands of the real
self are also of immense value; and add to these regu¬
larity and common sense. As to diet: vegetables, not
much meat, brown bread to the total exclusion of white,
and a reasonable supply of water will also help.

Prosaic Facts
A reference to more prosaic facts may make this
point of imagination and real results clearer. If we
place a spot of lemon juice upon the tongue, a flow of
saliva is quickly promoted. But if we merely imagine
that spot of lemon juice on the tongue, the same flow
of saliva is produced. Who has not imagined an insect
creeping beneath his clothing, or its bite? The results
from the stimulus which originates from within are the
same as if it came from outside, though possibly their
intensity may not be quite so marked. Thus it is easy
to see that the picturing of a faulty standard of tech¬
nic may reasonably be expected to result in faulty
performance. Should the style of playing lack grace,
the reason is because it is moulded on a graceless pat¬
tern. Picture grace and graceful motions and gestures,
and drive the thoughts out of the rut of awkwardness.
Imagination Makes Records
Let us return for a moment to our illustration of the
lemon juice idea and the saliva. The lemon juice is a
figment of the imagination, but .it is recorded upon the
brain, and the flow of saliva is a fact. The brain takes
no notice of the point that the stimulus was an imaginary
one, its business is simply to provide the appropriate
reaction. Apply this reasoning to our mental picturing,
and it at once becomes clear that these pictures place
themselves on record, and in proportion to their intensity
influence the reaction. Consequently, if we picture our
technic more free or flexible or efficient than it actu¬
ally is, that picture goes on record. If we hold it before
us and repeat it as a kind of regular mental practice,
it builds itself gradually into a dominant idea.
Dominant Ideas
Let the theory of the matter be clearly understood
before putting it to the test of practice. (1) Every
idea is recorded in the brain. (2) Reiteration of an idea
must gradually tend to give it predominance. (3) Actions
are the natural results of dominant ideas. In this simple
point of mental working we get a clue to a method of
the greatest importance; important because of the time
and labor it saves, and more important still by reason
of the higher standard of achievement it puts within our
grasp.
It is easy to send the imagination in advance of actual
fact. Even if we are unable to picture ourselves doing
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a thing in better style than we have ever yet accomplished
it, we can picture some one else excelling. Then we
can apply that model to ourselves. Once we have the
better idea we can proceed to give it vitality in our
minds and help it to grow, by repetition and concen¬
tration, into our dominant idea. When it is so established
it will issue in action. We should not, however, over¬
look the fact that the mind has two departments, the
conscious and the subconscious, and that at times there
is conflict between the two. The subconscious, in the
guise of habit or instinct, says one thing. The conscious
mfnd, under the pull of Duty or Will, says another. Then
ensues a miniature battle for dominance; and the strongest wins. Its reward is the right to issue in action.
This is the reason why we sometimes play things wrongly
when we know quite well what the correct interpreta¬
tion should have been. The dominant idea is by no
means always just the thing we intend at the moment.
Under stress of emotion, excitement, habit, or desire
we may even do things which are quite foreign to our
deliberate intention. This merely emphasizes the fact
that the actual dominant, conscious or subconscious, does
evidently determine the action.
The ability to secure results by this method of mental
working depends very much upon the individual. If
the power of mental picturing be weak, then nothing
much can be expected until this faculty is developed.
But the power of vivid picturing is itself largely deter¬
mined by the power of concentration. Try to recall the
sound of a note played upon the piano; can you get
it vividly? If not, then sound it on the instrument,
and after it has ceased to vibrate, recall it. If you can¬
not do this simple thing, practice until you can. Then
proceed to recall thirds; when they are clear, proceed
to imagine them moving, and afterwards making skips.
Turn them into sixths, and make passages of them in
your power of auditory recall. Go on to other intervals,
octaves, and later to dissonances and their resolutions.
After having arrived at this stage it is safe to say that
notes will cease to be merely notes, and will henceforth
represent, as they should do in the mind, sounds.
Auditory Imagination
Recall the sound of a violin, and when it is perfectly
clear, in imagination hear or play through some com¬
position you know. Accurately depict every gradation
of tone, and make the reproduction as vivid and life-like
as possible. Then add to your auditory picture the
sound of the accompaniment played upon the piano.
But do not rest satisfied with this; go a step farther and
imagine that accompaniment played upon an orchestra,
which amounts to mental orchestration. From this point
we may proceed to suggest further work for the imagin¬
ation in depicting original combinations of instruments,
new figures in accompaniments, fresh devices in har¬
monic treatment, and so forth. But here we should note
that, as in the use of the imagination generally, only
that material which is already in the memory can be
used in building the new ideas. Our sole power is to
recombine this old material into fresh forms. The
imagination, strictly speaking, is unable to create, but
has unlimited power to rearrange. It would, for instance,
be impossible to imagine the sound of a violin had we
never heard
:; but having heard it, we can recall it
and combine
with other material to produce original

Visual Recall
Visualization is the power of recalling an image to
the inner eye. It varie's greatly with individuals. There
are some who can call before them the picture of a
page of music so vividly that they can play from it.
Try the experiment of shutting the eyes and trying to
recall the figure 6 quite clearly. Is is clear and definite,
or hazy and blurred? Does it keep still or jump about?
Does it change from one kind of 6 to another ? It ought
to be clear, well-defined, and still. If you cannot recall
the 6 with any measure of success, write or print the
figure, look at it carefully and study it; then put the
figure away, shut the eyes, and recall it. If you cannot
do this, then practice until you can. Afterwards picture
a double 6, then other figures, until you are able to
manipulate them mentally with as much ease as you
would with a pencil on paper.
Call up to the mind’s eye some well-known face, and
having recalled it clearly, make it smile and say ‘How
do you do ?’ Then depict it as showing various emotions,
such as anger, aspiration, distress and laughter. Visual¬
ize the scenery you read about in books, make the char¬
acters described become living, actual people to you.
Take a simple figured bass and see in the mind the
harmonies filled in above it. Many other musical exer¬
cises will at once suggest themselves. Take a hymntune and observe and analyze the two chords forming

the final cadence, noting the distribution of parts and
all the necessary details. Visualize them in the mma,
hear them in the mind. They play them from your
mental picture, and check your mental concept by ®
actual sound. Did they sound exactly as anticipated.
If not, then the anticipation itself was an inaccurate
recall. It must be revised accordingly. Proceed to
add another chord and go through the same process with
the three; if successful, add a fourth. Go on until
finally a whole hymn-tune may be mentally seen, heard,
and actually played without any reference to the printed
Having developed this faculty of visualization and
imagination up to a certain degree of proficiency, we
can turn it to immediate practical use as a means of
saving time in practice. The effect of playing or singing
through a piece of music is to send the message of the
desired pattern to the brain via the fingers or the voice.

Rut instead of sending it by this lengthy and roundt method we can project it by vivid picturing directly
t^ brain We can visualize the whole of the pj
“of doing the mechanical work clearly and accurately;
and then this picture is registered on the brain just as
ff we had done it, but in a fraction of the tune. Thus
visualization can be brought directly into relation with
the technical work, and though we need not at first
attempt to do the bulk of the practicing thus, we can
use it as an adjunct. As time goes on we can assign an
ever-increasing share to the mental faculites with a
corresponding decrease in the mechanical work. With
practice of this description the faculties ot the brain
will show marked development, much in advance of
anything that can be accomplished in the same time
through mechanical work. A high degree of mental
grip is developed and the growth of general mental
efficiency will hardly escape notice.

Heard in a Studio Building
Maggie Clancey Has Her Say
A Humorous Musical Recitation
By Anna Stone

“Yes, darlin’, twelve years is a long time to be the
scrub-lady of a studio building, and there’s not many can
stand it. By the same token, the lady that was before
me died in the insane asylum; and if I don’t be huntin’
another job soon I’ll be treadin’ the same road. Often
do I long for the peace of the locomotive works where
me old man, God bless him, worked. When the whistle
blew at six, all hands laid off; but here in this place
they’re likely to bust out in a feast of song any time of
the day or night.
“Sure, sometimes I says to the Swede that runs the
elevator, says I, ‘All the music in the world must be
dead and gone, for I heard none of it here.’ Auld Tim
Hooley had more chunes in his kit, and could fiddle them
out of a fine summer evening, than ye’d hear in this
place in a hundred years. It’s pity I have for the most
of them. If they ever had heard the five pipers of Con¬
naught playin’ all to wunct, they’d be struck dead with
the beauty of it.
“Sure, there goes that old girl on the top floor. For
twelve years she’s been playin’ the same piece. One day
I asked her, ‘Would you mind tellin’ me, ma'am, the
name of that piece ?’ ‘Sure,’ she says, ‘ “Arpeggios.” ’
Well, if you’ll believe me, Nora Hogan, she's been prac¬
ticin’ it every day of her life; and she’s never got it
ready to play yet. But she’s not so bad as that long¬
haired divil on the third. Did ye ever hear him? That
boy ought not to be wastin’ his strength on the pyano.
He ought to have been a blacksmith and earned a dacent
livin’ by the honest sweat of his brow. The way he
hits that poor thing ’ud make you weep. If it was his
worst enemy he couldn’t do worse; and if it was his
wife it ’ud git a divorce for cruelty th’ nixt day. It’s
pity I have for any pyano that fellow makes friends with.
First he coaxes it along with a few gentle pets; but
before ye know it, Nora, he’ll give it a punch that would
kill an elephant. If that fellow was a prize fighter
nawthin’ could stand ag’inst him. The worst of it is’
he’s trainin’ others to follow the same wicked career’
If somebody would form a society for prevention of
cruelty to pyanos, that boy would be the first one ar¬
rested. Take it from me, Nora; beware of men that
tob their hair like chickens. They look like old maidsbut they have arms like Dempsey.
“W,hirI?’ whirral Did ye ever hear a noise like that
Nora? Thats her on the sixth floor back. Last night I
went up stairs and heard a yelp like that, and savs
I to myself, ‘I’d better take a look before I call the
police. It may not be a murder after all.’ I opened
the door and there she stood, frying eggs over the
gas stove, yellin’ at the top of her voice
‘What’s
the matter?’ says I. ‘That’s a Wolf,’ says she ‘It
sounds like a wild-cat,’ says I. ‘I mean
song
by Wolf, the composer,’ says she. ‘He’s been dead
for years.’ ‘Sure, ye’ll wake all the dead,’ says I ‘if
ye keep on yellin’ like that.’ Then she laughs at the
top of her voice and says, pityin’ like, ‘It’s a wonder
Maggie, with all the years you’ve spent in this building!
that you don’t know good music yet.’
“Music I Sure, what does a garlic-eatin’ bird like that
know about music? Wan day last week she let one of
them screeches out of the window, in the middle of the
forenoon; and if all the men that was laying gas pipe

in the street didn’t stop workl They thoughi it was the
twelve o’clock whistle.
“There goes little Izzy Beckowitz. Look at him, dear!
He’s the only musician in the buildin’. IF an play
The Last Rose of Summer in a way that'll make ye
smell the odor of it. But he won’t lx- thui ,\.iy long.
They’re showin’ him how to scratch already ; .mil by the
time he leaves he won’t know the difference lx tween The
Minstrel Boy and a saw-mill.
“Yes, I’ve tried cotton in me ears, Nora, il.irlin’; but
it don’t do me no more good than if I had a mouth full
of water and was drownin’. If it wasn’t for the fellow
that takes lessons on the banjo twice a wrr!, in the
ayvenin’s, and the girl what comes down from the coun¬
try every week to practice the things she's going to
sing in the choir the cornin’ Sunday, I’d lx* dead by
this time.
“I can stand the poundin’ on pyanos and tin
ratchin’
on violins; but this screamin' and howlin’ gets me out
of me senses. Sure, all the world is gone i: i/y when
you and me has to work hard all week for twenty-five
dollars and one of them swindlers can get • . -nty-five
dollars for a single lesson in teachin' other how to
braythe. Mind ye, Nora, if ye was to try
teach a
jackass how to braythe, somebody would lx collectin’
your insurance before long. But human bein', is dif¬
ferent from jackasses. Sure, they’ll soon be gettin’ up
classes in how to eat soup. Sure, braythin's the first
thing I ever done in me life, and if I had a taycher to
el me how it was done, me mother never told me
about it.
i “Thece S°es «>at orchestra. Did ye ever hear the
hke? Sometimes I think they’re poundin’ on the steam
room t7 thu n°iSeS that con,e out of 'hat orchestra
thx
u
°ther night they star,ed UP at the same time
back irr T? Un,oading them ir°" barrels in the
I
playin’ f00tba11 with them as usual. Sure,
the barrek°W
Ch W3S ‘he orchestra and which was
thelevenihf ndn- a" -if !t was"’‘
‘hat Eyetalian on
I went to ,?or ’ h'm with the licorice mustache. One day
that lonkpH ,S., rooJT1 and he had an auld woman there
was all I n 6 !hC bu,cher’s widow, except that she
Madame ho'ma ed Wi,h diam°"ds- He says “> her’
,.*ft , ’ rg0„l,,Tla^ ‘injM
umes have I told you to braythe
phragmUiI?’lasheagnit?i,
y°U know where >our dia‘
and I thoughtSthatUthe<d hand ‘° 'he *** °f hef "“u
Ms
hair, ‘Not there ! H T
his hair.
g°'ng to pul1 out aU
"by the
' 'belt «T
Here! yells he, grabbin’ the woman
Wkye doWnLai; hta‘ ~ alone,’ I shouts, ‘or I’ll
grew as red
fk the broom handle.’ With that he
threw a book atme
me I never knew nothin*

*.< w™ « to

the policeman, i
men: ne consi

J* firS* ,thi"g 1
hC
d me’ “ ,f you11 bel,eV*

e stairs. Me friend Gilligen,
* her6’ and af‘er a great deal of argu-

■nstid of the police station *** Eyetalian t0 ,he hosp,ital
for. the darnave A
upon Payment of ten dollars
Nora, that EyetaltT. u ^ Wal1 paper‘ Since then’
sees me. Sure it "
his hat °ff ‘° «* when he
outside of this buildin’ buTitrten't^3'’ t0—de
Listen to that voice! TV
' ,tlmes as funny inS'd
like the stMm
.Pbere Soes that woman that sings
116 steam pyano
the circus!”
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M. A.

department.
Positive and Negative Teaching
I am often discouraged because my pupils do so
many incorrect things, against which I have warned
them, and continue to play so many wrong notes
which I have repeatedly pointed out. What remedy
would you suggest?—C. G.
It looks as though you were taking the wrong path
of approach to your problem. There are two distinct
kinds of instruction: the positive and the negative—the
one filled with do’s and the other with don’t’s. Of these
two kinds the latter should be seldom used, since it sug¬
gests to the pupil’s mind the very thing which you want
to get out of it.
.
■
>
Some years ago a pernicious little book entitled Don t
had a wide circulation. Reading this book one was con¬
fronted by a long list of things not to do, and which
immediately seemed tempting because they were forbidden.
As one was told “Don’t eat with your knife,” or “Don’t
put your elbows on the table at meals,” one was filled
with a diabolical desire to commit these social solecisms,
which had never before looked attractive. Just so, if
you say to a pupil, “Don’t hold your wrist so low,” or
“Don’t play F natural there,” you suggest the wrong
attitude to him in each case. Give instead the positive
directions—“Hold your wrist higher,” and “Play F sharp
in that measure,” and his attention will be focused on
what you want him to do, rather than the contrary. There
are hundreds of wrong ways of doing anything and gen¬
erally only one right way. Hold this right way con¬
stantly before the pupil’s mind; say as little as possible
about the possible wrong ways, and mistakes will slink
away into a corner and quietly disappear.
Accuracy in Playing Notes
I write for advice about a grown-up pupil who
has had a few lessons with me.
At three different times before, she has had
lessons, each time about a half-dozen, and each
time from a different teacher. I cannot say that
she plays carelessly, but somehow she finds it very
difficult to ploy the right notes, although when I
ask her to name notes she can do it without any
trouble. She is very unxious to learn and is fond
of good music.—M. R.
Your pupil has certainly had a varied experience, and
I trust that you may be able to hold her till she amounts
to something.
The problem is simply one of acquiring the proper
habits. I should spend a good part of each lesson-period
in going over the material which she is to practice. Assign
short lessons, which she can learn without hurrying.
Have her first play the left-hand part of each new pas¬
sage, while you play that for the right hand. Then re¬
verse the process, always playing slowly enough for her
to maintain steady time, and still read notes and finger¬
ing correctly. Make your directions for practice definite,
showing her just what to practice each day and how
many times to repeat each passage. In other words,
eliminate the element of chance as far as possible, and
keep her to very strict and meticulous work until she has
cultivated right methods of procedure.
Scale Fingering
Can you give any simple rules for fingering the
flat major scales ? C and the sharp scales are easy
to teach, since they are fingered practically alike
but I find that the varied fingerings of the scales
that begin on black keys perplex my pupils.—C. R.
Scales may be grouped according (a) as they have
the same succession of fingers, and (b) as the fingers
come on the same keys.
The first group includes C and the sharp scales, as
you suggest, and also the left hand of F. Similarly, the
scales of Bb, Eb, Ab and Db are all fingered alike by
the left hand, with this succession of fingers: 3 2 14
3 2 1 3. Gb can be fingered in only one way: 4 3 2 1
3 2 14.
The fingering for the right hand of all the flat scales
may be summed up in the following statement:
The fourth finger always comes on B flat.
From this statement it follows that the thumb always
comes on F and C, the second finger on D (Db) and
G (Gb), and so forth.
My own experience has convinced me that it is better
not to substitute the second finger for the regular finger
at the beginning or end of the scales which begin on
black keys. Many, for instance, advocate beginning the

Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

scale of Bb in the right hand with the second rather than
the fourth finger. This change is, however, little, if
any, easier, and results in more or less confusion for the
P Hence, I should begin and end these scales as follows:
Right hand: 4
3
3
2
2
Bb Eb Ab Db Gb
Left hand:
3
3
3
3
4
Melody Touch
Should
melodies ?
The quality of piano tone depends to a considerable
degree upon the rapidity with which the key descends.
If the key is driven down with a quick, sudden stroke,
the hammer is thrown sharply against the strings, producing a bright, incisive tone; but if the key is made to
start down slowly, gaining its chief momentum only just
before the tone is produced, the hammer rises more grad¬
ually and finally comes, against the strings with less
abruptness, so that a rounder, more singing quality of
tone results.
Hence, for fluent and brilliant passage-work, a direct,
decisive stroke is obtained’ by throwing the fingers or
hand with a sudden impact; but for melody work the
stroke should be less direct and more in the nature of a
pressure. For this purpose the fingers should be more
extended, almost flat upon the keys, and* should be regu¬
lated by the weight of the forearm, or even the whole
arm from the shoulder. If this form of touch is man¬
aged properly, there will be a feeling of gradually increasing weight upon the key until the tone is heard,
when the excess pressure should immediately be relaxed.
It will help you to imagine that you are employing
different instruments in your performance: the light
passages of the accompaniment, for instance, will be
played by the fingers, which correspond to the agile
violins in the orchestra; while the melody will be played
by the arm, which corresponds to the more sonorous
French horns or the trumpets. Thus each part will be
given its proportionate value, and the performance will
take on color and variety.
Modern English Composers
of their most available works ?-A. L.
English music has recently undergone a remarkable
development at the hands of a number of enthusiastic
composers, some of whom have contributed valuable new
resources to piano music.
■
Three of these men were born in 1879: Frank Bridge,
John Ireland and Cyril Scott. Bridge, who was educated
at the Royal Academy of Music, has written instru¬
mental music in which the ultra-modern spirit is tem¬
pered by an observance of conservative principles. His
piano music includes a set of Three Poems, of which the
third, labeled Sunset, is particularly effective. Ireland,
who studied at the Royal College of Music, is well rep¬
resented by his pianistic and mystic Island Spell, from
Three Decorations; also by a short piece, The Towing
Path. Scott, the best known of the three in this country*
and who has made successful tours as pianist, is fond of
dreamy, vague harmonies and exotic subjects, such as
occur in his Lotus Land and Paradise Birds.
Felix Swinstead (1880), a teacher in the Royal Acad¬
emy of Music, has written numerous Preludes, a Caprice,
Op. 34, No. 1, easy pieces, and others, in a clever and
original style. The Australian pianist, Percy Grainger
(1882)—a British subject—is known chiefly for his set¬
tings of folk-tunes, such as his Irish Tune from County
Derry and the sprightly Country Gardens. A composer
whose works display Celtic imagination is Arnold Bax
(1883), whose piano piece A Hill Tune shows his rather
complex style. Yorke Bowen (1884), pupil of Tobias
Matthay and distinguished as pianist, has written piano
music that is sane, despite its modernisms. His Minia¬
ture Suite is especially attractive. Benjamin Dale (1885),
professor of composition at the Royal Academy of Music,
has commanded attention by a remarkable Sonata in
D Minor.

Finally, I may mention a young man who has sprung
into prominence as orchestral conductor and composer
of marked ability—Eugene Goossens (1893). His piano
works, which are full of the most radical devices in the
way of harmonic progressions and unexpected turns of
musical speech, include the Kaleidoscope, a set of twelve
short pieces, often written in humorous vein, Four Con¬
ceits, and others.
Many other names might be added to the above list,
which is, however, fairly representative of the modern
group.
Irregularities in Tempo
I have a pupil who is inclined to continually
increase the tempo of a piece while playing it.
She uses the metronome a great deal in practice,
but without it she cannot keep perfect time. Can
you suggest a remedy?—E. A. X).
Your pupil suffers from the complaint, especially prev¬
alent among young ladies, of lack of attention to rhythm.
The same pupil would probably walk along the street
with a steady gait that would be entirely exempt from
such antics as you describe; otherwise, she might be
suspected of violating the eighteenth amendment.
The performance of music requires simultaneous at¬
tention to several factors, all of which must be properly
presented: especially rhythm, melody, harmonic structure
and emotional expression. In the excitement of dealing
with the last-named factor, the most vital element of all,
rhythm, is often so distorted as to become ridiculous,
with the result that the performance resembles a painting
in which the objects portrayed are hopelessly out of
drawing. The remedy is, of course, to emphasize the
rhythmic structure until it assumes its rightful place.
And the first step in this direction is accent. It is the
innafp sense of even pulsation that makes your pupil walk
with steady gait; and' it is the same sense that must be
cultivated if she is to play in steady time. Impress upon
her mind that each measure-bar is really a mark of accent,
indicating that the following beat has the strongest pul¬
sation in the measure. Feed her up on strongly rhythmic
music—dances and the like—in which the pulsation is at
its height; and let her for a time play with an over¬
accentuation of the first beats, especially in the bass
part. I suggest for this purpose such pieces as Dupont’s
Gavotte, Op. 37, No. 1, Schumann’s Grillen, Op. 12, and,
for a less obvious rhythm, the second movement of Bee¬
thoven’s Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2.
But it is doubtless in the pearly-brooklet style of com¬
position that she is most likely to lose her head. Here
again, emphasize rhythm, rhythm, rhythm. Let her not
only lead up to a startling explosion on each first beat,
but let her at first also even lengthen the first note of
each measure an extra beat. According to this scheme,
she will practice the fourth study of Heller’s Op. 46
in 5/4 time, thus :
Allegro vivo

p--

' —■

p—L-- '^1

p_

.

—

p-——

After the rhythmic structure has been thus pounded
into her brain, you will find that she will be able to play
the piece with that due regard to the preponderance of
the first beats which should always be in evidence, either
obviously or subtly, as the nature of the composition
demands. And until this vivid sense of accent has been
properly cultivated, a whole roomful of metronomes is
of no avail.
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( MUSIC IS FOR THE HAPPY
“Implicit confidence renders us speech¬
less ; nay, the blissful silence even implies
suffering and heaviness; wherefore souls,
overwhelmed with happiness feel more
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
grateful to music than all other and better
ones would do. For they see and hear
and Interesting
through music as through an iridescent
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT
cloud. Their love grows, as it were, more
distant, more touching and less oppressive.
Music is their only means of watching
their extraordinary state of mind, and, if
becoming aware of it, it is with a feeling
CHOPIN AS GREAT PIANIST SAW HIM
of surprise and relief. At the sound of
music every lover thinks,
of
, .‘It speaks
In her book, The Interpretation of Piano in form, how interesting and new in har¬
it speaks in my
my^ stead, it knows every- Musk> Mary Veiiables has collected some mony, and often how great!’
,
thing.’ ”—Nietschc.
“‘In making an analysis of Chopin,
interesting comments on the music of
Chopin, which should stimulate those now writes Liszt, ‘we meet with beauties of a
“Melody is horizontal harmony; it
high order, expressions entirely new, and a
studying the works of this great master.
greater than harmony, since it contains :
harmonic tissue as original as erudite.
“Says Rubinstein: ‘The Pianoforte-Bard,
as a circle contains a chord.”
. They disguise their profundity under
the Pianoforte-Rhapsodist, the Pianoforte—W. J. Turner.
Mind, the Pianoforte-^/ is Chopin.
thTtl^^wiJdfficu^ weTee
HOW VON BUELOW REGARDED Whether the spirit of this instrument 0£elves sufficiently from their magical enLISZT
breathed upon him or he upon it, how he thraIment t0 judge coldly of their theoretiI have a peculiar predilection' for Louis wrote for it, I do not know; but only ca] va]ue ... A high rank must be asWapoleon; that is to say, .not so much for an entire going-over-of-one-into-the-other sjgned by th“ future historian of music to
* 1 ‘he 'ndl™s “m- could call such compositions into life ... the one who distinguished himself in art
he represents to me' I6"* HIT T? *C
N°r stl°uld we overlook the fact that he is by a genius for melody so rare, by such
,1,0 'nnr.llv . '
• ,•
,
. e only °ne °f the composers who, conscious songful and remarkable enlargements of
^rnfp! ,k ndred lean'?S Of his specialty, creates for this specialty the harmonic tissue.’
Little a favorite nnm f T . P° eon le (the Pianoforte) and (with the exception
“Huneker writes that the pianist, Halle,
°f a few songs) attemPts no other ** °f was bewildered when he first heard Chopin
nr orinr Boris
u ^ composition. . . . From a purely musi- play, for he did not believe such music
election, stand in very simUar relation to cal standpoint> how Perfect in technic and could be represented by musical signs.’”
that which Napoleon III bore to the great
Emperor, and it pleases me to think that the
HOW TO LISTEN TO BACH
mentally-adopted nephew might perhaps
have as much luck as he has little genius,
In his essay on Johann Sebastian Bach, to a third, so that all these separate details
vis-a-vis his uncle.”
W. F. Apthorpe quotes Robert Franz as see:m to elude the ear. The true signifiThe above is from a letter of von Bue- saying
lce of the detail work, as of the whole,
low’s, written
“To
my mind,
: Joi far
rj
j i • when
. . . , he
, mi-1-snj
iiiinta, xl
idl icob
less important
lost when one listens to Bach in this
He owed his initial brilliant success very with Bach (t. e. his choruses) o follow fashion. One should far rather seek to
largely to Liszts teaching anH tn T.iszt’s
....
,
•
.
...
t,,
r
,
, T . , ”“l
ui voLcs. i“ a*‘ ns uetails; as grasp these larger proportions, try to reLi’ “unde” Tat SOn. e. a op e
.'Sz, ln a cathedral the countless details of construct them inwardly for one’s self, and

The Musical Scrap Book

yss*

Tu

also with Bach’s polyphonic writ- veloped labyrinth of the several voices ’
out unhappily, for as all the world knows,
Cosima left him to become the second wife SttSJZSiSrLZ
Apthorpe comments: “The
r.r Richard Wagner.
_
told themselves, for the most part, in large, student who is anxious to practice this
of
broad proportions—his fundamental basses sort of listening to Bach, recommended by
point to this clearly enough—but he seems Franz, will find the hardest part of the
The songs of musicians are able to to resolve theme groups into smaller ones work done for him, so ’to say, in one of
change the feelings and conditions of a by a melodically flowing leading of the the composer’s instrumental works; in the
State.
—Cicero.
voices, which gives rise to a multitude of C major concerto for three clavichords
subsidiary harmonies that busily push their with string accompaniment Hardlv anvTHE HAND OF TAUSIG
way hither and thither. Now he who thing, even by Bach, is richer in minute
Carl Tausig was one of the greatest should try to follow these smaller groups, florid detail work than this concerto; but
piano virtuosos who ever lived. A pupil as they flit rapidly by, would come to leave aside the three clavichord parts’and
of Liszt, he astonished everybody by his grief, for the reason that before one of play (if possible a good pianoforte artechnical skill and emotional power. Much them has acquired a complete, well-rounded rangement of) the string quartet by itself
of his skill he seems to have owed to the form» another is. pushing its way to the and the main outlines of the music stand
formation of his hand. In The Pianoforte front, only to give place just as quickly before you unobscured.”
and Its Music, N. E. Krehbiel says: “Von
Lenz remarked of Tausig that his left
hand was a second right. Peter Cornelius
TO BE HEARD BUT NOT SEEN
told of the amazement which Tausig
orches- playing
caused a a boy of fourteen when he played
W? H a"n orctles'
playmg of
°f the
the orchestra.
^hestra. What orchesfor Liszt for the first time
ti
‘A very* devil _
rk^MosI
^
of a fellow; he dashed into Chopin’s A-flat y0UV"eyes "listen HI
Mr. W. J. Henderson, who waxes a
Polonaise and knocked us clean over with the orchestrai do ’nQt ga lot look. Hear
the octaves. Von Lenz relates how he Orchestral performance i< i the conductor, trifle vitriolic at the expense of our lead
art for the
ing conductors,
is doubtless right. Doubtheard Tausig play the oshnato octave fig- ear> not for the eye
Theanconductor
L ^
^
tic tempo from°a

»ld Tausig.
‘You see, my hand is small, and yet I ball
it together. My left hand has a natural
descent from the thumb to the little finger.
I fail naturally upon the four notes (E
D-sharp, C-sharp B)
It is a freak of
nature.
(He «mled.) I can do it as
long as you please; it doesnt weary me.
It is as if written for me. Now, you play
the four notes_with. both hands; you’ll not
get the power into them that I do.’
“I tried it. ‘You see, you see! Very
good but not so loud as mine, and you
are already tired after a few measures,
and so are the octaves.

QUARTER-TONE MUSIC
Quarter-tone music, that is, music i„
which Bach’s scale of twelve half-tones
is further sub-divided into twenty-four .
quarter-tones, has been is use in the Or¬
ient for centuries, but is a comparatively
new idea in Europe and America. A con¬
cert of such music was recently given in
Berlin, and was limited to a single num¬
ber, a string quartet by Alois Haba, a
young Czech composer. The quartet was
played over twice to an audience limited
to musicians, scientists, newspaper men
and others.
The following is an extract of an ar¬
ticle by Ivan Vyshnegradskii which was
printed in a Bolshevist paper published in
Berlin, and translated into English by the
Living Age (Boston) ; “The problem of
quarter-tone music has been discussed in
Europe for years.
The question was
studied most assiduously in Germany,
where Richard Stein published, in 1906,’
two ’cello pieces where quarter-tones were
occasionally used ad libitum. He also
built a quarter-tone clarinet, but his at¬
tempts found no approval. In 1917, again,
Mellendorff built a quarter-tone harmo¬
nium and wrote a pamphlet about, and
five ’ short pieces for, this instrument.
Similar work had been done at that time
also by the organist, Mayer. Busoni, the
pianist, wrote a pamphlet where he pro¬
posed a subtler division of the octave, but
he advocated third-tones instead of quar¬
ter-tones, which would be much more dif¬
ficult in practice, although theoretically
as acceptable as quarter-tones. [, myself,
wrote no small number of pieces of
quarter-tone music for the piano, violin,
’cello and voice.
"The coming of the quarter-tone music
seems to answer a psychological necessity
in the musical world, for it seems to lie
a result of the crisis which is apparent
in all the branches of to-day’s cultural
life.”
Ivan (for short) might add that a
scale of quarter-tones is also Incoming
a practical necessity to composers who
feel that the resources of the ■ hromatic
scale are well-nigh exhausted. But it will
be a long time coming. We are not go¬
ing to scrap our pianos yet awhile.
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“And could he find a worn an
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GUINEVERE

newest work by a very popular writer.

in her womanhood

As great as he was in his manhood

An ideal teaching or recital piece. Grade 4.

rp^g twa;n together might change the world”
Xing Arthur and His Knights.

ADAM GEIBEL

The surest way not to fail is to de¬
termine to succeed.
—Sheridan.

PARSIFAL—WITH OYSTER SAUCE
Few orchestral conductors have seen as
much of America’s musical outposts as
Walter Damrosch, the veteran conductor.
In his reminiscences recently running in
the Ladies Home Journal, he includes the
following amusing anecdote. Times change
rapidly in America, and probablv he would
hnd conditions very different in Oklahoma
City today.
I recall an amusing incident in Oklaoma City. One concert had been sched¬
uled as part of a course of entertainments
under a local manager. The theater was
crowded and I had just finished the PrcPerformin&. nine times out of ten, for cert ii
.^
F£
^ '! e lo Parsifal, and was ready to begin
your eye. You are not to judge the value pared to be" waftedli
e excerpts from the first act, when sud¬
denly the manager popped up on the stage
»' <>“
£ 7Z follows-6*1 *he audience somewhat as
“Stokowski, with his feet spread apart the charm <* S** Hghts'
Ladies and Gentlemen: I am proud
like t n11;«
^ \ t
, 7
“ 01 Dein^ one of a vast, interWalter Damrosch, crouching behinddans wkh^hekrfeTm^-^array of musi- .°, Sef. 80 many of you here tonight and
music stand as von Biilow d;d wh
he
k
"°t ., f , opPortunity of announcing to you
a I have already made arrangements
wished the orchestra to play pianissimo; add not att!e toX Vr tl r COnductor>
r next season for a course which will be
Coates, with his left hand vainly trying tral concert
Are we t' ,° T °rdlesevery respect finer than the one I am
to brush the hair out of his'eyes while his this?
** de™ed all
right waves wiIdl
in sweepin(J semi.
,
g‘n'"g you t11'3 year! I also would like to
circles, and Mengelberg, eagerly endeav- tfee what
prac' wilt re that Stewart’s Oyster Saloon
be open after the concert, for lunch.’ ”
oring to increase his stature by lifting know that
i■
h°W shouId he
himself upon the ^
Toe!fare San; £ gJS ^
feet cT°ra Monsalvat to Stewart’s Oyster
picturesque figures, to be sure, but you Biilow or thatTp£nl CheS llke von nZTleCmS quite a drop. Yet in the
ought not to go to orchestral concerts to toes like Adeline Gene' w'h ^ °" hl'S “p y.fdays. of Bayreuth, the listeners to
arsnak including Wagner himself, were
see them. You should go to hear the ing dancer was in T
charraapt to issue forth to an even more prosaic
let of ^r and limburger!
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From here go back to the beginning and play to fine-, theplay Trio.
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Etude Contest

__ ^ rn

the etude

WHERE THE LOTUS BLOOMS
ouaut

Very graceful and characteristic. An exemplification of two-part playing in the right hand.Grade 4

motto grnziono

THi ETUDX
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From here go back to the beginning and play to

then play Coda.

ROMANCE
Like a duet for alto and baritone. The voice parts are carried by the thumbs of the two bands
inated. Grade 7.

Einfach (Semplice)
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M.M.J'i-iOO

R.SCHUMANN, Op.28,No.2
chiefly. The accompany! n# parts must be subord¬

THE ETUDE

DREAMING
REVERIE
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THE MARCH OF THE MITTEN MEN
1
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P.HRTSTIAN SOLDIERS
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Dedicated to the Mitten Men and Management

THE MARCH OF THE MITTEN MEN
INTRODUCING “ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS”
.
Tempo di Marcia M. M. J = 120
8

.

PRIMO

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
—

,
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ON THE LAKE
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THE etude

Frederick A.Williams. Op.48

With well-contrasted, song-like themes. Good practice in the left hand upward arpeggio. Grade 3a

Moderato

m.m. J = eo

__

Ludwig van Beethoven
Born in Bonn, Dec. 17,1770.
Died in Vienna, March 26, 1827.
“I recognize no eign of supein. men hut QOOdness.
—Beethoven
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While all true art rises above the commonplace, the outstanding
masterpieces in music, literature and painting live through
generations because of some distinctive quality—a “character”
all their own.

4
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ofoAehievement
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This individuality—this element of distinctiveness and distinction
—marks not only the works of such master-artists as Angelo, Dante, and
Beethoven, but also the products of such master-artisans as Stradivarius and Guarnerius.
In music particularly, the parallel Is close between progress in art and progress in artisansj,ip -—Bach’s fugues were made possible by the development of the well tempered clavichord,
and Beethoven’s sonatas are the direct result of the invention of the modern piano.

Hence, the House of Wurlitzer takes special pride—perhaps a
pardonable pride—in its relation during two centuries as builders
of instruments to the development of musical art.
For seven generations, seven generations, beginning with Hans Andreas Wurlitzer (1701
to 1752) the Wurlitzers have been making lutes, then modern stringed instruments, and
in the last two generations also brass and wood instruments, pianos, orchestral harps and
huge organs:—in each generation the Wurlitzer products have been directly linked with
the names of the master artists of that generation. And today the craftsman s shop of two
centuries ago has grown to an institution that far eclipses in size (and we believe is ad¬
mitted to eclipse in quality of manufacture) any other musical instrument house in the world.

Today the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, maintaining the artist’s
ideal, is making a particular success of the Wurlitzer piano.
From the upright piano and upright player to the reproducing grand, the
entire line of Wurlitzer pianos — so artists of America and Europe are saying;
is; distin¬
guished by character, character in mechanical manufacture, character in tone quality,
character in that indefinable superiority that satisfies the true artist.
These pianos range from the very moderate in price to the highly expensive-and all bear
the impress of that character developed through seven generations of adherence to the
best Sells of the true artisan.-- The Wurlitzer piano has never been pushed and
“^tole for™Uas^mained, and we propose that it shall remain, a piano set aside
for the select few who seek artistic merit in its best sense.

We cordially invite those interested—whether now considering
the purchase of a piano or not —to hear a Wurlitzer piano.
Dron in at any Wurlitzer store listed below or any other music store handling these pianos
and alk to hive some one play for you. Not the slightest obligation. We seek your opinion.
If you are interested in music you will want to know what the Wurlitzer Company means
by “character” in a piano. We believe you will recognize» ■fuUneSS’ a
delicacy yet firmness of tone that spells distinctiveness, distinction, character.

liberal
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Musical Prestige

y^here you willfind it— and why
There are two vital questions every purchaser
of a musical instrument should ask before
coming to a definite decision:
“What is the standing of the merchant with
whom I am dealing as a local institution?”
‘What is the standing of the manufacturer
whose name the instrument bears as a
national institution?”

sidered. You will obtain the guidance of a
musical authority. And the satisfaction of
knowing that your instrument comes from a
shop of unquestioned musical standing.
He is the Brunswick dealer
We trust him with our good name, for 70
years the synonym of quality manufacturing.

A satisfactory answer to both should be ob¬
tained, irrespective of any other consideration
—price, terms, claims or promises. Music for
the home is so important a consideration that
greatest caution in choosing is deserved.

World’s greatest living artists of the New Hall
of Fame, virtually all of whom make records
exclusively for Brunswick, trust him to do
justice to their achievements, as engraved on
Brunswick Records.

Your musical mentor

And he—from his standpoint— offers you The
Brunswick for the singular attainments which
have made it supreme, internationally, in the
world of musical art.

Today, in every city and community there
are certain shops devoted to that which is
best in music.
There you will find commercialism, the mere
spring of musical instruments, taking second
place to a superlative musicalservice.builtupon
real desire to serve you wisely and truthfully.

A Brunswick Phonograph from an authorized
Brunswick dealer marks the ultimate in good
music for the home. “I have a Brunswick'
speaks a volume.

Your individual requirements will be con¬

Hear. And compare.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers — Established 1845
CHICAGO
NEW YORK CINCINNATI TORONTO
©B.B.C.Co.,1923

PHONOGRAPHS

AND

RECORDS
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For Oil, Gas or
Electricity

16Y2 in. High—
Shade 13 in.

Harmony and composition
call for an alert pencil
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A SONG TO YOU
R. HUNTINGTON WOODMAN

Diameter

%

H

ARMONY is an elusive
quantity. A broken pen¬
cil point in the middle of a bar
may mean a broken train of
thought—a lost melody.

A jury of eleven artists
—Painters,
sculptors,
craftsman, and critics—
picked this, the design
of Miss Mary Bishop,
as the lamp containing
the most beautiful pro¬
portions, harmonious
tones and practicable
design of all those at
the Art Alliance of
America’s exhibition of

Why the Decorative Arts League
Paid $2500 for this Lamp in order
to Sell Replicas of it for only $5.90

$2500 For One Lamp
Thus was" secured for the League, at a
total expense of something over 32500,
the one design for a table lamp unmistak¬
ably supreme for its purpose. And this,
the Blue Ribbon Lamp, each,one bearing
the artist’s signature, is now offered for a
limited time by the League to those who
appreciate the possession of such artistic

Price the Most Amazing
Point of All
The price of the Mary Bishop Lamp, like
that of all articles offered by the League,
is actually less than is asked in stores for
even the commonplace factory designs of

similar type. It is 35.90. Look about
you in the stores and see how pitiably
little you can get for even twice or three
times that amount and then think that
now, through the League’s plan, you can
for merely 35.90 have for your home the
lamp on which a jury of the most discrim¬
inating judges of art conferred the Blue
Ribbon.
That is the League’s purpose—to prove
that the most substantial and artistic
things need cost no more than drab
Most of the League’s offerings are never
advertised to the public, but are offered
privately to corresponding members.
(Such membership costs nothing—it mere¬
ly registers your name as wanting to be
informed of the League’s offerings and
gives you the members’ prices on them in
case you ever wish to buy. See coupon
below). Only a few times a year some
especially great triumph, like Aurora, or
this Mary Bishop Prize Lamp, is publicly
announced, and then only for the purpose
ofwideningthecorresponding membership
to include a few more discerning people.

Street 01

Eversharp was the first suc¬
cessful mechanical pencil—and
its features can’t be copied. The
lead never slips or wobbles.
The exclusive rifled tip holds it
firm. The automatic index al¬
ways tells the amount of lead
in the barrel.
Wahl Pen in all-metal is the
greatest modern pen improve¬
ment. It can’t crack. It holds
more ink because the metal
walls are thinner—though in¬
finitely tougher.
Wahl Pen matches Ever¬
sharp in many beautiful de¬
signs. Buy both, in gold or
silver. Eversharp, $1 to $10;
Wahl Pen, $4 to $10. Solid
gold at higher prices.
Made in the U. S. A. by
THE WAHL CO., Chicago
Canadian Factory, THE WAHL CO., Ltd., Toronto

Sent You On Approval
All League products are sold strictly
subject to the purchaser’s approval. All
you need to do is to sign and mail the
coupon. When the lamp comes you pay
the Postman 35.90 plus the postage. You
then take five days to see the lamp light¬
ed, to study its effect. If by that time
you have not decided that you never be¬
fore made so good a purchase, you return
the lamp to us and all your money will be
refunded in full. That is the League’s
way of doing business. Send coupon now,
for it might be months, or years, before
you see another announcement of the
League. So sign and mail this coupon
now—without risk.

DECORATIVE ARTS LEAGUE, Gallery at 505 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
You may enter my name as a "Corresponding Member” of the
Decorative Arts League, it being distinctly understood that such mem ber- Check whether
ship is to cost me nothing, either now or later, and is to entail no Gas
obligation of any kind. It simply registers me as one interested in hear¬
ing of really artistic new things for home decoration and use.
Oil
□
You may send me, at the membet
Prize Lampl
n J5.90, plus i
Electricity Q
l the lamp vlthln five day
o refund my i
y in full.
ET 1

City.

v

Eversharp is the pencil
which best meets the require¬
ments of students, teachers and
composers. It is always ready
for work—it never balks.

1923.

Wearied with the drab commonplaces of¬
fered by lamp manufacturers, with their
ill-proportioned, unbalanced designs and
garish colors—particularly with those few
poor specimens adapted for burning oil—
the Decorative Arts League determined
to procure, for reproduction, the most
beautifully designed, harmoniously color¬
ed table lamp, adaptable for either oil or
gas as well as electricity, that the best
artistic talent in America could produce,
cost what it would.
The assistance of the' Art Alliance of
America was enlisted and a great national
competition arranged.
Cash awards of 31300 were offered, and
eleven eminent artists, and critics selected
by the Art Alliance to act as jury. Over
250 artists entered the competition, from
26 different states and provinces. 307
different designs were submitted. Though
all were beautiful, many of them surpass¬
ingly so, the final verdict went unani¬
mously to the lamp of Miss Mary Bishop
(Illustrated above), and she received the
Blue Ribbon and Grand Prize of 3600.00.

7

SHI UliCsJ!

You can buy colored
leads, too!
A pencil is^ no better than
it* lead. Don’t use poor lead
in your Eversharp. Use Ever¬
sharp leads, which are recog¬
nized as the finest made. Seven
grades of black, very soft to
very hard. The new smalldiameter colored leads come in
red, blue and green. Ask for

EVERSHARP
matched by

WAHL PEN
Write -hand companions with features that emit be copied

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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GEORG EGGELING,Op.204

A graceful d rawing - room pieced n popular style. Grade 3|

Andante moderato
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U-J)

A FLORAL IDYL
126

In real Russian style. A pompous introduction followed by a wild Allegro. Grade 3§.

Andante
p ,

m.m.

RUSSIAN DANCE
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Mrs.

H.H.A. BEACH Op. 97, No. 5

From the new set of pieces by Mrs. Beach entitled From Grandmothers Garden. Lightness and rapidity together
quired. Grade 6.

Allegro di Molto, con delicatezza

uracyare re¬
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SOUVENIR DE GRENADE
ZINGARESCA
Especially written for this issue of the ETUDE by the famous composer of False Serenade and other successes. To be played in the style 0f
a Spanish dance. Also published for piano Solo.

Allegro

M.M.

J=

R. DRIGo

152

\ avec le talon
VIOLIN

PIANO

Copyright. 1923 by Theo.Presser Co.

*May be played with tfe

back of the

bo j,!,
mitating castanets.
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See the crowds along the street How the children shout in glee;
The parade,is^boukto start,

3
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SAVIOUR BREATHE AN EVENING BLESSIRG
-

PAUL AMBROSE
Words by James Edmeston

DREAMING OF MY OLD HOME, SWEET HOME
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Words and Music by
GEOFFREY O’HARA
Moderato
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MANA -ZUCCA, Op> 86

Says Famous New York Scientist
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instead of lanky ends,

straight

hair
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WOMAN, child nor
owning
to-day.
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grow strong and curly, and keep
it so, by correct scalp treatment,
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shower, shampoo nor fog can flatten
your fresh, natural curls and waves.

Water, Dampness and

York hair genius, while on adult or
child, it is now possible with a single

Perspiration Make

application of the wonderful Nestle
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Such hair, attractive women and
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of your life, because the more you
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The Nestle Baby Scalp Treatment, a
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growth of naturally curly hair, has
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rT'HE tendency of the singing voice to
Releasing the Breath
A deviate from correct pitch is a prob¬
lem which confronts every vocal teacher
By Edwin F. Larson
and must be met with a full knowledge of
the cause in the particular individual so
Every vocal teacher knows the difficult
affected. A bad way to dismiss the subject
of getting students to sing with the relax X
with the pupil, and at the same time give
tion of breath and mind necessary t '
an undue encouragement, unwittingly bf
flowing tone. Personally, I find th 0 a
Edited by Focal Experts
course, to continue the fault, in allowing
trouble in breathing is the usual effor77
him to entertain the idea that it is a
trying to enclose the inhaled air for fe
simple matter to adjust, is to tell him that
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Departmer*
of a shortage. The result, of course ^
the fault lies in the “ear” and that the
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
the lack of delicate tone color so desirabfe
cultivation of the musical ear will finally
This fault may be overcome largely if
effect a remedy.
the student inhales a full supply of air
We may venture the assertion that not
l
and dismisses the idea that he needs air
one singer in a thousand, who sings off U
at all for tone production. As soon as h
pitch, does so on account of a defective
has inhaled, he should exhale through the
ear. One who possesses within himself
Remedies for Singing off Pitch
the sincere desire to sing will also possess
mouth the same as if he were breathing
the musical ability to distinguish pitch,
through the mouth. The moment he knows
By Walter B. Graham
although there are many instances, espe¬
the air begins to flow out without any re¬
cially with beginners, in which the teacher
tention, he should let the tone flow out
finds the hearing ability slow to resnonff
„
„ .
with the air. Thus he may rid himself
at first. Some ears are much quicker than
A “S
■ "0t ®° Profic‘ent as musicians, will rectify tjie voice; whereas, informing of muscular restriction.
If he couples
others in distinguishing theq true nitch
especially do we find the lack of the pupil that he has a defective ear and with this a desire to bare his soul with
from a very fine off-shading. This differ- a* of
be5mners„ and your,g singers, that a correction of the same will eradi- the meaning of his song, he may be con¬
ence in the power to recognize true pitch
f
l°eS n0t.get at c,ate the difficulty, will not avail, although sidered on the right road to vocal expresexists among the different classes of in- fl?fe J30.1101" of the trouble, for singing off the musical ear must be appealed to as
strumentalists, who have had vears of
CaUSed by. th,s d,sal.)llit.y- a1' an aid in correcting the defective pitch,
professional life, and is quite easily ex« •8 ea7 ™ay assist raatenaIIy m the Sometimes this matter can be straightened
Plained.
cas iy ex rectification thereof.
out without pointing out too specifically;
Recipes from a Singer’s
ihe singer sings out of tune” usually but such instances are rare, and one must
Notebook
Sham win. , ir
,
,
on account of wrong production of the know his pupil in such an emergency
Sharp, Without Knowing It
voice. The person who sings with inadeemergency.
By Caroline Crane Tilton
A vocal pupil, some years ago, was very Quate breath support, who sings with a
Voices That Do not Blend
much disturbed because her teacher in- tight throat, or forces the voice, will in¬
Hoarseness, Laryngitis
There are vocalists who, in the general
sisted on calling attention to a slight variably deviate, from the pitch, in differOne tablespoon Friar’s Balsam Tincture
sharp, particularly when engaged in solo ent ways, and in different parts of the acceptance of the term, sing on pitch; yet
work ThiS pupd declared she could not vocal range. I have noticed a general their voices do not blend with other good of Benzoin, diluted in one pint of rapidly
boiling
water.
Inhale the steam from this
voices.
Such
a
voice
is
one
in
which
the
r he defect, which was caused by an tendency, among sopranos, to sing flat on
natural
of the
and the
of me
the range irom
from ts.
E to ti,
G, overt°n<-s either do not appear in cor- mixture every hour, breathe deeply with
----- tightening
-.& —
l.,c tongue,
Lungue, ana
w lower part ox
iurtnermore
maintainpd that her husband,
i—i—j and to sing sharp
__on the_ notes
.
.
<
* rCGt balance or ^ave an over-developed open mouth. Avoid breathing cold air
urthermore maintained
just
above
who taught piano and pipe organ, was a this place, also to sing flat and sharp re- °.vetrtonfe ?r atones. A fact, often lost after treatment.
fine musician (and he was), and certainly spectively on the same tones an octave fght of> J? that true pitch is really a matHead Cold, Coryza
had as much ability to perceive such a higher. This shows a defective blending ter jr g00.d tonal balance- A voice with
Attack with the first sneeze by the fol¬
defect as himseJf, had positively declared of the registers on each end of the medium
r“glng overtones is invariably on
that she did not sing off pitch, and that voice. The forcing of higher tones with
?Vfftones> ln the. Proper relation lowing recipe : One tablespoon Formalde¬
‘n th|s regard her voice was absolutely the mechanism of lower tones will almost ° the f™damental are incidental to the hyde in one pint boiling water. Inhale the
true. The pupil could not understand why invariably result in flatting.
proper training of the voice, and their most fumes through open mouth and nose, with
a vocal teacher should be more keen in
The undue tightening of the throat or ?0t'?ea . dependency is resonance. A per- eyes closed, until throat and lungs sting.
recogmzing pitch deviation than an in- tongue muscles will generally produce a
r
frauled yoice wil1 Possess the virtue
Repeat five times a day until cold is
strumentahst of many years’ experience sharping of the tones in the region of ,°t, P®rfect P'tcb and an acute musical ear, gone.
fi"e reputation, and who would un- the passage mentioned above. Many will -if ^ter Cnming ,nto its °wn, incidentdoubtedly be considered superior in mu- sing perfectly true to pitch throughout the
Y’
"0t ,n ev,dence at the beginning,
Practice after digestive period, then you
scanshi-p to the vocalist. The explanation entire range, with the exception of a few
will not be fatigued.
ottered was, in substance, as follows:
notes in one or both of these regions of
Unusual Vibrato
the voice. How few singers sing off
Another feature of the subject is a de
Relaxed Tired Throat
Correct Intonation
Pltch throughout their entire range. The Action or an inability to blend with cor
Drink immediately before singing % cup
The first requirement of any musical in- * ^ t sinf rucan keeP. the Pitch on
produced voices on account of an Iced Tea mixed with % cup Lemonade,
strument, including the human voice is *
[ ty of the tones m their volce
,
vlbrato> or the absence of a true without sugar. This acts as a mild astrin¬
correct intonation. The great concern of
Id
P^ conclusive evidence that vibrato or oscillation. It is true that in gent, cuts phlegm, and stimulates all the
the vocal teacher should be that the pupil WW
reSt m the °rgan of en^^U h ^ ejccd,ent slngers a differ- mucous membranes of the throat, and adds
smg on pitch, and his ear is, or should be,
“end 'n
* 1° fist in the abiIkX to resonance and brilliance to the voice.
eternally on the alert, making a constant
„
.
_
L
° 7 Varying degree of
and insistent effort to the end that the
Escaping Breath
7.7 °n
" *everal yoices- The vibrato
Nervousness
singer conform to this requirement.
Tones in which escaping breath is au- S;VP vj|1r^Tn."}[10n ln pitcb’ and an excesDeep breathing and arm gymnastics will
Hence, the vocal teacher, as well as the dible afe seldom true to pitch. Fatigue of a dec
W1\among otber effects, give control a rapid heart due to nerves. Re¬
violinist and all instrumentalists who per- the vocal organs results, practically with- trailsen.satl°” to tbe auditor of a peat mentally before greeting an audience,
form onl instruments of adjustable pitch, out exception, in flatting. The mind’s monvwithJbP'• 31ld a ,ack of bar- “These people are here to enjoy my sing¬
is forced to train
the ear, through this musical ear sets
sets the
the true
true pitch,
pitch, but
but outout- The
The truTvibrl
true vihrsin i/n?8
¬
‘.ear
,?• in*truments- ing, therefore I will be happy myself.”
constant teffort
to rectify
in- ^fed,musdf
caged muscles do
not quite
incidental to
tonation,
- -ITrl erroneous «*
do not
<luite respond
respond and
and but
but is
is incidental
tn It*.
32
d,,rertIy.
o a much higher degree of per- oftentimes the singer cannot well hear of the voice
u *“1 corr.ect Production
Practice when you have a cold, not al¬
ception than one who plays on an instru- bimself violating the pitch; and, even it with a con’sr^AV^0 TT t0 cu,tivate
ment with a fixed pitch like the piano- when he does recognize it, he cannot an iniurv to rt,
•ff°rt of the Wlll, works ways audibly. Don’t let indisposition in¬
terfere with business.
forte. Time and time again have I tried correct it at the time All have no doubt
* *
* V°'Ce'
this out with pianists and organists, who observed instances where singers who
„„ ™
„
were present when singers sang from the when attention is first called to the error’
e ,hat Hatb Ears”
The Physical Influence of
pitch, and found the above contention true declare they cannot distinguish anything
Who has not listened with great idea*
in the great majority <jf tests. The in- wrong, but, after repeated trials, telling ur®to the wonderful blending of the four
Music
strument used by the pianist, who teaches them to listen most carefully to their own ordmary> though untrained, voices in the
By Edward Podolsky
day after day, gradually recedes from voice, they would acknowledge that the unaccomPanied male quartet, who have

The Singer’s Etude

Tn
JTu’ aS,WC a“ bnOW’ and those
who use the instrument become more or
less accustomed to a defective pitch, and
the ear may lose its acuteness from nonnecessity.
The violinist is constantly
tuning his instrument and in time his ear
becomes wonderfully sensitive to the
lightest defect.
I have gone into this to prove that even
the ear of a musician may not be adept
t discovering or recognizing fine shades
^ aitference in Ditch whpn nnt rnmnoiiorj
Tj
.
-1—^
to do :

evidence was unmistakab7e
The singer
too often listpnQ
f.
bnerear tothc. l
" 7"^ H'S
7 ,
’
,
exclusion of the outer
m ’. ? ,
of hls tone- He
4 b *aught to ,lsten with the outer
7 as wel1- t0 be his own severest critic,
There need be no hesitancy in saying that
any singer can do this with a little perS’stency.
The teacher who will include correct
firpofiiiMn__.m
«« ..
.
..wun a Dienainer or the

■houM b. the dehcK^c, in eh^ * Sreh ^

T*
Here

f°r a considerable tS
the individual faults of th#»
;
are not developed, and the overtones vf
brato and other qualities are mol ’
form. On the other hand, how oftenl!
we listen, rather uncomfortably to ttl
carefully selected quartet of trairll 1in the choir loft, each showing a different
method °f developed singing from the
other, and displaying individual character
7“ ,°f tone production, which betray
themselves to thp rlpfn’nion* -f . <
... ,
. 1
a ueautilui
i
“He that hath"ears,'iet him'heTr”

In a lecture recently at Oxford Uni¬
versity, enumerating the results of physio¬
logic experimentation of musical influence
on the body, the following several inter¬
esting facts were brought out. While the.
intricate connections of the auditory nerves
are just being unraveled, it is probable that
the roots of those nerves are more widely
distributed and have more extensive con¬
nections than those of any other nerves
m the human body. The researches on the
auditory nerves indicate that there is
scarcely a function of the body which may
not be affected by the pulsations and har¬
monic combinations of musical tones.
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Concert Costumes
By Pauline Watson
The proper costume for an appearance
t a concert, a recital or entertainment is
naturally a matter of prime importance to
the young violiniste. While there is no
specified style nor rule regarding the cor¬
rect evening gown, for a concert, yet more
and more are conscientious violinistes wish¬
ing to look less like “fashion plates” and
more in keeping with the seriousness of
. their art.
, ,
One extreme example of the wish to
appear unobtrusive on the stage is the sim¬
ple black cloth suit that Leginska (the
pianiste) wears, with its conventional col¬
lars and cuffs.
For stage wear, any one of the prevail¬
ing colors (if not an extremely bright
shade) is in good taste. Choosing a color
is a matter of what tints suit your coloring
which you would best leave to a really
high class modiste, or to a friend known
for elegant (not striking) dressing. We
so seldom see ourselves as we really are
to others. The lines of the gown should
be plain to suggest slenderness, grace, and
should lack any “show”. This, also must
be guaged by your height and weight.
If you are of the girlish type, choose
a dress with lacy or ribbon trimming,
providing the touches of color and orna¬
ments are slight and neat. Extremely
short sleeve or none at all are good style,
but they seem to suggest extreme style
more than a simple sleeve gracing the arm
(if small and of sheer material).
It is not necessary to wear a short length
skirt, which suggests street wear too much.
A moderately long skirt is in excellent
taste, unless you are very slender, and tall.
In that case a moderately short skirt will
“cut” the long lines.
If you are a teacher, and your pupils
are giving the recital, and you appear on
the program only once, it is advisable not
to be as “extremely dressed” as if you
were giving the entire recital.
In general select the color in vogue
(which suits your complexion) choosing a
medium shade, moderate length of skirt,
cut of bodice and sleeves, and neatness of
trimming. The “oriental" touch may be
used if a buckle, or scarf hanging in a
panel at the waist is the only trimming of
such character. Never, for afternoon or
evening, choose black or dark blue. They
are not restful for the concert stage, and
suggest a mature or older woman. Mod¬
eration is the thing, keeping your “type”
and “best points” in mind.
For concerts or recitals in the fall and
winter, there is the opportunity to choose
other than “sheer” materials. For instance,
the chiffon velvets (and other French ma¬
terials of velvet quality) are very rich and
youthful, with scant trimming; and they

suggest the’ absence of “show” more than
the satins and laces. A velvet dress of
dark green or rose (but not severely dark),
cut plainly as the “school dresses” once
were, at neck (square or round), with
sleeves of flesh-tinted net or lace, then a
full bodice, blousing into a loop of the
goods at the side of the belt, making an
uneven skirt, is a good idea. Or a severe¬
ly plain basquelike bodice, and the skirt
then somewhat fuller (gathered and set
on below the waist line) to offset the
straight waist is another idea for a velvet
gown. At least it should be very simple,
girlish, and so neat as to suggest the sin¬
cerity of your task.
Hose should match the slippers, and
never the dress, if it is a case of slippers
varying from the dress. If you choose
“rose”, a girlish simple dress should be
made of messaline, say with a suggestion
of French flowers at the waist, or some¬
where on the skirt. In that case, have
silver hose and slippers, which would be
in better taste than pink. Perhaps a silver
buckle or ornament at the side of the
waist, in a loop of the goods, could be
used to match the slippers.
The gowns of Sophie Braslau (famous
prima donna) are superb in taste and
idea. They are very plain, of crepe like,
•soft material, round necks, waist plain and
full, and the only trimming in some cases
is the gathering or arrangement of the
goods at the belt. Morini (famous violin¬
iste) wears almost “straight up and down”
plain, gowns of clinging material.
•
In case the gown is for an afternoon
concert, a material of darker color than for
evening wear, and trimmed more severely,
. is in good taste. Any hue, excepting “pale”
blue, green, yellow or pink, is in good taste,
and for afternoon appearances, should be
made in less sheer material and trimmed
with less flimsy decoration .
High French heels are abominable for
violinistes. They are too risky for the
welfare of the performer. Medium heels,
equivalent to the Baby Louis heels, are
good-looking and most sensible.

Battistini on “Preparedness”
Perfect .voice production is more neces¬
sary nowadays than ever; because modern
opera demands a far greater effort from
the actor-singer than the older kind of
opera, where little acting was required and
the artists could devote themselves almost
exclusively to singing. The strain of act¬
ing, when the singer must forget himself
entirely if he is to give a really first-class
interpretation of his role, is enormous; and,
unless the voice is unconsciously produced
in the right way, to the point that it cannot
make mistakes, it is bound to suffer
severely. These are the reasons why so
many singers, who apparently start well,
are worn out after a few years.—Musical
News and Herald.
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I T is a fact so well known among or¬
ganists as to be scarcely need stating
that during the past quarter of a century a
revolution has taken place in organ-build
ing. But in spite of new organs replacing
old ones by leaps and bounds, there still
remain a great many of the older type of
organs in use, even in the larger cities;
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department
and there are many organists of most
“An Organist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
respectable attainments who have lacked
opportunity to become practically skilled
in the management of the later type of
instrument. Sooner or later, however, the
Edited by Well-Known Organ and Choir Experts
call is sure to come for them to play on
a modern organ; and they often find with
dismay that it becomes necessary to re¬
construct their entire knowledge and habit.
While any clever and diligent organist can
Getting Used to a Modern Organ
do this after sufficiently long experience
of the new instrument, It is the purpose
By Edwin Hall Pierce
of this article to save such individuals
-from futile confusion and to make the
transition as easy as possible for_ them.
_
first introduced, the stops which each combination pistons at all. This is rather
Taking up the modern developments piston affected were determined once for droll, reminding one of one of Lewis
a time, we begin with:
all by the builder, and there was no pro- Carroll’s whimsical verses
vision for altering them. Many organists
"For I was thinking of a plan
formed a lazy, habit of doing all their
Touch
To dye one’s whiskers green,
registration by means of these pistons—a
And then to use so large a fan
the modern electric and tubular-pneu- practice fatal to variety and artistic disThat they could not be seen.”
matic organs have a far lighter touch than crimination, if followed too constantly,
the old tracker-action, and one must use
The more modern system of building
Sub- and Super-Couplers
less physical force. In some cases the provides for changes to be made at will
touch is intentionally modified by springs by the organist, and every player works
The ordinary couplers
used in much
so as to feel more like the old action, but out his own peculiar setting. Different
_
more often, on account of its extremely builders have so many different forms of call for no special remarks except to say in
easy response, the organist is in danger mechanism for this purpose that we will passing that, it is a great, comfort that
o sounding notes inadvertently through not attempt to describe them. One form they do not, as in the old organs, add
the unintentional light resting of a finger in use provides for the change in effect to the weight of the touch. The superon a ey, or through his coat-sleeve brush- of a piston if desired, during the course couplers (marked “4 ft.”) and the subing it. the remedy is obvious, when the of performance—a secondary piston of the couplers (marked “16 ft.”), demand speiact is once realized.
same “number” causing the regular piston cial notice.
to lay hold of those stops which are actuThe super-couplers are the more useful,
Radiating Pedals
aby ’n commission at the time, and use adding to the brilliancy and quasi-orchesthem as its particular combination immedi- tral effect. With the Great, they help
One accustomed to the old straight ped¬
ately and until further notice. While this store the brilliancy which has been lost
al key-board, and to that system of pedal¬
is a most ingenious device, I have never through enclosing the pipes in a swelling in which the toes rather than the heels
ulCL
yet met with an organist who made any box. The Sw. to Gt. 4’ is much more artisused wherever possible, will be apt nrart;rai
_of it during the course of a Ac in effect of tone balance than the Gt. to
rut
pomp
■_Practical
to find some difficulty in a radiating board,
piece. He has too much else to think Gt. 4.
in those places where he has to pass one
The sub-couplers must be used with
foot behind the other.
The pedal-keys about. It is too easy, also for a pupil or
a strange player, to upset all one’s favor- great discretion, as an ill-calculated overare so much nearer together toward the lrp cnmnm,t,n
combinations through a reckless use supply of the 16 ft. element produces a
tw? ‘hm !nVO'V.es, tbe r.isk °[ hiltinS of this device,
vague muddiness of tone. They should
two at once, particularly if one has large

The Organist’s Etude

feet. The remedy lies in making a larger
Combination Pistons
use of one’s heels. Even in passages where
there is no crossing of feet, it is not
Combination piston, may be divided into
a bad habit to use the toes for the black
L”?* '
,th°Se ,whl,Ch aCtU.alIy
keys
and
the
heels
for
the
white,
systemat. „
.
;
.-—
die stop-knobs, and those which
ically. Incidentally, it is economical of produce the same musical effect without
motion.
moving
The' latter £
.. them.
"
known as
“blind” combinations. While" most'organSwell Boxes
ists (including the writer) prefer the
In the old organs there was but one former, there are some things to be said
swell-box, that belonging to the Swell- in favor of blind combinations, and a few
manual ; but in the new organs, practic¬ organists actually prefer them. A discusally the .whole organ is in swell-boxes.
In some extreme cases (mostly small or¬ and technical to be undertaken here.
We have just enumerated two sorts of
gans) it is all in one big swell-box, but
«...
u
13
: commonly there.are two; one’ for
* these may again
,
the Swell, the other for the Great and b cIassified into two other sorts, from
another
point
of
'vW;
£
S
Z
Choir together. In large four-manual
the manuals only (or the pedals only)
struments there may be four

name than many of the old Oboe sto
hence in large organs one often finds a?’
so another stop called “Orchestral Oboe’’
of a more cutting and characteristic tone
quality. In default of an “Orchestral Oboe’’
try combining the Viol d’Orchestra
even the mixture stop called “Dolce Cot
net” with the regular Oboe.
The Crescendo Pedal
This is a device which (without moving
the stop-knobs) adds stops and couplers
one by one in what is supposed to be
their proper order; and, on being moved
in the contrary direction, takes them off
in a similar manner. To use this for
crescendo and diminuendo like an ordinary
swell pedal is a most inartistic proceeding
as the successive steps are too distinctly
obvious, and for this reason some of our
best organists have a great prejudice
against it. Nevertheless, rightly understood, it is very useful. It may be used
for the same purpose as a “full organ”
pedal, only more flexible, as it may be
stopped at any point where the desired
intensity of tone is reached. Also a
slight momentary touch of it may be
used for a sfs effect—something otherwise
unattainable. (The pedal known as Sforzando pedal is too violent in its contrasts
to be of common application.)
.
have not yet become fully familiar with
handling a modern organ, t., postpone the
use of the Crescendo pedal until absolately certain in selecting the proper
swell-pedal without hesitation a* the-p
is nothing more annoying than
< find
'

What to Do at a Sudden Call
As will be realized merely from reading
these remarks thus far, there is a vast
deal to be re-learned in passing from
old to a new organ. Properly
c
-----•
“
at ,east fcvcr:l' days expe~
rience. But
call
11<>n‘''’
" suppose the
’
' !1 c..
““J
you have to do it with little or no prep¬
aration? Here is the best advice at hand:cso-piano combination (but

emergency. In those organs in which
combinations are permanently set, it
generally be found that the power
'ncreases steadily with numbers of the
nistons—thus “1” is soft, “2” louder and
o on. Zero “Q” throws off everything
except those stops which have been actu¬
ally drawn by hand.
On the old tracker-action organs, if you
coupled Swell to Great and Great to Pedal,
you virtually by so doing coupled Swell to
Pedal, and it became a matter of absolute
indifference for the time-being whether
you drew the stop marked “Swell to
pedal”. In the newer organs, having
electric or pneumatic action, the case is
otherwise, and you get no indirect coup¬
ling. Thus, in the example just given, if

Immense Interest in Private Residence Pipe Organs

Warren M. Salisbury, Pittsfield, Mass.
John A spin wall, Newburgh-on-Hudson.
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For very moderate amounts, you can have the loveliest gifts for all
your friends, by simply adding the finishing touches, in your spare
moments. If you will start to do this NOW, selecting the articles
you wish, you will not miss the time doing a little each day, and your
efforts will be rewarded by the satisfaction of having ‘ done it your.... ,
i
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Not only are Royal Society Package Articles ideal for holiday and birthday
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of high quality, in articles for yourself, your children and home.
The wonderful stitch diagrams and careful making m these packages have
changed the old fashioned idea that one must be ski led in needlecraft to
embroider. The ease with which you can follow Royal Society lesson charts
and the convenience of having “everything in the package has made it
possible for anyone to have the rarest and most beautiful hand embroideries.
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. _
the swell
an _rt)c t1,
.... ,
-- —
__, however, when
w
1,
make-shift,
t peda* of the Swell as accustomed. Be
ncna.1
pedal nascao-A
passage tmortn
needs to sound
sound <out very S?re y°U kllnw we” which it is, and keep
^inenU^VSds
prominently, the hands may be shifted tn cear of ,be crescendo pedal, except when
*i*. r..„ o. „

.
SUL couplers could h?
_, «
. Using this registration
e coupler and a Sw. to Ped,
they do not work out well in practice.
4 ft.. • comparatively inexpensive addibasis, gradually work out by hand
One is liable to unpleasant surprises, not
such modifications as may be necessary..
from any
in the builder’s work,
t“Tk
any defect
a£te
Punoent
„
-r
Defer
the
mastery
of the other couplers
is -inherently wrong.
r.P , ^ap®p i system
'
■—~sM a
,
String-Tones
and of the combination pistons until you
th®
eda °rgan has but few stops,
Modern builders have found a way to have suitable time for practice,
1 ' Ca,n best be "managed by hand; if make those stops which approximate stringT,1e above is one method. Another
tone rarrv that
_t:«
'
’’ *
r by the hTndsTr
hands
louder ^an The
"onT niust
^a^d TthTTbyfe
feTf'The
^
which may be‘TractWd^ Access hiFy
xperi j-eason. whv th* “ciifoKU
, treme. Such stops combine well with °.r^ans. Provided with “blind” combinat and revise his habits of registration
,why ttbe “Stable pedal’
Flute
stops
and
with
Stopped
Diapason
•
t!°ns’
's to set a soft registration with
to meet the new conditions.
practical, is that one often wishes to set
pleasantly with the Open Dia’ tbc st<?ps °f each manual, and in a brief
The old organs commonly had two com- a. colp^lnatlon 011 another manual some h.,f nr,t
. practice, familiarize yourself
Pt in
the huge
> pason;. ,fcePt
i!1 tbe
huge mass
mass of
of tone J
of Preliminary
birtation pedals; one which threw on all t,rne 111 advance of its use, and the “suit..
with the effect of each combination piston,:
the stops of the Great, one which threw ab'e Pedal” for the anticipated registraS U or£a«.
with intent to use them in lieu of stops.
them all off except those for a soft com- t!on on another manual is almost sure
Thus you may decide and mark your
bination.
(Some
ation.
(borne large instruments had to be
ne a very unsuitable pedal for that upon
The modern Oboe ston ;
..
|music “Gt 3”*
. ‘Gt. 5” ******* “Sw.
re, but not many). The modern organ which he is still playing. Some organists, smooth and delicate lending TTT.
y V’ ******* “Gt
- - - or whatever the case
i a series of numbered combination in fact, find the best wav n„i nf
„n_5 ? ,tseIf to alu. c_
may be. Some find this very helpful, but
’’
a Practice that should not be indulged
longer than to supply the demands of
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Carnegie Hall Studio, Room 120, onWednes

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL “ne--

“Gt.^toVed

*■
...
= as ^ changes in registration as
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you wish also Swell to Pedal you must’
actually draw the stop or tilt the couplerkey. Similarly, when you couple to the
pedals a manual on which you are using
sub- or super-couplers, you do not add
the full effect of that manual to the pedal
tone, but simply what it would be with¬
out those couplers. This is the reason for
the weakness of pedal in some such cases
as were alluded to in a previous paragraph.
To make this article really complete,
we should explain the use of the Solo and
Echo organs, the. Chimes, the Harp, and
several novel but perfectly legitimate new
stops, such as Celeste Flute, Muted Strings,
and others; but to do so would lead us
far beyond the proper limits of space in
this magazine.

S. L. Parrish, South Hampton, Long
The article by Mr. Henry S. Fry, for¬
mer President of the National Association Island.
Samuel Dewey Cushiijg, Shippan Point,
of Organists,jin the Organ Department
of The Etude Music Magazine for Stamford, Conn.
Edwin Norton, Hamilton, Bermuda.
March, attracted considerable attention to
A. G. Bartlett, Vista del Mar, Hollythe wonderful development of the instru¬
ment in other lines than those strictly lim¬
Stephen S. Shipps, Savannah, Georgia.
ited to the church. There are now a re¬
The Deere Estate, Overlook, Moline, Il¬
markable number of excellent instruments
in private homes in all parts of the coun¬ linois.
Walter
I. Pratt, Iowa City.
try. The W. W. Kimball Co., of Chi¬
Alexander Baillie, Seattle, Wash.
cago, writes to correct the statement that
Henry Gordon Selfridge, Lake Geneva.
the instrument in the beautiful Senate
Wade Park Manor Hotel, Cleveland.
Theater is a Wurlitzer Organ. It is a
Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis.
Kimball Organ. This company also de¬
C. H. Everest, Oklahoma City.
sires to have us make a record of the fol¬
E. W. Backus, Minneapolis.
lowing especially fine organs of their make
W. T. Hales, Oklahoma City. (Said to
erected in private residences in addition to
those mentioned in Mr. Fry’s list in' our be the most costly private organ ever in¬
stalled.)
Arthur Curtiss James, Newport, Rhode

J”,
Cr™'- '&t7be*Ma!
effect without the original notes Lndfjt balance the tone of the Great, and deterThis has ta'iNM
S°*^n«,,nf* m*ne what change you mar have to make
facts, but
SPedal ef‘ ^sid«
off’) T ordeT to
but “rarelT
rarely.
The
_i_.
reduce them t balance
'
the Swell.
modern
°.f couplers
couplers Sw. to Gt.. Sw. to Ch., Gt. to
ZftZulZff T ^ ‘° ? nCW ‘
Ped., Sw. to Ped. Open the swell pedal
falL? th^ml^frn ^ 0rf“
‘at plus all °r peda's °f the Great and Choir and
fhe counters^Thf ’ i <
P‘US
tb. fault of
• couplers- This^d™
-z the da-

f? ^
™ Ch^faS2*2
bTg'
(It wou,d be well, by the way,
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to itpasses all too quickly, and for this reason
it needs to be used to the best economic

variety will
trio work is specially important,
tice exacts most of the attention. .
here it is advisable to avoid the wasting of
to how time in experimenting or the trying-out of
cted.
combinations. For some time these should
laved in be

Baker's
Breakfast
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Growing children want and fre¬
quently need more nourishment
than adults, owing to the activity
ef

their

restless

little

bodies.
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[AUSTIN ORGANS
and phrasing can be worked out, in cases
where none appears on the printed page,

rises in manual passage-work should share
by a third of the time with trios, and when

£=£=S&3 Si

er’s revision.

'- QRDERS were received for «ix u t
P .,922i

r—<

This is an

feTmoSs0'/
then wfthtlh £
feeling The "swing o _
acquired a good idea of fundamental man¬
In the more advanced stages of organ
ual technic. During this period it is as playing, due attention to special points
well that acquaintance with the pedal-board (notably the weaker ones) remains de¬
be made also and its elementary exercises sirable for an economic division of time.
started. Most of the practice time should, Some of these points are to be worked
however, be devoted to manual work, leav¬ daily, others on alternate days; and when
ing about a third of it for attention to regular organ selections have become.a part

Ltd.
what has been aptly called taking hold of

ready maniPulation of combinations, and

phshe7aFifthaS

practiceetat timcseand

;

er77ably a~

wo^shouldtoccupy the reSt °f th®
for the L. H. and Ped., since it is i^ the

a ^7 ^

Whence pupil is eventually standing
fflore clearly the advantages resulting6 from
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r I ' HE most important element of worthA Violin Fairyland
_
while violin playing is good tone.
Better the Swan by an artist than the McnBy Paul Cohen
. delssohn Violin Concerto by a bungler
A VERY young pupil could not grasp the
whose fundamental tone is bad. It requires
meaning of his lessons, everything seem¬
the co-ordination of many elements to make
ingly slipping from his mind at once after
a really fine tone. Readers of the Violin
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
being told to him. He would have been
department often write to inquire what is
dropped as hopeless but for the real inter¬
the matter with their tone.' They describe
est he seemed to have in learning to play
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
it as squeaky, husky, scratchy, too rough,
too weak, or as faulty in many other ways.
After studying his case, he was started
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
The following is a specimen of complaints
again from the beginning and a new idea
of this kind, recently received: Editor
was introduced, making the violin and its
Violin Dept.— Dear Sir— “In playing
study more interesting by creating of it a
pianissimo or piano on the A string, I do
little fairyland.
not get a clear, even tone; instead it is a
“The violin,” I told him, “we will call a
Importance of Tone
sort of a scraping, scratching sound. To
...
,r
Fairyland, and in it are four roads ThP
eliminate this I have changed the string. rosin on the bow. If the hair and string approach very
**”*<#*'»
Another time I had a new bridge fitted; are clogged with rosin it is difficult so students wonder why they get
then again I purchased a new bow. This produce a fine tone. On the contrary it tone, when playing
latter experiment seemed to help some, but is impossible to produce a fine tone if sitions. In nine cases out of ten the cause
is not enough rosin on the imu.
hair. The
do not
close enuugn
enough iu <q-TWhen ,he had learned
---^
xnc is that
uicu they
iney uo
nut play
piay ciuse
,
, this, we proceeded:
‘
•
not wholly to my satisfaction. Would there
Up°n these roads th« htt e Juries Play
you be be so kind as to enlighten me as to correct amount can be learned only by the bridge. Playing in these very high po- and
dance and sing. Now let us take the
just what you think is the trouble. I experiaice. A barber strops his razor sitions is like playing on a toy fiddle, :
first
road.
What
are
its
fairies’
names?
.
. .
.
_
--■*
have thought perhaps that on, account of when it is dull; so a violin player applies short are the distances from finger to
when he feels the need of it. A bridge. Even many professionals fail to . .
,st *air^,ls caed F and has a defheavy bow-arm, that that might be the beginner
—|
-..
■
•
npte place on the road’ (as I showed him
™-.“""‘,”‘0neOn8h"Obe
*i *"+*»£*
His
Ttafc™
bowing at the proper distance from the t0 . the ®al"e about al* thc tones, the
Of course it is quite impossible to say experience.
m, n
,
^ ,
bridge in accordance with the volume and str'n,P ,
^inScrsjust what is the trouble in this case with¬
The Reason for a Bad Tone
quality of tone required.
When the ,lUl.e f(-'llow came for his next
out examining the player’s violin, and bow,
Nine times out of ten a bad tone is
Now although the bow may be moving ksson he knew it perfectly, and was eager
and hearing him play. The trouble might
more °',tlc story- During the followbe with the violin, the bow, or the player, the fault of the player. A large class of exactly parallel with the bridge, and the .
amateur violin players spend most of hair at the proper distance from the bridge !ngI weeks there was a great improvement
or all three.
their time worrying about fine violins, for the tone required, it is still possible to m bis conception and in his playing of the
bows, strings, rosin— the tools of their make a miserable tone, lacking every neces- v*olin. The story was expand, d by introA Good Violin an Important Need
- “Figs__
cannot be gathered from thistles;” trade-*- and give too little attention to sary musical quality. This is because the ducing gnomes for flats and elves for
beautiful tone cannot be produced try'ng to use tbese tools in a skillful man- muscles of the bow arm have not been sfmrps; and when his tone was not clear
from a cheap, badly-made, crude, factory nV They never seem to realize that most trained to do their work perfectly. The be was t(dd tbat a gnome was in a fairy’s
fiddle. An artist violin player can, of of thelr ba.d tones come from their own muscles are stiff instead of elastic. The pIace and that the fairy was crying, which
course, get better results than a bungler 5au'ty bowing and poor left hand work, muscles of the arm and wrist must be caused him immediately to correct the
from a poor violin; but for the best results t/1ey are possessed with the idea that if elastic, like a fine spring or like India rub- *aidt- Was not the reward worth the
even he must have a fine instrument. The tbey “ave tocds °f the finest quality ber. The great problem of the student is e^ort^
_
greatest violinists pay thousands of dollars good re*u,ts must follow. This is not to learn to apply pressure to the stick of
T
to get instruments of the finest tone.
necessarily the case at all. The bowing the bow without stiffening up the arm mus.Little Hints
The instrument must be in perfect remany sucb Payers is stiff and as “crook- cles, which, when it happens, instantly
If a peg breaks, the best course is to
pair and playing order, the fingerboard ? as a Tam.s . tf > an<f ye* they blame causes the tone to become harsh and grat- take the violin to a professional violin re¬
free of grooves, the bridge perfectly ad- 11 on thelr VIohn’ bow or rosininS- It is very difficult to acquire this pairer and have him carefully select a
justed, the strings at the proper distance
How thp Rnw Ml . „
elasticity of the arm muscles. If possible, new one which exactly fits the holes. Inabove the fingerboard, the nut the right
.
th B w Mu;,t Move
bowing should be studied under an ex- sist on having a good, genuine ebony pe^
height— everything in fact in perfect order d In vlolm playing the first essential is cellent violin teacher who understands of the best quality, and one which matches
for good playing.
that the bow must move at right angles to building up a fine tc
the pupil step by the other pegs. Cheap pegs are made of
The strings must be of fine quality, the string. Any deviation from this must step.
ordinary hard woods of different kind,
and of the size best suited to the violin. surely injure the tone. There could not
•
stained black to resemble ebony. A peg
Above everything they must not be false. possibly be a simpler proposition; and yet
A Fine Musical Nature
of the latter description will lack rigidity;
what a host of violin students and players
A good tone cannot be produced from
It requires a fine musical nature and '*• *s aPt to twist; and, if of very poor
false string. There will be some
s
much ingenuity for a beginner
twist in two. It
— bad
—^ w’d n°t do sufficient open-string
° and ..—.<*■
uqguuicr to acquire q«al>ty,
^lv\u.
ii is manifestly
mamicstiv ii
imlengths in even high grade
Solo f*e.s?al.
ple sfa!ee bowmg
bowing (watching
to see
.
grade strings.
strings. Solo
(watching the
the bow
bow to
a fine tone and a fine bowing without th- Possible to do accurate tuning with’pegs
violinists often try length after length of
;t is
moving parallel
bridge) g aid °f a teacher. A pupil with this handi- which ‘wist in the socket. A good ebony
~C that Jt
ls movlnfir
nara"'“' to
f" the
tho H|a
string before they find one which gives order
to
acquire
a
straight
bowing,
T. j* .
. ..
,--»• .
,cap fb°uld Practice very softly at first, Peg is solid and rigid, and if well fitted it
the ideal tone which satisfies them. Very
Tl“
! J"‘ “ ofr the bair from the bridge like breathing on the string”, as Tartini makes tuning an easy matter for many
fine tested gut strings can be obtained in
'. p y g bas an enormous amount to do says. The bow must be drawn lightly over yearssingle lengths (straight, not coiled) and
mi the tone.In the first few months, the string, with the bow-arm elastic, and
If no violin repairer is available, and
quintenrein (true in fifths).
udv W ftrul
yelrs ofr vio!in pIla“f’ and "ot forced int0 the string, With yo« are obliged to buy a peg and do the
“U."‘leiS "Umb5? of vlohn mus.(; e;s stf and unyielding. When the fittIng yourself, do not go to the music
Why a Fine Bow is Required
t0°near PUpll.IS able to do this he can commence store and buy a peg at hap-hazard, guessing
The bow itself, and the rehairing of
eX t J ulav,W
if ’ n
0rdi"ary T ***
Very Uttk at first’ and at ^ size’ and then take it home and try
.
- ,- tiff ■ J. Pyg
the first Posltloni, always relaxing again if the tone is rough to whittle it down to the right size with a
.
. .be made of pernambuco the^hair moves from three quarters to an or hard. By degrees he will acquire that jack-knife. The best wav is to take
wood and fashioned on the scientific prin- mch from the bridge. For loud passages, most important of all arts in violin bow- your violin to the music store and try pegs

The Violinist’s Etude

i
pen f0U,nd the best fo^
tone production. Bow-making is one of
the most difficult of human arts. No wonder professional concert violinists are willing to pay as much as $500 and upwards
for choice specimens made by Francois
Tourte, the premier bowmaker of the
world. Such bows are of great assistance
to them in producing a fine tone. The
hairing of the bow must also be perfectly
done, if a good tone is to be produced.
Except in the large cities, it is often diffifind a workman with sufficient
skill and experience to re-hair a bow
properly. The hairs must be in straight
lines, and not crossed and tangled, as we
so often find in the work of unskilled
workmen. They must be of equal tension,
and not some loose and some tight. The
quality of the hair
hair must be comparatively new so that it
will take hold of the string, and
The rosin miist be^f
' J
The rosin must be of good quality, and
there must be just the right amount of

,teI-in,ffSed pressure is app,ied on
the stick, the hair moves nearer the bridge,
For “Ber tones the hair moves further
towards the fingerboard. The higher the
position used, the nearer the hair approach- ’
When playing fom the'
seventh position upwards, the hair must

ing’ that of applyi«g the requisite amount
of pressure and yet keeninp- thp
elastic and yielding. The beginner mbst
not try to “bear on” at first hnt f
soft pure tones with relaxed arm fn
wrist muscles. P
are for the future

'..V. .

New Stringed Instruments
The Paris correspondent of The Morning
Posf“givPs
”* !r,VPS an
nn ”interesting“adcbnnt'
*—41*
six new
Frenfw^u™e,,lts’ tIlp i"™111’01) ,of a young
mande, a little town1 new Bord^aui °r The
whTb are designed
ar/of much^t’heTame^form as ‘ tL'1 vloifn’
Ind^have n,dt»’ a® th‘iir bodies are flatter

viol family The
- „„
natural and po«4fuf,eandre id to be both
are
now being made for’the o nngements
complete orchestra of th* mzation of a
stringed ir-- •uinents, which
le of the Paris thkot.-ci *VVI11 )e heard at
rdttentmuS^arTh‘se?stTot1,t1heSTrltSaPHla/,^
.
quartet“‘'bnt““on< add to the existoig^String
. aV('weit?ecan to* mTid*
loudly-praised viola-alta
cede the violin. Next, and before the viola
mty years
cornea the *»e~*o-8opr<mo, and then
"
ur modern
darhl°"l6, Finally- between \he f’cel°lo an^ thl servative than1 tlm”7 predws'sors 'and wTl
ft
ll welcome whatever po^iMmirr’Se^dLo;;"
“nltrument
instruments is drawn chiefly from that of'the MusicalLondon * Ca“ed’ ott'ers--'

°f different sizes u“tff you find on^Wch
fits the hnlec in th» »_•
u
well. If the peg is slhrfitly too^large
make a UhU
St
,g y too'arge:
the peg inside of f saad'paper and *'vlld
^
^
*S ^ "
If you have to rely on the mail to get a
peg, send one of the other pegs, with your
order, as a sample, so that the music dealer
can tell approximately how large a peg
to sent!, and one which matches.
The hole in the peg through which the
string is slipped, should not be bored too
near the side of the string box, since if
this is done the string coils against the
prevents
the peg
peg from
,string
. ° box
, and
“““ pi
events tne

PUS,hed

ri&
in far enough to hold.
, Pe®s °I boxwood, or rosewood, are used
bynT* vioIinistS and give good service if
. , btted. but ebony is preferred by most
violinists.
f Anything that inculcates appreciation
,f.°r and love <* the best in music and
bt«rature, art and science, should be
encouraged.
—Tacoma Ledger.
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Problems and Makeshifts of Small Church Orchestra
By L. Ballard
The increasingly widespread interest in
■orchestra work, which has been brought
about by the organization of orchestras in
most of our High Schools, has brought
with it a new interest in small orchestras
for church services, especially where
there is no pipe organ. Such orchestras
often present problems peculiarly their
own, and, as there may be several of these
where one school orchestra is found, some
suggestions in regard to these problems
may prove to be of interest.
The leader of a church orchestra is some¬
times the first violin but most often the
pianist, unless the chorister should direct
the orchestra as well as the choir. It is
to such a pianist leader who, sometimes
with little or no orchestra experience, has
that honor thrust upon unwilling shoulders,
and who must be responsible for .special
orchestra selections for two services each
Sunday, never knowing from one week to
the next whether it will be three instru¬
ments or twelve, all strings or all brass,
or no orchestra at all that chooses to
come when Sunday comes—it is to such a
leader that my own experiences in that
capacity are offered.

flats. In each case the hollow note above
the melody is what the player must learn
to think, as if it were written there, and
play accordingly, always remembering to
supply accidentals properly.

A Small Beginning
At first our orchestra was made up of
three first violins, thred second violins, a
’cello and three cornets. This falls far
short of the small orchestra as described in
the splendid articles now being published
in The EtudE, but it was more complete
than the average church orchestra. As
our first violins, were all excellent readers
and our ’cellist experienced in ensemble
playing, we were able to do quite
creditable work from the beginning. We
had a splendid collection of music for
Offertories and Voluntaries; and, as one
violin readily played the cued in clarinet
part, and the ’cello the trombone part
where it carried the melody, we did not
have to arrange any parts for quite a

After a full year’s work, we lost two
second violins and gained a baritone and
a saxophone. Now these instruments are
more suited to bands than church orches¬
tras, but they were available, and as saxo¬
phone players are becoming more and
more numerous we shall have to learn to
adapt them to our use. At first both these
-instruments played cornet parts and as
the saxophone player was a much better
soloist than our cornetist it was quite an
improvement.
The saxophone sounds
very well indeed in the arrangements
where the cornet has the melody of The
Pilgrim by Oley Speaks, and of Gounod’s
There Is a Green Hill.
Shortly after this we lost our ’cello,
which left our instrumentation topheavy. It was then necessary to supply
bass with the baritone. Here was a matter
of more complicated transposition, but was
well worth the effort when finally solved.
Piano or ’cello score can be transposed
for baritone by changing the bass clef
mark to treble, changing signature by
adding two sharps (or removing two flats),
and playing notes two lines or two spaces
below the notes written.

Soon we added another second cornet,
but that part is really not needed as the
first cornet plays a second part in the
instrumentation of nearly all music of a
type suitable for church.
The French Horn in “C”
Later a French horn was added, and
with it came the first problen of arrang¬
ing. The boy who played it refused to
play anything except in key for piano, for
.most of his playing had been popular
songs using C slide. So he played the
second violin part, which will fill in about
the same as the regular instrumentation
for horns in slow music. However the
quality of the French horn is very pretty
for some melodies, and a special part
was written by rewriting the ’cello melody
part an octave higher and in treble clef.
For variety we often had string quartet
for the Offertory using favorite hymns as
we were lucky in having violinists who
could read bass as readily as treble and
so play the tenor part, with a violin play¬
ing the soprano, another the alto, and the
’cello the bass.
Hymn playing for brass instruments
makes transposition necessary, for the use
of slides is not satisfactory when it re¬
quires several changes during a church
service. For the benefit of any cornetist
who has not learned this, or for a leader
who does not understand it, the method
of transposition is not difficult. Soon one
can play as readily as if from his own
score. The cornet simply plays the note
above the note that is written, changing
the signature by adding two sharps or
taking away two flats. Thus in the fol¬
lowing examples, the signature of one
sharp is changed to three, that of one
flat to one sharp, and five flats to three

Ex. 1

John Philip Sousa and His Band

This Is Why Sousa and
His Band Use and Endorse
Conn Instruments

B
Though the ’cello is far better for tenor
than for bass, yet having no bass we used
’cello for bass and violins for tenor in
playing for congregational singing. To
play hymns well is a very important thing
for a church orchestra, especially during
evangelistic meetings.

Sousa
Says:
“Iconsider that com¬
plete equipment of
Conn instruments
enhances the musi¬
cal value of any band
t least fifty per

Saxophone and Baritones

The upper notes here are those written
in ’cello or piano score, and the hollow
notes indicate the notes to be imagined
there and played as if they were in treble
and with signature changed to one sharp
the time values of original of course
applying to transposed tones. This same
method can be used for B flat saxophone
to play tenor part of hymns, which is
very pleasing in some special numbers, as
for example the duet in Jesus, Lover of
My Soul, Refuge tune. Rather an inter¬
esting “wind” quartet can be made up by
using baritone and saxophone for bass
and tenor, French horn for alto and
cornet for soprano, if supported by well
filled-in piano accompaniment.

This endorsement by the
world’s most famous
bandmaster and March
King should be signifi¬
cant to School Music Su¬
pervisors and others inter¬
ested in the organization
and equipment of bands
. schools, institutions,
lodges, factories or com¬
munities. Write C. G.
Conn, Ltd. for informa<n and advice.

ECAUSE the great bandmaster and his artists have
found through long experience, that Conns are easier
to play, possess a perfect scale, are most reliable in
action as well as brilliant and beautiful in tone quality.
The many exclusive features of Conn instruments are
basis of this extraordinary quality. Built in the largest
factory of its kind in the world, Conns possess improve
ments and features found in no other wind instruments!
Bands completely equipped with these instruments soo._
become known for their remarkably fine" ensemble effect
which is the result of the all-Conn equipment. Note what
Sousa himself says in the adjoining column about the value
of all-Conn equipment.
Complete sets at reasonable prices. Instruments to suit
all pocketbooks. Write now for complete information.
We’ll gladly help in the organization of bands or orchestras.
Free trial; Easy Payments on any Conn instrument.
All Exclusive Conn Features at No Greater Cost
Highest Honors at World’s Expositions
C. G. CONN, LTD.,1013 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.
Factory branches in all large cities
Agents and; dealers everywhere

ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS

“Doesn’t he play superbly. He certainly
brings out all there is in a piano.”
“Yes. And what a wonderful ally he has in
that piano.”

The assurance one feels
when owning a good piano
What a pleasure it is for the owner
of a Weaver Piano to entertain a
gathering of friends with a musical
evening. What assurance such a host¬
ess may feel as the artist brings forth
its beautiful tones in piquant staccato
or thundering forte. What enjoyment
she sees on the faces of the absorbed
listeners. What pride in owning such
a superb instrument.
The wonderful qualities of the
Weaver charm the listener, and thrill
the player. And this beauty of tone

and mechanical perfection that so dis¬
tinguish the Weaver remain unimpaired
through a lifetime of constant use.
Time serves only to increase the cum¬
ulative enjoyment and satisfaction of
its possessor.
Your home should have a good
piano.
Write for the interesting
Weaver catalog, describing how the
Weaver Piano is built, and why it gives
years of satisfaction. Convenient terms
are easily arranged, and a liberal al¬
lowance made on your former piano.

WEAVER PIANO COMPANY, Inc.
Factory and General Offices: York, Pa.
Weaver, York and Livingston Pianos and Player Pianos

WEAVER
PIANOS
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EVERY TEACHER WANTS TO KNOW WHAT MUSIC
OTHER TEACHERS HAVE USED WITH SUCCESS

Live Books for Wide-Awake Piano Teachers

In our long years of publishing, certain works seemed to have filled the needs of successful
teachers more completely than others. This has been evidenced by their wide use.

TWO HANDS

__BELOW WE GIVE A LIMITED LIST OF THESE WORKS
WORKS FUNDAMENTAL TO THE ART OF TEACHING
GJ^DEDSTUDIES,T^mp,IedrbyMrs. Crosby Adams.each

“SUMMY EDITION” NUMBERS THAT HAVE BECOME STANDARD

$1.00

NOTE:
(Each “Summy Edition” number contains collections of pieces by
one composer).

Thf
at THE PIANO, By Mrs. Crosby Adams. $ .90
I HE CHILD AT THE PIANO, by Meda Zarbell Steele
$ 7c
LESSONS INSICHT READING, by John MokreG.I 'll
practical scale builder,’ by Robert j. Ring:;;;;
;;; ■• ■■! 'll
ISn* ^
HANON, (for Technic) Robert I. Ring
$1 no
FROM THE VERY BEGINNING, by Phyllis’Luc"feve,.f‘22
first melodies for the piano, CLatea™yjac^n:::::::::| :%

FIVE TONE SKETCHES, by Mrs. Crosby Adams.
$ 50
FOUR WRIST STUDIES, by Mrs. Crosby Adams. " $ 40
THE BOY AND THE BROWNIE, by Ruth L. Bagley.
$ '«
VILLAGE SCENES, by John Mokrejs.
" $ 'bo
THE CHILDREN’S HOUR, by Alice Bennett Wing.$ '7S
SYNTHETIC SERIES, by Florence A. Goodrich, Book I.. $ '.75
Books 2 and 3, each.
SI on
POETIC FOLK DANCES, Bach-Cady.
$ '*„
FAIRY FROLICS, by Florence P. Rea...!75

ELEMENTARY PIECES THAT ARE FOUND ON ALL CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS
A LITTLE WALTZ, by Jessie L. Gaynor
Gr 2
s. in

Helen L. Cramm

N. Irving Hyatt
TWENTY FATHER GOOSE MELODIES
Grades I and I-II; contains 20 pieces; 11 pages.... .75

PIANO SOLOS FOR AMERICANIZATION PROGRAMS
2 3
t
1 .1
1.?
\ .f
2.1
2.1

in
'in

THE ANSWER, by Georgia D. Newcomb . ..'.Gr.

\. '. .' '.'. j 25

JUBA DANCE, by R. Nathaniel Dett.
c g0
from Suite “IN THE BOTTOMS”
.
FOUR WALTZES, by Edward Collins.
t qn
(Concert Etude), by L. Leslie Loth ." ’ « "on
THE JUGGLER (Concert Etude), by N. Louise Wright.
c fi0
(Concert Etude), by Hubbard W. Harris.
$ GO
SCHERZANDO, by Carl M. Beecher.
j 7c
(Founded on “I Stood Tiptoe Upon a Little Hili”)
SUITE JUVENILE, by Theodora Troendle. S2 00
(This “Suite” has Just been published)

H
'in
'in

Giddings and Gilman
PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASS READER, No. 1
Grades I and I-II; contains 110 pieces; 68 pages.75
PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASS READER, No. 2
Grades I-II and II; contains 48 pieces; 45 pages.75

C. W. Krogmann
TEN LITTLE MORSELS OF MELODY, Op. 9
Grades I and I-II; contains 10 pieces; 20 pages.1.00

L. E. Orth

NOTE: All the above numbers are for advanced pupils or artists.

ON THE WHITE KEYS, Op. 18
Grades I and II; contains 12 pieces and 12 duets; 46 pages.1.25
MOTHER GOOSE SONGS WITHOUT WORDS, Op. 5
Grades II and II-III; contains 70 pieces; 90 pages.1.25

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers
429 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Medium Voir** v**, ttk

.

Album of Piano Duets (Four 'Hands)1.25
Kingdom Ev
write for Complete List of Half-Hour Folios
Song I Heai d One Sunday R
My Dream c £ the Heavenly !
3aUi«Lpifn^°MeUmdEACHING FOLIOS
WELL-KNOWN HALF-HOUR TEACHING Gallico Course of Criaij' itI'-:'' 1" V11 1,00
EDITION
French Child’s Song—Behr—Grade 1
it
In May—Behr—Grade 1
:
.15
Canzonetta—Bachmann—Grade i..!!.!!! (is
nediate Grades (each)
Littie Fairy—Streabbog—Grade 2.15
gel’s Classical Collectioi
Lily—Lichner—Grade 2.
15
-J 1 b (both parts)
Morning Prayer—Streabbog—Grade '2. . V. '.20 Cornet
Players First Book."..'. j'25
---- —-.ont—Grade .
Spring Song—Mendelssohn—Grade 3. . . . .15 WELL-KNOWN HIGH-CLASS BALLADS
Scarf Dance—Chaminade—Grade 3.
Simple Confession—Thome—Grade 3
|i
Traumerei—Schumann—Grade 3...
Serenade—Schubert—Grade 3.....
My”'^Voughi-AGPPF-eEbTree~FVE,’ :!!! !
’’
' tr. by Dorn)—Grade 3. '.
vorak—Grad- .25 g^ti^for You-Eb-F^::::::::;:;:: fs
irade 4..
Last Hope—Gottschalk—Gra<
o Me—Eb-D-cC
Butterfly—Grieg—Grade 4.
yS Dearest Eyes—Eb-C
To Spring—Grieg—Grade 4..25
READINGr
Rustle of Spring-—Sinding—Grade 4.. .." * 30 T>WELLANn°^TT^SSICAL
r AN° CHILDREN’S SONGS
Cradle Song—Chopin—Grade 5.25
Fantasje Impromptu—Chopin—Grade 5... .30 IHush^Here
& u.ream
D“^an.«
n„„’,
Man.35
Write for Complete Teaching Catalog
WELL-KNOWN HALF-HGUR EDITION
VIOLIN AND PIANO SOLOS
.ong of India (Chanson Indoue).30
-argon(Ha(ndedi)a)..«
Traumerei (Schumann) .(" 25
Avc Maria (Bach-Gounod).
’ *25
The Swan (Le Cygne)-(Saint-Saens) (C! 2S

Fraidy Cat
Freckle Fac.
Don’t Be W

fimpe.elv(efutTThJ00mee1)yn.).T.(.G0da:d^
WELL-KNOWN HALF-HOUR FOLIOS
.
FOR PIANO
2 (Each Vol'.j

EDW.

B.

MARKS MUSIC

Serenade (Drigo)
Waltz (Brahms) .
Spanish Dance (Reh'feidj .
Slavic Dance (Dvorak)
Romance
”•

Easy Collections from the 0. D. Music Series
GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
FIRST YEAR
Grades I-II; contains 26 pieces; 46 pages..1.00
GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
SECOND YEAR—A (First Half)
Grades II and II-III; contains 22 pieces; 46 pages.1.00
GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
SECOND YEAR—B (Second Half)
Grades II and III; contains 17 pieces; 46 pages.1.00
GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
THIRD YEAR—A (First Half)
Grades III and IV; contains 14 pieces; 48 pages.1.00
GRADED PIANO PIECES BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
THIRD YEAR—B (Second Half)
Grades III-IV; contains 13 pieces; 48 pages.1.00
FORTY FAVORITE AIRS IN EASY ARRANGEMENTS
Grades II and II-III; contains 40 pieces; 7 97pages.1.00
FORTY FIRST YEAR PIANO PIECES
Grades I and I-II; contains 40 pieces; 69 pages.1.00
FORTY VERY EASY PIANO PIECES (First and Second Series)
Grades I and II; each volume contains 40 pieces; 64 pages each; each.. .1.00
LITTLE RECREATIONS FOR THE PIANO
Grades I and II; contains 20 pieces; 62 pages.1.00
THIRTY EASY PIANO PIECES (Second Grade)
Grades II and II-III; contains 30 pieces; 66 pages.1.00
TWENTY-FIVE EASY PIANO PIECES
Grades II and II-III; contains 25 pieces; 62 pages.1.00

FOUR HANDS
teaching compositions.

GLOW - JWORM
Male Quartette .
,
*V 1VI

WELL-KNOWN SACRED SONGS

LITTLE JOURNEYS IN TONELAND
Grades I and II; contains 20 pieces; 18 pages...SO

3 Solo (Simplify
n Solo with Piar
Voice, Key C...

Used by Over 100,000 Music Teachers
Now Being Heard The World Over
.7? I |?n„S
Words), High.
.'? Piano Duet (Four HanHO

Barcaroll
Oi
Prelude—

Autumn—dhan
Bluette—Drigo
Carmen—Bizet

t—Grade 3.
s Of Hoffmann)
ir Simplified—Grade
ininoff—Grade 4....

Write For Complete Teaching ' Catalog.’ '5°
WELL-KNOWN “BELGIAN SCHOOL OF
R ’ a
VI°LIN” FOLIOS
Forty Studies
RonenonhThBeUnn

L'Shthou5e Rings

I-

i the First Position—

1.00

0cea’

a
As High As the sfarsf As ^Deep As th.
When the Ebb Tide Flows
Out Where the Breakers 1
Song of the Forge.
A Thousand Leagues Undei

Fofd sAd Masters—Price
„
Volur
Twenty-two Spec il Daily Exerc

si£b^s£t(w£tfmann) (Manger)
WELL-KNOWN ^LASSICAL COMPO.
Half Hour Teachin
Light Mind—Behr—C ' g Edition
„ -- Play—Beht __
Barcarolle—Behr—Grade l..!.
Gossip—Bachmann—Grade 1
Little Story—Ascher—Grade 1.
frme^~Schumann—Grade
C°fa ^altz—Streabbog—Grade 2
DCouLWD^!lr^.bb05-^ra?e ? •'

'US Story-Heller-Grade S.".'""
rF^“d:.3;;; ;:
ling March Mendelssohn—Grade

n addressing our advertisers.

EASY FOUR-HANb PIECES. (O. D. Music Series)
Grades II and III; contains 14 duets; 62 pages.1.00
FIRST PIANO DUETS. Op. 50. By Johannes Ziegler
Grade II; contains 12 ducts; 18 pages; Ditson Edition, No. 132.75
FOUR-HAND PIECES. Book I. (Tapper’s Graded Piano Course)
Grades I and II; contains 33 duets; 45 pages...1.00
FOUR LITTLE HANDS
Grades I and II; contains 58 duets; 96 pages...1-50
ON THE WHITE KEYS. Op. 18. By L. E. Orth
Grades I and II t contains 12 duets and 12 solos; 46 pages.1.25
TEACHER AND PUPIL. Book I. By Josef LSw
Grades I, II and II-III; contains 40 duets; 44 pages;
Ditson Edition, No. ..LUU

THIRTY DUETS WITHOUT OCTAVES. By C. Gurlitt
Grades II and II-III; contains 30 duets; 58 pages;
Ditson Edition, No. 306..1.25
TONE PICTURES. Op. 191. By Josef Low
Grades I and II; contains 23 duets; 38 pages;
Ditson Edition, No. 77...1.00
TWELVE EASY FOUR-HAND PIECES.
By Leslie Loth
Grades I and II; contains 12 duets; 32 pages;
Ditson Edition, No. 316.1.25
VERY EASY PIANO DUETS. First Series. (O. D. Music Series)
Grades I and II; contains 25 duets; 60 pages.1.00
VERY EASY PIANO DUETS. Second Series. (O, D. Music Series)
Grade II; contains 26 duets; 60 pages.1.00

THE MUSIC STUDENTS PIANO COURSE
THE STANDARD TEXTBOOK FOR TRAINING IN MUSICIANSHIP AT THE PIANO
BECAUSE IT IS THE
FI ACTir MOST COMPACT, MOST PRACTICAL, LOWEST IN PRICE, GREATEST IN EDUCATIONAL VALUE
SYSTEMATICALLY TRAINS EARS, FINGERS AND MIND AND CAN BE BOUGHT OF ANY DEALER ANYWHERE
A FIVE-YEAR COURSE; FOUR QUARTERS A YEAR WITH NINE LESSONS IN EACH QUARTER
THE TEACHER’S MANUALS EXPLAIN EVERY DOUBTFUL POINT
EDITORS Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton, Prof. John P. Marshall, Dr. Percy Goetschius, Will Earhart and William Arms Fisher
Officially, adopted by the State of California as a text book

Send to Oliver Ditson Company for a FREE sample copy of any one of the twenty books
Mention this advertisement and name Year and Quarter wanted

Two Important Novelties for all Teachers of Beginners

^f
'^usin):;;;:; ;
Poetic SS°onugve“d (Zde^k G^«e' '(Hugoj
Er«urkar?e BrU«ren(Mu^)!h).::.
Mazurka rlSe ^ente (Musin).
Serenade m™Pet2 «• Walters)....: '.
Mazurka
.
WELL^KNOWN PIANO COMpOSITTONS
Dance of t^ Hineybee^ TEACHIN<>
„

A First How-Do-You-Do To Staff and Keyboard
Text, Music and Illustrations

Ditson’s Music Writer and Speller

By DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
A unique and fascinating beginner’s book brightened with silhouette draw¬
ings by the author and attractive text throughout.
,
,

Glow-W°ofrmh-lori'"e3;.(.' ( .35

lion
will be sent postpaid for 50 cents.

The simplest and happiest method of learning notation. Explains each
sign and character in its logical order, and makes them familiar by the natural
process of writing them. Different from any other Speller. Regular price, 75
cents. To those who mention this advt. and write to the undersigned publishers
within 30 days, the book will be sent postpaid for 50 cents.

Rattle of the

Hands.65

COMPANY
223-225

IffliBBMimfiiiiB.USB.1.MlilliB

MUSIC LOVERS’ LIBRARY
High Voice, Key F
Song (French Word
Piano Solo (Origin;

Susan Schmitt

ATo. *. You will ana than M. helpful in mMng .Sections.

r^ewCalalo^^

Cedric W. Lemon t
DREAM PICTURES, Op. 6
Grades III-IV; contains 9 pieces; 29 pages.1.25
CREOLE SKETCHES, Op. 15
Grades III-IV; contains 9 pieces; illustrations, 61 pages.1.25
A SPANISH FIESTA, Op. 25
Grades III-IV; contains 6 pieces; illustrations, 37 pages.1.25
THIRTY SHORT STUDIES IN ALL KEYS, Op. 24
Grades III-IV; contains 33 pages.1.00

MODERN MOTHER GOOSE, Op. 25
Grades I-II and II; contains 26 pieces; 22 pages.75
GLAD AND GAY, Op. 30
Grades I-II; contains 5 pieces; 8 pages (.sheet music, not a book).75
A FOREST JUBILEE, Op. 31
Grade II; contains 12 pieces; 29 pages.1.00

(The above numbers contain piecesfrom Grades 1-3.)
GLADYS AT PLAY, by John Mokrejs....
Q
DANCING DAISY FIELDS, by John Mokrejs'.Gr
OLD CHIEF METAATAKWA, by John Mokrejs.Cr
THE WIND, by Alice Bennett Wing...
J.§!
THE BAND, by N. Louise Wright. .... .Gr'
CAMPFIRE MARCH, by N. Louise Wrighi!'.!.!.Gr'

Chas. Wakefield Cadman
A COUNTRY VACATION, Op. 37
Grades II and II-III; contains 8 pieces; 22 pages..75
A VISIT TO GRANDMA’S, Op. 34
Grades II and II-III; contains 10 pieces; 25 pages.75
SATURDAY IN TOWN, Op. 35
Grades II and II-III; contains 10 pieces; 30 pages.75

West 46th

Street-

New

York

By ARTHUR B. CANFIELD

*> <*■.
_

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 178-179 Tremont St., Boston 10, Mass.
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Thanksgiving and
Christmas Services
At this time of the year it is necessary
to begin rehearsing special music for
Thanksgiving and Christmas. We have
recentlv published splendid new anthems
for Thanksgiving use which we will gladly
send for examination.
For Christmas we have a new Cantata,
“'King of Kings and Lord of All” which
we consider one of the best in our list of
such works and we recommend all choir
masters to examine this cantata early in
the season in order to prepare properly,
W'e are also publishing a set of Standard
Christmas Carols for mixed voices. This
is No. 2 and together with No. 1, we are
able to give all of the best carols which
have been handed down from olden days,
Mana-Zucca
We are also publishing a set of Christmas
Henry Hadley
Carols for men’s voices, also a set for twoRichard Hageman
part treble voices which may be sung by
Fay Foster
women or by boy choirs.
publishing a new Christmas Solo,
wh!chr a«TuiteOffamZrSerSW,°tLS0Z “Th« Angels’ Song,” by Paul Ambrose and
near future wee will publish new material W<‘, suSges* *?. a11 ohoir„ masters^ that they
of various
from the pens of these order a selection now for consideration.

NEW WORKS
Advance of Publication Offers
October, 1923

Sp!Pri<..oa

Album of Compositions for tbe Pianoforte

Church Orchestra Collection—Parts, each
Church Orchestra Collection, Piano
--.
Violin and PianoAccolay .
Earle’s Modem Graded
Grades, each.
Easy Opera Album—Piano Solo. . .
First Grade Book, Bilbro_
Forgotten Trails, Song Cycle—Lieura
From
-Youth—Piano Sketchei
Krentzl— Op. ..
85
Gallia, Mixed Voices, Gounod.
Kansas City Spirit, Cantata for Mixed
Voices—Busch .
Irgan Transcriptions.
New Album of Marches.
New Instruction Book—John M.
New Recital Album, Piano. . . .
r Theory Book—Orel
Organ Score _„„„
Book, Vol. 1—
Sweney and Kirkpatrick.
Polyphonic Studies for Violin Classes—
Lehrer .
Scene de Ballet—deBeriot... ..
School of Violin Technic, Sevcik Op i
Songs for Girls, Album...' ’. " '
Standard Vocal Repertoire.
Stories Notes Can Tell—Terry.
Twenty-five Little Melodies for the Piano
—Mana Zucca.

30

40
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ready have under way a most charming
song from
Mana-Zucca
called, “Just Some..
..... -Zucca’called,
thing and we know this will please singers and pubhc alike wherever used.
We might also mention a duet for
®°Pra"°
alto by Henry Hadley which
e calls Ballade of June Roses.” This
,
*,
, , v and
--,u.
Potions
would do for
ecital work but is not too difficult to
Pw!f !urlIe"C.!:l wh<:rever give,n- „ ..
also have new songs by Daniel
Protherpe, John Prindle Scott and a par‘lcularl-v Veiling one by T. Frederick H.
Candlyn namely, “Little Telltale” which
will surely become a favorite on all programs. We are also just publishing a new
sacred song by Paul Ambrose which will
ht- i.U"d in th,iS is.SUR of The Etude and
which is exactly the sort of sacred song
our church singers are looking for at this
time. We have also a new Christmas song
not yet published, by this same composer,
Ihe Angels bong.
,S°.
yo,ur attention to our truly
remarkable vocal catalog and will be glad
to send you a selection of material “on
sale” at your request.

* ne.
™d
"osition Cards
Position
This card embodies a drawing of the
hand of one of the greatest of the world’s
pianists and teachers. It has arrows
pointing to the important points in hand
position as widely recognized by the'best
—v..
..... world.
V.U..U, Each arrow
anew leads
teachers
of the
to text telling in tire very simplest terms
^?ht. ?n the card what should be observed.
The idea is modern, direct, graphi
wonder is that it has never been done before in this way. The teacher may hang
the card on the wall or put it on the
piano rack and in a few seconds point out
by object lesson just what the- student
must know. Better still at slight cost the
student may have one of these cards to
take home as a guide. Since it is the
teacher who produces the best results in
the shortest time who leads in any community no wide-awake teacher can afford
to be without one of these’cards. It will
look very decorative from the professional
standpoint in your music room. Advance
price 25 cents for pack of 10 cards. A fine
novelty to start the s

Everybody’s Song Book
A Special Bargain!
Through a special arrangement with the
publishers, we are able to offer our readers
a truly unusual bargain in a song colleetion of well over three hundred pages, pre_
senting more than five hundred old' and
new song favorites, including familiar sen
timental and home songs, as well as the
patriotic and folk songs of the United
States and all other great nations. This
veritable library of songs that deserve a
place in every home where there is a piano
will be specially priced at 75 cents, postpaid, while copies are available. This is
an ideal book for the home and contains
every song for such good reason that it
deserves a place in such a collection. These
numbers are equally well adapted for old
and for young, for every occasion and for
every mood. In offering this volume to
our readers we feel very satisfied that ail
who obtain copies will agree that it is a
good 75 cents’ worth.
‘
A New Theory Book
By Preston Ware Orem
work by the author of the popubook
fhethyjamfwhlmLelof
creative music and makes practical auniication of the principles of tlieorv and
harmony. It is a work in which it...
student is taught to think mid icf fnr
himself. Special attention is given to the
ti Hs relations
structure of melody and to
to rhythm and harmony.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Kansas City Spirit
Short CnnHta*for MivoH v«S/vw,
^ A",
°,1Xed V°1CeS
BllSCh
Unique and useful is this most recent
work Uy Dr. Busch extolling the charms
of his habitat.
A special program of Dr. Busch’s compositions will be given soon in Kansas City
o
at which this number will have its first
Vocal Studies for Low Voice—Whelpton
rendition. While the text is particularly
applicable to the one city, it is possible,
by a slight variation in the wording to
New Music for Examination
make use of it in general festiv.
Monthly
The musical setting is not too difficult
but is built on broad
lines with
a tremenSongs for Girls
..
..
Teachers of piano, voice, violin or or- Vocal
t Studies
,, .'
To prepare a suitable and useful volume IT sweepi"S c'i,nax «t the close. W
gan who appreciate the value of fresh POr LOW Voice
recommen
d this to dirootore
directors of civil
of
songs
for
young
girls
is
not
an
recommend
material for study or recreation will not By George Whelpton
iival
choruses.
Our
advance
of
publica¬
task. We will issue such a volume
regret registering their names for a
This work on VnW
tion offer for one copy only is 35 cents,
soon. There will be no love songs
monthly assortment of new music. This ,,ation of nrcvim.i ^ ls.
baby songs but songs that the young postpaid.
music is sent subject to our usual “On l' ,!°n ° ,J re, ° s works hr t.._ „„„
girls love to
to smg
sing on
on account
account of
of their
their T,
ifc
Pub¥>ed. .*
Sale” terms and, ifJnot
if not used, is returnable edit
on J £
v
,*$r j?Ul™Sb'love
T
at the close of the teaching season A
A
-°f th e Vo£al. studies for high beauty of melody, beauty of the lyrics and The Lemare Album of
postal card request specifying the kind of
"X™ I?lce’ This ls an edition for beauty of the harmony. The range will Organ Transcriptions
music desired will secure this service one
1
1
success of the former be for medium voice and the songs will be
We
,„iti
-j ,,
.1Wui„
Orchestra and
Band Music
Taking advantage of an
have pufchased the entlve

0
°
„

of our tusi-

t

afiSSgaSSLS
uAisiSw
implete assoi tment of all publications of

■css. -v—-.bo

S£tCSrSX!'K,!:

be u“,i “

have no higher ambition than to become
intelligent and _successful
amateur -©-’
singers,
.
aesire tor
and hav« n0 desire
for the professional
.tup, ,.For
wort 1,
stageFor such .tutort,
students this work
is

Nothing trifling, nothing old-fashioned but
toothers
and
-Something
“o thatcanbelng
-^
uLxicra auu
be used for recital purposes. We feel
Hurt
Iterc is
„a
, de
£ ,„ch , „1„„
that there

nwc.
s nsa r ^ js&s.

voice to fill the already present demand.
il-:
’ ”•
’
“* 0,her ™1""” ^

or popular cilS.c.^Tlf
an experienced and competent man, familiar with the need of orchestra and band
leaders. The department specializes in
music for school, church and amateur
organizations and is prepared to furnish
returnable selections of this class for ex('ruination.
Geoffrey O’Hara
A new cnnir l„- \r„
a
fvvt
•
. A ffw son.g by Mr. Geoffrey O’Hara is
“Vn7wmLrk7 thH, PreSS' r™8
™”.n w wofk fro ,‘ the pen of one
!»yui»r
wruers.
P01
pular writers’
U Hara,n?St
has
( Mr.
Mr. OHara.
has chospn
chosen thp
the suhipff
subject nf
°f
, "reaming ot Home for this song but
tins gives very little idea of what the
melody really is. We are convinced that
this song will become immensely popular
throughout the country as it has just the
) ..
L"’
harmonies are particularly fascinating.

cents

^

Standard Vocal
—
* Repertoire

is published is "onl’v 30

Twenty-five
Little Melodies
r.
1 °r me Uiano
By Mana-ZuCCa
We take much pleasure in announcing
a new educational work by one of America’s foremost woman composers. At the
beginning this
first-grade book.
“us is a real nrst-grade
The
first little melody „
is played with
--j
„,M1 the
U1D
right hand
alone. A
A combination
of the
the
haHd al0ne’
combin'ation of
hands is introduced gradually. A number
0t
the melodies
are accompanied
bv
of the
melodies
----* - texts.
appropriate
All the little pieces are
very tuneful and such as will nrnve most
attractive to very vounir plavcis
Thi!
imok may be used to supplement an/ nstruction book and it mavaceomnan/vnl
ume one of the Graded /nurse P y 1
ine special introcli
vance of publication i: I cents per copy.
>py"

!0Pvar",us vo,ces' Such a volume as this is
indispensable m that it contains both sacred
and secular songs, suitable for all occasions.
The great variety of subjects
treated renders this volume of real worth
to the home as well as the church and the
concert singer. Our special price places
this,bo.ok within reach of all and we have
110 hesitancy in saying that each number
therein bas been selected for this book on
aCE™nt 'Jf its particular merit.
^
The advance of publication cash price
for tbis book is 35 cents, postpaid.

IS

hi. fr®atfst °,f. Present-day organists of
.admittedly the greatest
of
t
w 0rSanists
- °
-~
....
m
slnce the time of W.
L5&
o'f £

trszzzz

well-known songs that we have ever seen.
The collection of eighteen pieces includes
works of interest for church, for concert
and for moving pictures. It is the kind of
a work which every organist past the
‘beginner stage” will feel that he “has to
nave.” Numerous novel chime effects a
introduced. By sending in your order
now you may secure this work upon publication at a very considerable reduction,
^ur special advance introductory price
is only 50 cents, postpaid.
...
, _
of Compositions
For the Pianoforte
By M. L. Preston

Mrs. M..L. Preston (M. Loeb-Evans)
is a very popular writer of teaching pieces
i>oies Can
oan Tell
xeil
and lighter drawing-room pieces for the
Stories Notes
By Frances Terry
p,ana ^ response to numerous demands
nf
. „ . .
.
we are compiling an album of the most
am l
",0tf can tel1 st"Jaes’ Any successful of these, pieces. This will prove
de nted'with thc spb-i^nf llv'^
'■>e
bo'jk- cither for teaching,
j“ ■
P 11 f this set of six recreation or recital purposes. The pieces
second-grade pieces full of imagination will range in difficulty from grades two to

attractive

centlfposjlid “f PUbliCati°n price of 35

„Jbe speda/hffirodu‘ctoryS price
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy.
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New Recital Album
For the Pianoforte
This is a collection of pieces of inter¬
mediate grade, not having appeared in any
nther album, which are especially adapted
for use in recitals. These pieces are selec¬
ted not only because they are good, to
l’sten to, but also because they have in
them qualities which render them worth
while to study. A recital piece should
not be studied merely to be played once
r twice but it should be worth while be¬
ing added to one’s permanent repertoire.
The pieces in this book are of just the
right quality. They are in all styles.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy.

Album of Trills
For the Piano
This is the first of a series of educational books which we are about to issue.
It will be followed by volumes covering
various phases of technic, such as arpeg¬
gios, scales, octave playing, etc. This
album is not an instruction book or exer¬
cise book but a collection of pieces con¬
taining these various forms of technic. In
the trill volume the pieces are all of a
very pleasing order and every piece in the
volume has gone through many editions.
There is one thing to he considered in
this work and that is that the trill is
presented in a variety of forms. Besides
the strict trill of two-finger exercises there
is a melody note and the trill running
along in the same hand, then there are
trills representing the mill, with the trill
in the left hand and the melody in the
upper hand. In going over the volume we
find no less than six different forms of
the trill. This gives the pupil a practical
use of this device.
Our special advance of publication price
on this volume is 30 cents, postpaid.
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"four Own
Personal 100 Envelopes^
Embossed Stationery

My “Cameo” Process has all the distinctive appearance of die ei
graving, with an added lustre that is both exquisite and exclusive.
This work must not be confused with ordinary printed stationery.
There is always a demand for an album
and 100 envelopes, all
Correct “Club” size sheets—single or folded 63ix5s4,
of operatic music arranged for players of
heavy watermarked bond paper, either White, Gray,
moderate ability as most music of this
Buff or Blue; round edge, long pointed flap envel¬
I do not acknowledge orders or send proofs, but
class tends toward the florid in style and
opes. Your name and address (3 lines allowed, 25 with every box I send you a money-back satisfaction
letters to a line) embossed at top center of sheets and guarantee. Write or PRINT plainly. Tell me:
is technically beyond the player who has
on envelope flap; name may be omitted from either Single or Folded sheets, color paper, col
not made very considerable advancement.
what you want on paper, what you w
Our “Easy Opera Album” will meet the
Black, Royal Purple, Jade Green or Gold.
Enclose check, money order or currency for
need for such a collection by providing a The Organ Score Anthem
100 single sheets and 100 envelopes all embossed, opes.
..
a, or plain sheets. Prepaid, $2.00 (For $2.00. West of Mississippi River, Canada and Island
really playable series of arrangements
Possessions add 20 cents.
tire 200 sheets, add 50 cents).
that, when mastered, will sound much Book, Vol. 1
harder than is really the case. Every (Sweney and Kirkpatrick)
This is not a new book, but one of three
pianist’s repertoire should include the
■well-known operatic works in some form of which we have just acquired the plates.
of piano transcription; they include melo¬ These hooks have enjoyed wide popularity
dies that all listeners like to hear, themes and the original publisher has turned over
that are world-wide in their appeal. The to us a large number of orders to be filled
'~&tationers
new book will prove a source of musical when the books are reprinted. The vol¬
satisfaction and enjoyment. Until publi¬ ume named at the head of this notice is
225 Fifth Avenue, NewYork
cation, the introductory cash price is 35 now about ready to go to the printers, the
others “The Organ Score Anthem Book,”
Volume 11 and another collection in the
same style also edited by Sweney and
Church Orchestra
Kirkpatrick will be brought out at an
Collection
early date. There are thirty anthems in
The above is a descriptive title used “The Organ Score” Vol. 1, and these are
mainly to define the general character of all adapted to the work of the average
our coming orchestra collection. This col¬ choir. The music is written on two staves,
lection as to instrumentation and degree thus saving much space and meeting the
of difficulty will follow closely along .the wishes of church singers who prefer the
line of “Presser’s Popular Orchestra score in this form.
Book” which in its year’s existence has
After publication, the regular price will
outsold any imok of this kind we have be 75 cents, but one introductory sample
ever handled. The new compilation will copy may be had now for 35 cents, cash.
include from twelve to fifteen numbers
selected with special reference to their The Modern Graded Course
suitableness for Church, Sunday School By Henry Edmond Earle
and Public School Orchestras. The ar¬
This work, which we announced for the
rangement of tli-c music is such that any
first time in the July issue of The Etude,
amateur organization will be able to play
it practicaliy at sight. Before publication, is one that the average teacher of piano
_
will
be glad to know about. It is a OERT“H
the special price is 15 cents for each or¬
Graded Course in three volumes. The
~ respondence Instruction,
chestra part and 30 cents for the piano
first volume can he used as a very first
at Theory, Harmony, Melody Writing,
part. Purchasers may order any number
-and Musical Form.
book as it has all the rudiments of music
of parts in advance at these prices which
ICHOOL^'^Silbrrda, Pi
and the exercises begin in the very sim¬
will be withdrawn as soon as the books are plest manner. The third and last book, will
‘take the pupil up to about two years
study or possiblv two and a half. The
New Instruction Book
selections, themselves, are very well chosen.
Conservatory Dept. Strong
SCHOOL OP MUSIC
faculty of ten teachers. JenkFor the Piano
Mr. Earle has used the very best judg¬
ment in the material he has selected. They
By John M. Williams
JUOSON, Pianist,
There is always room for a new instruc¬ are very pleasing and at the same time
tion book, especially when it has some¬ quite educational. The work itself is
thing new to say and says it well. In like Mathew’s Graded Course and could
these days there is a considerable demand alternate with it, but it could not be used
for an instruction book that begins using in connection with it because there are
the treble and bass clefs simultaneously. a great many duplicates used.
Our advance price on this work for a
COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY
This book begins with both hands on
Kindergarten and Primary
middle C, one note being added at a time sample copy each of the volumes, postpaid,
Dept. D. 246 Highland Ave. ,H. P.
in either direction. In the making of this 35 cents.
book the author has borne in mind the old Forgotten Trails
adage: “One thing at a time and that
ByThurlow Lieurance
done well.”
Songs of the great outdoors from the
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, land of mighty mountains, vast prairies, l>nnu ADDA C. Normal Teacher, Teacher’s Training
lofty woods. Mr. Lieurance has caught
postpaid.
the voice of our romantic west and immor¬
CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC
1000 Students. 50 Teachers
talized fast disappearing scenes of tlie
New Album of Marches
most fascinating epoch of our national
For the Piano
development. These are songs for the
In this new book especial attention has home and for the concert and for the MUSICOLOGIST, LECTURER, I!
been given to the various types of marches studio You can not fail to like them.
and the book contains an introduction, The advance of publication price is only
explaining just when each should be used. 49 cents for the four new songs complete.
The Modern Military March as used out¬
doors and in large "buildings is quite un¬ Bargain Prices on Magazines
suited for the usual indoor marching, Expire October 31st
--INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
where it is best to use a march having four
The opportunity to secure the best fic- |^yy fOMK
steps to the measure. Indoor processions
Hon in combination with Etude Musicon festival occasions require still another
Magazine at greatly reduced prices
type of march. All of the above are
expires October 31st, 1923. The savings
PIANO
Dep t N. Y. School of Music and
Provided for in this book and the material are substantial if orders are placed before
Arts. 437 Filth Ave., Tel. 4292 Murray Hill, N, Y. C.
is of the best possible character, melodious
that date* Send for circular. Make nnijAP EDWARD, Instruction in the Art and Scithroughout and rhythmically correct.
your selections promptly as all combina¬
Tlie special introductory price in ad- tions will be advanced in price beginning
'ance of publication is 35 cents per copy
November 1st,*1923.
Postpaid.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
Easy Opera

Album

Wallace Brown

AMERICAN PROGRESSIVE VE0N
PIANO SCHOOL
VIRGIL
VIRGIL
BEEGHWOOD
ELDRIDGES

EMMA ROEHM-OLLER. AMERICAN,
BURROWES’
combs:;
CHICAGO
DUNNING
UNCINNATfll
EDDY assr«
DETROIT
GUICHARD.AK'
KNOX
HAWTHORNE
TOMLINSON Hsiiil
moulton
WESTERN
RIESBERG

BOffitssaESrJESS CONVERSE COLLEGES
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First Grade Book
For Beginners
By Mathilde Bilbro
This little book would do very well to
follow any kindergarten method for younger
students. It may also be used to accom¬
pany any instruction book or in fact to re¬
place the first instruction book. Miss
Bilbro is a teacher of wide experience and
she has the knack of making things very
interesting for young minds. This book Is
especially adapted for pupils with small
hands. It does not go beyond the first
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
School of Violin Technic
Exercises in First Position
By O. Sevcik, Op. 1, Part 1.
Our new edition of this work is now
nearly ready. The editing is by Mr. Otto
Meyer, who is a well-known pupil of
Sevcik, and understands his method
thoroughly. This book may be used for
daily technical practice to good advantage
during a number of years. It has become
the standard exposition of the possibilities
of the first position in violin playing.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Album of Piano Pieces
For Six Hands
By A. Sartorio
There is an increasing demand for sixliand pieces.
Where there are three
friends, or three sisters, or three in the
family who play, this volume will be very
acceptable because it saves the price of
buying individual pieces. The selection
by Mr. Sartorio is done in a very musicianly way; some are original compositions
and some selected pieces of Chopin, Schu¬
bert, Mozart and they are within the grasp
of players in the third grade or those who
have taken two years’ instruction. This is
the only volume that we have of this kind
in our catalog and we look for it to be a

concert pianists, and teachers desiring
new material for pupils in about the fifth
grade will find them very appealing. These
compositions are very characteristic with
a fine vein of original melody and the
modern harmonic treatment adds addi¬
tional interest.
Mon-dah-min. By Paul Bliss. Price, 60
cents. This is an American Indian Legend
arranged as a cantata for treble voices.
The score is with piano accompaniment
with two or three part singing and occa¬
sional obbligatos. There is some very
excellent writing in this cantata and it is
an offering worthy of the pen of Mr. Bliss,
whose cantatas and operettas are inter¬
nationally known.

Effc Ellis Perfield

Scene De Ballet
For Violin and Piano
By Charles de Beriot
This number is one of the standard
teaching pieces for the violin. Although
it is not extremely difficult, it is very
showy, and it represents a certain stage Polyphonic Studies for Violin
of progress in violin technic. Nearly By Oscar J. Lehrer
every student plays it at seme time or
This book carries out the idea of Mr.
other. Our new edition of this work has
beefl prepared with a great deal of care Lehrer’s Ensemble Method for the Violin
and it is edited by a famous contempo¬ published some little time ago. This
latter work has already achieved popular¬
rary violinist.
The special introductory price in ad¬ ity. The idea of teaching violin in classes
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, is a good one. It requires special mate¬
rial, however.
The Polyphonic Studies
postpaid.
carry the students into the third posi¬
tion, introducing shifting and double-stops.
Concerto No. 1
All of the studies are written in three
For Violin and Piano
part harmony, thus developing the idea of
By J. B. Accolay
ensemble playing right from the start.
Concertos for the Violin are used for
The special introductory price in ad¬
other than concert purposes. The classic vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,
concerto especially, such as the one by postpaid.
Accolay, is usually a compendium of violin
technic and as such it represents a certain A Special Anniversary
stage in the progress of the student. The Premium for Our Women
concerto by Accolay is much used for
study purposes. Our new edition is su¬ Premium Workers
perior in all respects.
Fearl Beads
The special introductory price in ad¬
We have secured an especially attrac¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, tive lot of pearl beads which will delight
postpaid.
every feminine heart. They are 23 inches
in length and guaranteed indestructible by
Gallia
the manufacturer. They will not peel nor
Motet or Short Cantata
discolor. The beads are of different
grades but any grade which you may
For Mixed Voices
select is bound to please. Indicate your
By Charles Gounod
choice. Sent for 3, 4 or 5 subscriptions,
Special musical services need this short
concerted number to show the ability of
Pearl Chokers
the choir and its director. The work is
The very same quality as the above for
not difficult to any great degree but is only three subscriptions.
thoroughly classic in its lines and demands
Chokers of either amber or sapphire
but one solo voice, a soprano. This is a beads for only two subscriptions.
short work, but of great dignity and every
choir should render this at least once a Advance of Publication
year as a fitting climax to a service of
Offers Withdrawn
The following works are now ready for
The advance of publication offer for one
delivery and therefore the Advance of
copy only is 15 cents, postpaid.
Publication price offered is withdrawn.
Those who subscribed for them in Ad¬
From My Youth
vance of Publication will receive copies
Twelve Characteristic Sketches
for the low advance price, and we feel
For the Piano
sure that our advance subscribers will
By R. Krentzlin, Op. 85
find these new works excellent in their
Richard Krentzlin is one of the most
successful living writers of teaching pieces
Two Players.
Four hand Collection.
for the piano. His new book contains a Price, 75 cents. This is the volume adver¬
series of twelve numbers arranged in pro¬ tised in advance of publication as the
gressive order beginning in the second New Four Hand Album. It gives a fine
grade. Each piece is complete in itself collection of miscellaneous material lying
and bears a characteristic title.
The chiefly in the intermediate grades.
pieces are well contrasted, each one intro¬
Six Pianoforte Pieces. By Charles Huerducing something of a special rhythmic or ter. Price, $1.00. Mr. Charles Huerter
technical point. The pieces are valuable stands out as a very promising Ameri¬
also as studies in style and expression.
can composer and we are more than de¬
The special introductory price in ad¬ lighted to be able to add to our catalog
vance of publication is 30 cents per. copy, this collection of six new numbers. These
postpaid.
numbers are of a type that will appeal to
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
l

SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL
August 20th to September 8th

/

r a

ASSOCIATE TEACHERS WANTED

KROEGER

BEETHOVEN
CONSERVATORY

DUNNING SYSTEM

The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.

Why?

NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator, 8 West 40th St., New York City.
Mn. Zella E. Andrews, Leonard Bldg., Spokane, Wash.
Allie E. Bares, 1006 College Aye., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Anna Craig Balea, 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Mar; E. Breckisen, 354 trying St., Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrick, 160 E. 68th St., Portland, Oregon.
Dora A. Chase, Pouch Gallery, 345 Clinton Aye., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Adda C. Eddy, 136 W. Sandusky Are., Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Mrs. Beatrice S. Eikel, Kidd-Key Cons., Sherman, Texas.
Jeanette Currey Fuller, 50 Erion Crescent, Rochester, New York.
Miss Ida Gardner. 15 West 5th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Cara Mathews Garrett, 4121 Jackson St., San Diego, Cal.
Mrs. T. O. Gloyer, 1825 Gorman St., Waco, Texas.
Travis Sedberry Grimland, Memphis, Tenn. For booklets address Clifton, Texas.
Rub; Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Texas.
Maud Ellen Littlefield, Kansaa City Conaervatory of Music, 1515 Linwood Bird.. Kansas City, Mo.
Carcie Munger Long, 608 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago, Classes held monthly through the year.
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 825 Orchestra Hall, Chicago, III.
Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, 5011 Worth St, Dallss, Texas.
Laura Jones Rawliuson, 61 North I6tfa St., Portlaod, Oregon.
"-”’
--Street, Apt. 3, New York City.
Isobel M. Tot
Grand View St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. S. L. Vs
Mrs. H. R. Watkins, 124 Earl 11th St.
City, Okla.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST

Henry Hotz
Well-Known Voice Teacher of Philadelphia
and Director of the Madrigal Singers

Says of “JUNE IS IN MY HEART”
“I find this song not only most attract¬
ive, but very useful. I am enthusiastic
over it as a teaching song and my pupils
are having success with it in the concert
field.”

JUNE JS IN MY HEART
Music by GRAHAM VAUGHN

Words by EDWARD LOCKTON

i D (Range E to a) Low Voice in C (Range d to g)
Price, 60 cents

PERSONAL, FOR SALE
or WANTED
1
Rate 10c per word
.!'
FOR SAUK—Old Violin Outfit, 74 years
old $50. Address,^ Musician, 133 Harrison

1

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rate 20c per word

SoroTj

£%££§ I 61

Mother MachreeJ

AREJUST

-like (rHgX

IF YOU LOVE A GOOD BALLAD
SEND FOR
IT TO-DAY

GWJffHL^W^l

PDFF ON REQUEST - ENCLOSE
rKLX 5 CENTS in STAMPS for MAILING

I
|

music COMPOSED—Send words. Manu„„,Tnts corrected. Harmony, Correspondence
SLs. Dr Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revised.
Rind and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
Snmrnnteed instruction in Harmony by mail.
J Rode Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
"^mnnvoT bet us puay for you?
Pnv Johnson's Unbleached American Jazz
Manimilal.il s. Phone Spruce 10386 or write
413 S. 19th Street, Phlla., Pa.
^Tr SALE—To close estate. Collection
l/st0L<X mTPausch’ 2220 Bfakif'st.fBerkeley,
California.
-I.OV-iME’—A beautiful new ballad for
sale at 40 cents a copy by the composer,
Corrine Bartclclialmers, Malvern, Iowa.
LEAR N TO COMPOSE—A course ill 20
lessons l»v mail Write for particulars. K.
w Martin School, 145 S. Broadway, Los
Angeles, California.
ARK \NGING AND CORRECTION of
MSS a specialty. A. W. Borst, 3000 Ham¬
ilton St., Philadelphia, Pa., composer of can¬
tatas, pianoforte, sacred music and songs.
MOVING PICTURE PLAYING —“The
Art of Pipe Organ Playing to Motion Pic¬
tures," a complete guide and reference work.
Will James, 09-71 North State St„ Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Sight Reading

MADE EASY FOR PIANISTS

P

IANISTS can become perfect
sight readers by studying
my course on “The Art of
Sight Reading.” Sight reading
is not a “gift” and is within the
reach of all pianists — beginners
and advanced. It tells you of the
difficulties of sight reading and
how overcome — method of read¬
ing and practice — faults made
and how rectified — how to play
accompaniments at sight — etc.

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
OFFER !!!
OCTOBER ONLY

GHESD Songs
rand more
are in this
Catalog
They can be played
on Piano or Organ
Ideal for the Home,
Concert and Church
COMPLETE COPIES
POSTPAID

5010$ 40 Cents-DUETS SO Cents
TRIOS and QUARTETS
( Hale - Female and Mixed Voices)

15 and 25 Cents each
VIOLIN and PIANO 40 Cents
CELLO and PIANO 40 Cents
VIOLIN .CELLO and PIANO 50 Cents
THIS JRADE MARK
Represents
The BEST

rft

s Complete Course of S letron, bymail^

DANFQRD HAIL

CHICAGO

CLASS

PINS

7 FREE CATALOG

Who Knows?

I Sorter Miss You I tHe Silent VoiceJAsleep In TheDeep] My Jean

| AngelOp Ijm Lead 0N]SpN'Nc'3Aliiv2BiEiAoir

IhiijsL I iRstwSC'

GRATEFUL. 0 LORD. AM IT.
MUSIC IS BROAD, MELODIOUS ANLT^EFFECmVE^IITjIT^

_ijn kuuuuls uojL,i>i!A>i*
CHURCHES O^ALl'^DENOMINATIONS, FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS, ETC—AND PARTICULARLY C

1 THANKSGIVING DAY

WHERE TO BUY THAT NEW PIANO—See Page 730

The Hand That Rocks The Cradle
Can Also Swing The Brush

£>y John miNDLE ccorr

WHITING-ADAMS

O LITTLE TOlPN
OE EETHLEHEM

BRUSHES

E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

IN

IkWITMARK BIACKand WHITE SERIES

even tempers on odd jobs.
Send for Illustrated Literature
JOHN L. WHITING-J. J- ADAMS CO B..t.n,U.S.A.

Insure

THE0. PRESSER CO.

BALLADS

I SACRED & SECULAR /

‘

waNTIiD—Second-hand student’s reed
nedal organ. Address E. N. West, Box 1217,
pittsfleld, Mass.
—Rusted—Position teaching or concertislng by pianist. Write G. S., care of Etude.

X CATALOG ? - IT’5 DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE

/ BEAUTIFUL

Do Believe.

COURSES IN

Music, Musicianship
and Pedagogy
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(OUR NEW) SONGLAND

MittleVJh'le

AND

First Piano Lessons at Home. By Anna
H. Hamilton—Fiano Book II, price, 75
cents; Writing Book II, 25 cents. Several
months ago we published the first volume
Bobolinks
SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC
of this unique instruction work for the
A Cantata for Treble Voices
piano and we now have the second volume
MUSICAL ART BUILDING
By Carl Busch
ready. A- writing book goes with each
4300 Olive Street
A short cantata for children's or treble volume, thus insuring the pupil gaining an
SEND FOR CATALOG
voices by Dr. Carl Busch. Festivals as excellent knowledge of notation, etc.
well as women’s clubs will find herein not
only material for study but a splendid
Special Low Rates for Beginners
number for rendition.
The exuberant
Send for handsome Catalog to the
spirit-of the text, full of the joy of living,
is extremely'well portrayed in the music
BROS. EPSTEIN
by Dr. Busch. The work is short and not
ODEON BUILDING
too difficult for ambitious Supervisors to
try in connection with school entertain¬
One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States.
St Louis, Mo.
ments and it is sufficiently classic to inter¬
est women’s clubs where a novelty is
desired.
The advance of publication offer for one
copy only is 30 cents, postpaid.
for Beginners
Our special advance price on this album
is 35 cents, postpaid.
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THE etude

HAROLD
FLAMMEE.
fu BJ-iSHem
57Vtf ST,N.y.

T)lT)t 'JfOLJO OGGLJGATO
■Song, . M’iqIo, med., lod, — po^l paid f so
Duet. Soprano Sr Hfto, —
.So
Anthem^- Tinted,
—
. /s
Anthem — Two-part Treble,
■■
/s'

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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The Choir Master
Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems,
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening
Services Throughout the Year.
s of moderate difficulty, opposit,

’ those of a simple type.

SUNDAY MORNING, December 2nd SUNDAY MORNING, December 23rd
ORGAN NUMBER
Andante Pastorale.
,.,.G.T. Alexis
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. 0 God Our Strength. T. D. Williams
a. Sing, O Heavens.....B. Tours
b. 0 Master Let Me Walk With
b. O Come to My Heart, Lord
Thee.J. T. Wolcott
Jesus..... ,F. H. Brackett
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
Crucifix—Duet (Sop. & Mezzo
Heralds of Heaven (High or
or Tenor & Bar.)./. Faure
Low Voice).P. A. Schnecker
ORGAN NUMBER
Processional March.Scotson-Clark
ORGAN NUMBER
Hosannah.P. Wachs
SUNDAY EVENING, December 2nd
..LBEAUTIFY YOUR EYES INSTANTLY
ORGAN NUMBER
SUNDAY EVENING, December 23rd
eh of MAYBELLINE works beauty wonders. Scant
La Chanson.Al. P. Hoffmann
ur.ou».”Anthe“idde1S<w3lTCMoP^o^F|?jtJeirtr'jUip™ <ws
ORGAN
NUMBER
ANTHEM
Angel’s Serenade.G. Braga
a. Consider the Lilies.IP. R. Waghornc
ANTHEM
b. Who Is God Save the Lord
a.
Arise,
Shine...J. E. Roberts
(Trio for Sop., Tenor &
b. Brightest and Best.. .A. Rubinstein !
"A
Bass)...H. Wildcrmere
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
The
Angel’s
Song (High Voice)
i
Shadows'
of
the
Evening
Hour
■
Paul Ambrose
NOW°a3 afre
(High or Low).F. G. Rathbrn
ORGAN NUMBER
Fanfare.Th. Dubois
.E. S. Hosmcr
A SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION
SORGANYnumberIING’ December 9th CHRISTMAS, December 25th. Morning
FOR ONLY 25 CENTS
ORGAN NUMBER
Memories.Clifford Demarest
Adoration.F. Borowski
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. Ho! Everyone That Thirsteth
a. Unto You a Saviour_Al. Watson
G. C. Martin
b. First Christmas Morn.. .E. Newton
b. How Lovely Are Thy Dwell¬
OFFERTORY
ings...T. E. Solly
rp
topv
When Christ Was Born (High
OFFERTORY
Voice).,/?. M. Stults
Redemption (High, Medium or
400,000
ORGAN NUMBER
„ Low).R. M. Stults
ORGAN NUMBER
Christmas March.Merkel
stro"s
March in B-iiat.W,. Faulkes
CHRISTMAS, December 25th. Evening
.re regular readers of THE BOYS’MAGAZINE,
SUNDAY EVENING, December 9th
ORGAN NUMBER
rhis array is gaining recruits every day because
ORGAN NUMBER
:his splendidly illustrated magazine contains just
Largo .Dvorak-Leighter
Allegretto Scherzando.J.L. Erb
L -f
red-blooded American
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
boy
a. Star of Bethlehem.S. Adams
a. God That Madest Earth and
art, by the world’s best writers. Special departrats devoted to Radio, Mechanics, Electricity,
b. O Little Babe of Bethlehem
Heaven.IV. R. Waghorne
Athle
Physical Training, Stamp Collecting,
b. I Will Feed My Flock..C. Semper
R. M. Stults
imateur Photography^ Cartooning, etc., e^tc.
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
Immanuel (High Voice)...C. Bochau
Shadows of the Evening Hour
' wf give aliy^ldZO)“"cash pSfor the best
ORGAN NUMBER
(Duet—Contr. & Bar.) .C. S. Briggs
ORGAN NUMBER
Hallelujah Chorus.i. Handel-Gaul
March in C.J. G. Cummings
Cash Prizes. _______——
SUNDAY MORNING, December 30th
and each issue of THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE gives
SUNDAY MORNING, December 16th
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
Idy»e....L. Wely
Just think of it! A SIX MONTHS'
Andantino.C. H. Lowdcn
subscription for only 2S CENTS. Surely you
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. Zion That Bringest Good
a. Prepare Ye the Way of the
World.G. M. Garrett
Tidings.R. S. Morrison
fg&Ti
b. Come and Worship the Lord
b. What Sounds Are These?. .D. Bird
Remit in !
OFFERTORY
O. M. Schoebel
_(On ^sale .
OFFERTORY
I Heard the Voice (Duet—Sop.
Spirit Divine (Duet for Sop. and
Scott F.
& Tenor or Alto & Bass)
7222 Ma:
Tenor).H. H. A. Beach
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
March from “Athalia”
Postlude (Polonaise Militaire)
Mcndelssohn-Steggall
Chopin-Gaul
mretbimpleascdwHhTHE BOTS^MAQAZIn!

TANGOS
5^

a Bunte-blended,
chocolate covering’
thick and rich, then
—in a rs hm al lo w,
toasted peanuts, ma¬
ple cream-all in one,
thetastycandy treat
supreme.

Also Church and Concert Engagements

own teaching. Make it more

’Xandy
BUNTE BROTHERS -CHICAGO

^ valuable and thus increase your J
New Teaching Pieces

■

TOE S. BRAINARD’S SONS CO.
NEW YORK

ed instructive Pieces by Cordon S. Thayer.
" SUNBEAMS
PLEASURE PIECES
Mountain
Song of the Lark
The Surprise Par
Humming of the B s Ocean Lullaby
Birds at Daum

earning capacity.

a nod who trained early and world-wide recognition as one of America’s greatest pianists and most successful teachers was a pupil of
,c Kullak and the great Liszt, all pupils of Czerny, who received his instruction at first hand from the master Beethoven himself. And the
nf this knowledge and the result of his own life-time study and experience Sherwood put into the

Piano Course and University-Extension Lectures on the Art

Till, rnlirse was esneciallv prepared for teachers.

WE fur
iccurate teaching device
vv tools, _
.del, lessons, and analy
business advertising wi
of the tuner's art. Diploma u.ven nrnonf
YEARS’EXPERIENCE in teaching tl
independent and lucrative profession by
pondence. SIMPLER AND BETTER

jr

V teachers possess talent and ambition sufficient to place them at the top where they could command higher tuition rates and larger classes
hov lack the necessary expert knowledge. Thus, the difference between their present standing and leadership-betweep large and small
as -between high and low tuition rates-is only a difference of a little broader knowledge. Every person who has) risen to h
m the
•ssion either as singer, player or teacher had the instruction of some great teacher. JkgLwho taught any of the noted musfexans and
s and you will find that every great musical career is based on the instruction of some MASTER 1RAGL1R .

Normal

of Teaching

sr.S'hqutrmk” S tontfbigger, richer and more sympathetic; and to become a broader and more cultured musician in every way;
in fact, a leading music teacher—without the expense of leaving home.

The Twentieth Anniversary Is Now Being Celebrated!
cash credit on the tuition.
Many teachers do not give instruction in Ham,on,.

If you have not studied the subject thoroughly, don’t delay any longer.

Lear,, to analyze comjositions-to identify the chor.m used .uKl .t.ercny
an intimate knowledge of the intention of the compeer. You get af^ re1
understanding of the basis of phrasing and acc >
Harmonv helps to
through a knowledge of the chords used. A know & ,
1^ tjie composer
satisfy the natural curiosity of every player, which is, How did the composer
By the study of Harmony you learn to’correct ™ m ^Jtion, whmh^ccur
even in the best editions of music; also to know wnei. in.

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-37
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regard¬
ing course I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Normal
Course for
Teachers

□ Cornet, Amateui

Teachers—let me give you a regular
30c size tube of Kondon’s—

-

1

PBw ' *

We want school teachers to
Keep nose and head dear with
a know and value Kondon’s and
/ to advise this healthy habit to j Kondon’s. It prevents infectheir boys andgirls. 3100 teach- / tion, colds and catarrh. Just as
ersaccepted this offer last season
important as cleaning the teeth.
. Clip this ad. Mail it at once
Send the names of 20 or more
/ with the 20 or more names and
I / send you, notasamplc,butareg- / addresses to KondonMfg.Co.
gfe lL; VI V ular size 30c tube of Kondon’s. ■
Minneapolis. Minn.

IFr

ku.r s.

I ^

1^^'

1
‘

jp s

J

V

w

Take these four steps for pupils’ health

-JPi mmmrn
f

& ^CATARRHAL JELLY

**

ALL DEALERS

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
ETUDE MAGAZINE DEPT. Philadelphia, Pa

NO TEACHER Shou,d desj>air ,°f
desired without first writing 0”service d^wTtaent
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

CARL V. LACHMUND, Pianist-Composer

Our course includes Counterpoint,
piano teacher slmuM give ^ruct.on^

anCjt ^ ^asy^o teach this
^ ^ ^ ^ to use in your

□ Harm,

□ Organ (Reed)
' □ Voice
□ History of Music

□ Banjo (5-String)
□ Mandolin
□ Adv. Composition

Name . Age .

STEINWAY HALL, 109 E. 14th St

Course, Coaching Concert Pt'an^^ra an, AdvanlTd Pupils

□ Public School
Mus

□ Violin
O Guitar

5 for
/'K

It will

Yon can get sample lessons from the Piano Course or from any course mentioned below, and receive the Anniversary Coupon which means a

SorgI
1nYnumbEerING’
December 16th SUNDAY EVENING, December 30th
ORGAN
NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
Song of the Angels-T. D. Williams
A Memory./. R. Gillette
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. God’s Love Eternal
a. Behold the Days Come P. L. Hillemachcr
H. H. Woodward
b. Lord Is My Shepherd. .Smart-West
OFFERTORY
b. Song of the Angels...)?. M. Stults
Abide With Me (Med. Voice)
OFFERTORY
Homer Samuels
Saviour Divine (Sop.).W. Baines
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
Hosannah.R. Diggle
Festal March.E. R. Kroeger

SPECIAL MAGAZINE BARGAINS

Music.

It solves the difficult problems met with in your teaching, practice, and study.

ORAL INSTRUCTION. Write to-ri
FREE illustrated booklet and guarantf

Rathbun

MRS. BABCOCK

Use Sherwood’s ideas in your

Send the coupon for sample lessons Improve your own work at the same
time you are teaching. BE AN EXPERT .

Street No....
City

University Extension Conservatory
LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
DEPT. B-37

CHICAG0’ ILLPlease mention THE ETUDE v

.

State ...
How long have you taught Piano? . How many pupils have
you now? . Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate? . Have
you studied Harmony? . Would you like to earn the Degree of
Bachelor of Music?.
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=Just Published=

WHERE TO BUY THAT NEW PIANO

TWO LEADERS

E. E. FORBES & SONS PIANO CO.
Kranich& Bach, Steger, Forbes Pianos and Players

Music Headquarters

%!:iss~

SIDNEY E. HAIGH
Baldwin and Packard Pianos
Brunswick Machines and Records QRS Piano Rolls
Madison, Indiana. The scenic city of the State
PERIOD SALES COMPANY, Inc.
Quality violi
* --~s; everything fo
the violinist...
.
guaranteed or your money back.
It —
527-528 Elsby Building New Albany, Inc

MONTGOMERY’S
Packard - Emerson and Cable Piano*
Player Pianos and Rolls
21 Pleasant St., Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Compiled by

URSULA

R. E. CANON
Weaver Piano
York Piano
Player Piano,
Phonographs, Music Rolls and Records
Franklin
Pennsylvania

Songs for Coloratura Soprano-

NEW JERSEY

Soprano — Mezzo — Contralto

A. B. DIRHAN
BOOK II
Songs for Tenor—Baritone
SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

THE TUSTING PIANO CO.
ESTEY PIANO COMPANY

JOHN E. KELLER
R. C. NELSON

PIQUETTE PIANO CO

OUTSTANDING DISTINCTIVE SONGS
MAURICE BESLEY.Sleep that Flits.Coloratura Soprano
MARTIN SHAW.Song of Palanquin Bearers.-°Pran°
DOROTHY HOWELL.If You Meet a Fairy.■ • ■ M“zo
ERNEST BULLOCK./ Love My Col..Contralto
FELIX WHITE.Satyr’s Darxe.. ■ l enoGEOFFREY SHAW....Roundabouts and Swings.baritone

DARLING & DENTON
J. H. GEIST

C. J. RICHARDS

pn%:PhX£zoUt

GREVILLE
BOOK I

DUFFIELD MUSIC HOUSE
JONES MUSIC HOUSE

Representative Song Programmes
of Modern British Composers

A DIRECTORY OF PIANO DEALERS—A VALUABLE REFERENCE LIST

JOHN G. ERCK & SON
J. A. HARTER

PRICE SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH
J. M. HOFFMANN CO.

.

EVERY TEACHER
Can Use Them to Advantage

dress for our mailing list to receive announcements of new pumicauons

George H. Dows
MUSIC PUBLISHER
Philadelphia, Pa.

PETERS’ MODERN METHOD

teaches both clefs

at

once

BILBRO’S HAPPY HALF HOURS

and

and bass used at once. Newnotesare

; in a most
manner.

student may not become discouraged by too great a range of notes.

s’price 84c.

Listprice $1.00. Teachers’price 75c.

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THESE BOOKS
Write us direct for COMPLETE CATALOG and special valuable

LEADING AMERICAN EDITION

Sd/f/o/i <Wood

booklet “What Shall I Use to Interest My Pupils?”

WILLIS
Music

Company

137 East 4th Street

W

Cincinnati, Ohio

V

For the Fall Teaching Season!

WHERE TO BUY THAT NEW PIANO
A DIRECTORY OF PIANO T" *
SEAL & BRAWNER
T^gS,„Tos

ii5WWa,™s SK jusic ca

W. C. BAUMAN

REEVES MUSIC HOUSE

i ARE PLEASED
OLIVER H. YOHN & CO

THE MUSIC STORE

Sliliis

THE WICHITA MUSIC CO.

TEACHER’S BOOK OF SAMPLES

sss-

BENNAGE’S MUSIC STORE
CLARK,

JONES MUSIC COMPANY

THE CORLEY COMPANY, Inc.
Pianos, ^no-players.
°r'“”

BROWN’S MUSIC HOUSE

LAN“™s!f® "l"'19

TEXAS
MASONS MUSIC STORE
THE CARLIN MUSIC CO.
“The Store of R

J. M. CALLAWAY

H|SR2S1I

GRAVES &

MAHOOD

WIEGAND BROS.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG OF “EDITION WOOD,” ako
THEMATIC CATALOGS, “TEACHER’S BOOK OF SAMFLES”

tTbe ©. jf. Moob flIMistc Co.
88 ST. STEPHEN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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Chicago Musical College]
esldent
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

OARL D. KINSEY, Manager

l

The Leading and Largest Conservatory ofMusic and Dramatic Art in America
FALL TERM NOW OPEN
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists:

(Alphabetically Arrange
VIOLIN
VOCAL
PIANO
LOIS DYSON
BELLE FORBES CUTTER
MAURICE ARONSON
maurVce goldblatt
EDOUARD DU FRESNE
RAY
HUNTINGTON
MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
RUDOLPH REINERS
EDWARD COLLINS
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
LEON SAMETINI
HARRY DETWEILER
DR. FERY LULEK
PIPE ORGAN
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
MAX KRAMM
CLARENCE EDDY
BURTON THATCHER
ALEXANDER RAAB
HOWARD NEUMILLER
LOUIS victor SAAR
MOTION PICTURE ORGAN
HELEN W. ROSS
C.
GORDON
WEDERTZ
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
CHARLES H. DEMOREST
.HARMONY, OOMPOSJJIONi^COUNTERPOINT.^CANON and fugue ike h00C1!
0
B.
MARY
Ul
i
DAUKft
u.
nnriuo
* FELIX BOROWSKI
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
REPERTOIRE—INTERPRETATION CLASSES
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
BURTON THATCHER (Vocal)
LEON SAMETINI (Violin)
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
CONCERT, CHAUTAUQUA AND LYCEUM
MAURICE ARONSON (Piano)
ELENA DE MARCO
MAX FISCHEL (Violin)
SCHOOL OF OPERA
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal)
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
WALTON PYRE (Expression and Dramatic Art)
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
WALTON PYRE
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
All Orchestral Ins
OF THE TOTAL
VALUE OF $20,000

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES

Post Graduation Class by the Mason & Hamlin Co ,
Denartment by Lyon and Healy. Entire Musical Education for competition in the Weal Department.
Company. Valuable Violin presented for
as judges and with Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Frederick Stock. Conductor.
These pnzrawtUbe
of$ 100; f 5of $50 in the classes: also Diamond, Gold and Silver Medals. Dormitory Accommodations.

58th YEAR

An Unusual Record
of Music Instruction
THE fact that ou graduates are MUSIC SUPERI VISORS in 264 sities is definite testimony to <n
methods of instru< tion. It is Columbia’s^ aim t
Especially fine facil
: advantages. Free and Partii
m -^Now commencing zTrdyea
CATALOG FREE

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
509 So. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

IYCEUM

Sa,rts

DETROIT

CONSERVATORY of

MUSIC

Francis L. York, M.A., President
Elizabeth Johnson,Vice-President
Finest Conservatory in theWest

Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern
and educational principles.
Renowned faculty of 80.
Students’
orchestra, concerts and recitals. Diplomas and Degrees conferred.
Teachers’certificates. Desirable boarding accommodations.

Students may enter at any time

j§f§
m * A,

V

ALPARAISO
Al
NIVERSITY

The University School of Music
offers courses in Piano, Voice,
Violin, Organ, Theory and Public
School Music.
Students may
attend the Music School and
also take the regular work at
the University.

LOW COST of LIVING

Now is the time to apply

u

Founded in 1873

AN UNPARALLELED OPPORTUNITY

Chicago*S Outstanding
School of Music
I nratpd in the heart of Chicago’s Musical Center, overUW Lake MichSan
Definite courses in all Branches
of Musi Theory, Dramatic Art, Dancing, Languages.

1

1ZZ

SIDNEY SILBER, Dean

FACULTY OF 70 DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

D*-

Free Advantages including admission to Conservatory
Recitals by members of Faculty and students, Lectures,
Sherwood Symphony Orchestra, Sherwood Choral Society.
Concert and Teaching engagements secured. Scholarships
awarded to deserving students.

Catalog Mailed Free on Application

Box 6, University Hall,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA

CHICAGO AND MIDDLE WEST
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
Continued on Pages 733 and 734

CHICAGO, ILLS.

positions in our Junior Piano Faculty.
They teach over 1,000 pupils in
our twelve Chicago Neighborhood
Studios, thus being able to continue
their studies at the same time that
they are teaching. There are still a
few more openings for studentteachers.

tary ^STUDENTS—MAY'

JEANFE HOWARD, Boi R lit

620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

Thirty Advanced Pupils and Young Teachers
Have Been Given

Under University supervision, the cost of board and
room, as well as tuition, is exceptionally low. Detailed

UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES

qomservatory

A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND
EllasUDay, President
son. Director 6f vo<
A thorough educat
matic art leading to <
certificates. Our scl

50 th Year

TEACHING, CHAUTAUQUA, LYCEUM, CONCERT
AND ORGAN POSITIONS GUARANTEED

Department E

FINE ARTS BLDG.

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
(FOUNDED

1895

BY

WILLIAM

Please mention THE ETUDE m

H.

SHERWOOD)

CHICAGO
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MIDDLE WEST (Continued) NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

(ftinserbatorfc of|Uusic
FOUNDED I8S7 by Clara Baur
OVER FIFTY YEARS
OF
MUSICAL LEADERSHIP
A Complete School of Music
Accredited public school music course in affiliatic
with the University of Cincinnati, leading tod
Schools of opera axS ballet-—Orchestra and Choru
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
Dormitories on beautiful ten-acre campus only fifteen minut
from Cincinnati s Music and Art attractions.
Pupils may enter at any time.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO
BERTHA BAUR, Director
BURNET C. TUTHILL, General Manage.
Highland Ave. and Oak St.
Cincinnati, I

Mm
SCHOOL

X

The University of Rochester
Fall Session begins September 17th

COURSES LEADING to DEGREE BACHELOR OF MUSIC.
COURSES LEADING to EASTMAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE.
OPERATIC TRAINING (Direction Vladimir Rosing); Practical
Experience in Eastman Theatre.
ORGAN ACCOMPANYING OF MOTION PICTURES—Superior
Studio Equipment in Eastman Theatre,
ORCHESTRA and ENSEMBLE TRAINING preparing for Pro¬
fessional Career.

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Fall Term
Opens

x
\

branches

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST

October 1st
Highest Type of Musical Ii
for Professionals and Amateurs
For Catalogue and Circulars addrei
J. LAWRENCE ERB
Managing Director
212 W. 59th St, New York City

Fall Term, September, 20th.
Our Year Book will intere;

INSTITUTE

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS
A STANDARD CONSERVATORY
Confers B. Mus.^
Grants Teachers’ Certificates

Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

Thorough Teachers
Rates Reasonable
For Free Catalogue, address
President CHARLES E. MILLER
Box 25
Tiffin, Ohio

M0SJ“
Hudson. Realhon
New York’s adva
chaperonage.

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY

JNDIVIDUAL ir

150 Riverside Drive, New York City

Dormitories. Free Catalog.

of the
CITY OF NEW YORK
120 Claremont Avenue, Cor. 122d St.

FRANK DAMROSCH, Dir.
Send for catalogue

CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean
Illustrated Catalogue on Request

Minneapolis School of Music,
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS, Director
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Urge Faculty of European and American Artist Teachers,
headed by
us Pianist
LOUIS WOLFF. Mat tr Violinist and Pedagogue
PERFIELD See o

JOOL

The National Conservatory of
Music of America
Founded by Jeannette M. Thurber
The only School of Music in the U. S. chartered by Congress
Thirty-ninth Tear
Address Sec., 126 W. 79th St., New York City

TH£,KwTH£RINE BURR0WES TEACHING appliances

Dehghtfulards in mustc teaching Make teachers’ work lighter and pupils
more thorough. Helpful and tune-savmg Send for price list. Musical Puzzle
Stones. Musical Note Gatherers. Meter Fractions. Forty Reading Studies for the
Piano. Sheet Music. Theory Course for Teachers
KATHARINE BURROWES, D, 24S Highland Ave., H. P„ Detroit, Mich.

PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST
Head of Violin Department
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
APPLETON, WIS,
A MASTER TEACHER
inusual opportunity for the seious student of violin.
Write
or free catalog and information.
CARL 1. WATERMAN, Dean.

For

Carnegi&.Hdff, New York
and

TEACHERS
The Courtright
"iKrwS
System of Musical t^ecEI i™this”Stte"
Kindergarten
°f
Mr.. Lillian Courlrisht Card, 116 Edna A.e„ Bridgeport, Cone.

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC
SUMMER SESSION OPENS JUNE 18th
Our concerts are broadcasted each Wednesday night from eight to nine. Extern Standard Time.
Address LYNN B. DANA. President
8 atlon 18
’ rre,ldent
Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

Founded by the late A. K. Virgil

0rigmator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier

SPECIA1
fOITRSFS
oruumu UUUlVijfiO

FOR TEACHERS. PLAYERS AND
EARNEST STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES
For all particulars address: Mrs. A. K. VIRGIL, 510 West End Avenue, New York.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Never Again
How would you feel and what would
you do if your piano or violin were sud¬
denly taken away from you? Would you
be terribly sorry and feel that you had
lost one of your best friends; or would
you really not care so very much and not
miss it very much? In fact, would you
be rather glad that you would not have
to practice any more?
1 f that is the case, you certainly are not
very fond of music and will never be
more than half a musician.
But, more likely, you would feel quite
blue and you would long for a chance to
play on your instrument again and do
some good practicing—better than ever

PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Bob and Betty had a tune
Each often liked to hear;
One evening little Betty said,
“Play ‘Dixie,’ mother dear.”
But Bob cried, “Mother, won’t you play
’Bout Yankee Doodle’s feather?”
She loved them both; what could she do?
Why, she—played the two together.

OF

MUSICAL ART

COURSES; Music all 1
Public School, Draw >g. Pai
Dancing. Dramatic Art.
Celebrated Faculty
ARTHUR FRIEDHEIM, one of the
world’s greatest pianists called -The
Son of L:szt” and acknowledged to be the
greatest Liszt interpreter, has decided to re¬
main with the school for the entire winter.
'Applic.
-ariy as, isihle.

By Lillian C. Jennings

those looking to educational or
malic Art and Physical Traini
eligible to teach in N Y. Public Schools. Ten
buildings, including Dormitories, Auditorium,
Gymnasium.Studio and Administration Buildings
Year Book Sent on Request.
MASTER COURSES
with world-famous artists in all departments.

Fall Term Opens September 10

Heidelberg Conservatory of Music

The Diary of a Piano

Yankee—Dixie

Ithaca Conservatory

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

Dormitory accommodations $6.50 per Week
Write for free catalog

THIRTY-EIGHTH YEAR
\ Kate S* Chittenden, Dean

Pedagogy^
FACULTY OF
Courses
\
SPECIALISTS
Lead to
\
teaching
Certificates and DiplomX
Music in

An Endowed School Offering Complete Education in Music

For Information, Address The Secretary,
-350,000 with c

.Metropolitan College of Music
Piano

OF

MASTER CLASSES IN PIANO (Frederic Lamond)
PIANO, VIOLIN,
VOICE, ORGAN,
PUBLIC SCHOOL
MUSIC, DRA¬
MATIC ART.

.AMERICAN INSTITUTE
^OF APPLIED MUSIC

EASTMAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School lor Supervisors of Music
„ .
BOTH SEXES
Vo.ceculture, aight-ainging, ear-training, harmony,
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods,
practice-teaching. Graduates bold important posi¬
tions in colleges, city and normal schools.
53 MAIN ST.,
POTSDAM, NEW YORK

Think about it quietly for a moment!
How would you feel?

Isn’t It Funny?
Said the piano, “My Scales are minor.”
Said the fish, “But mine are finer.”
The

are

The

woodpile said, “My cords
strong.”
string ball answered, “Mine
long.”
The piano said, “I’m out of tune,
I’ll have to take a tonic soon.”

are

Dear Junior Etude :
I have seen very few letters from Texas
Our town is located about seventy-five mile*
south of Houston. We are surrounded_ by

I ____j now enjoy playing t
pieces, as 1 have heea taking lessons lor
several years.
From your friend,
Marqueritb Obbrkaupf,
Texas.

Now that radio has come into such gen¬
eral use the pianos have all begun to talk
to each other, and to compare notes, as it
‘I’ll tell you what let’s do,” said
one of the pianos to some of its friends
who were "listening in” one night. “Let’s
all keep a diary for a week; and then
some night next week, when every body
has gone we’ll read our diaries to each
other and see who has the best time in
life.” “All right,” said the others, “that
will be good.” So all that week they kept
their diaries, and then got together again
on the radio.
Piano No. 1— “Monday. There are two
little girls in my house who take lessons,
and each one practices three-quarters of
an hour, making an hour and a half of
banging on me. I say banging, because I
really do not think that they practice cor¬
rectly—they certainly do bang. One of
them is poor at memorizing, so she bangs
out the same tunes over and over again
and I do my best to help her. The other
one reads all the time; but her ear—oh
dear me, such an ear: I do not see why
teachers do not give their pupils more ear¬
training, for they need it badly.”
“That is not a diary,” interrupted an¬
other piano, “that is an essay.”

so I just let my tone go. Have discovered
that jazz players don’t know good tone
from poor anyway, so I just take it easy.
Eight to nine Jennie played beautiful music
for Big Brother and friends. Ended up
with singing. Like my house very well;
but wish they’d cut out some of the jazz.”
“You certainly are kept busy,” said Piano
No. 1.

“Not as busy as I am,” answered Piano
No. 3; “listen to mine.”
Piano No. 3— “Wilda is my master
and I am Wilda’s slave; she is going to
be a concert player and startle the world,
if I know any thing about it. She prac¬
tices on me all morning. Nine to ninethirty, exercises, and good hard ones, too,
skips and jumps and regular gymnastics.
It was hard for me to get used to it at
first.
Nine-thirty to ten, scales—slow,
fast, loud, soft, and all kinds. Ten to
eleven, Bach. Oh how I do have to keep
going in Bach! and, do you know I used
to live in a house where I hardly ever heard
Bach and did not like it at all, but now
I love it. In fact the Bach hour is my
favorite hour. Eleven to twelve, short
pieces—Repertoire, I believe Wilda calls it.
There is more variety in that hour. Then
after lunch comes a period from two to
“That is all right,” said the third piano. three-thirty of big things, concertos and
things like that. Then I am through for
“I wrote mine like an essay, too.”
“I wrote mine like a diary,” said the the day, except sometimes a little in the
evening, especially when any one comes
second piano.
“Well, let’s hear yours then.”
“Oh, we are not in your class at all,”
Piano No. 2— “Monday. 8.50 Jennie
dusted me, wiped off my keys, and prac¬ said the other pianos.
“Well, you will be some day,” answered
ticed from nine to nine-thirty. First half
hour, scales and exercises. Second half Piano No. 3. “You just wait till your
hour, studies. Ten o’clock, arranged music people get a little more advanced. I’ve
gone
through your stages too.”
neatly on lid. Rested. Twelve-thirty to
"Which stage do you like best?” asked
one, read pieces in the Etude. From two
to three little sister practiced gently and No. 1.
“Well, I do not know, I like them all.
carefully. Five to six, Jennie practiced
and memorized pieces. Plays very well. However I am glad that I have passed
Seven to eight, Big Brother and friends the jazz stage, for that was terrible.”
played on me, mostly jazz; Hate jazz! Just then the radio got out of tune and
Always get a headache if I have to do the pianos could not hear each other any
much of it; but nobody cares how I sound more that night.

W

The Junior Elude Hopes You Have Had a Pleasant
Summer and Are Ready to Work Hard on Your Music

Mendelssohn the Happy
By Clara Louise Gray
The Musical History class was assem¬
bling and the studio rang with laughter.
“Who do you suppose will get the
prize?’’ asked a beautiful, ’dainty girl,
trying hard to think of her lesson about
Mendelssohn.
“The prize is going to be a silver star,”
said a little boy, turning to another girl,
“and I would like to get it.”
“Is not the teacher lovely to us all?”
said Helen. “I have learned so much
from what she has told me about Men¬
delssohn that I can almost see him.
“The nick-name for Mendelssohn is
‘Happy,’ because his life was easy and
free from care. It is going to be a lovely
musical as well as history class, and one
of the girls is going to play that little
thing called Spring Song.
“Mendelssohn says that when he wrote
it he heard an elfish whispering in his ear
and a mischievous prompting at his heart;
and that is what made him write it.’’
“Are you talking about Mendelssohn?”
said another little boy, walking up to them.
“Yes.”
“What is a Nocturne?” he asked.
“How did Mendelssohn look?” asked
another.
“He was a man of small frame, delicate
as a lily; he had large, beautiful eyes and
a deep voice; and he moved forward
loosely jointed,’’ answered the first lad.
“I love to read Mendelssohn’s letters;
some of them are so filled with fun and
laughter.”
“My teacher told us about one pleasant
letter of reminiscences in his biography,”
said Helen. “Listen, and I will tell its
“ ‘One evening in hot summer,’ it says,
‘we stayed in the woods above our house
later than usual. We had been building
a house of fir branches in Susan’s garden,
up in the woods. We made a fire a little
way from it, in a thicket among the trees.’
Mendelssohn was helping with the utmost
zeal, dragging up more and more wood.
‘We tried ourselves with our merry work,
and sat down around our fire. The smoke
went off, the ashes were glowing, it began
to get dark, but we did not leave our bon¬
fire. “If we had some music?’’ someone
suggested. “Could anyone get something
to play on?” Then we recollected that we
were near the gardener’s cottage, and that
the gardener had a fiddle.
“ ‘Off rushed our boys to get the fiddle.
When it came, it was the poorest thing in
the world, and it had only one string.’
“Mendelssohn took the instrument in his
hands and fell into fits of laughter over it
when he heard the sound. But he some¬
how brought beautiful music out of the
poor fiddle, and all sat listening to one
strain after the other till the darkness sent
them home.”
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Junior Etude Competition
After being discontinued for the sum

pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories and essays and

■

IS MUSIC A PART OF MY
HOME LIFE?
(Prize Winner for April)
.
This is a question that is frequently
' ' if me; but if my ; ‘
.
story, this question would be fully answered. It would tell how eagerly I wait

Schools and Colleges
PENNSYLVANIA AND SOUTHERN

Subject for story or essay this month— fast and school, and how the morning
“How I spent my summer,” which must hours drag until I can run to it again at
and fifty words. Any girl
• fifteen years of age may

CONSEI&^IORiySuSIC
PHILADELPHIA
(39th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 10th)
are my parents to hear us play duets. Yes,
from hearing the story our piano could
tell, and from hearing the opinion of other
people about our happy, musical home,
you would agree that music is a part of

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

d Haid, (Age 13), Ohio.
- of the f
If y
than one piece of i

•

I a
It is hot necessar
My 8,
My 1,
Do not use typewriters.
>mpetitors who do not comply with
My 9,
ALL of the above conditions will not be a do&considered.
My 3,
__
My 6,
IS MUSIC A PART OF MY
HOME LIFE?
(Prize winner for April)
Yes, music is a part of my home life.
First, because I love music and the loving
of anything makes it become a part of
our life. Second, I enjoy practicing and
playing before others. Third, I have been

singed
‘

S, 3, 4, is a brook.
10, 4, 3, is a part of a fish.
7, 8, is a disrespectful name

&
_

fam0US

P.M.I.

home life.

„ (Age 12), Minn.
IS MUSIC A PART OF MY
HOME LIFE?
(Prize winner for April)
Yes, music forms a part, a very large
part of my home life. All of my family
ic; and so we have lots of it.
bPr°

“f Tt
And

DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS,

Fourth, practice fixes the sound of music
in our minds, which cannot easily be for-

iet somrnTtf ■

hv

Answers to 1

sr- wS not tcir

eat our ^als or fn Se e^ning

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

2, 1, is to tarry.
7, 8, 4, is a ringlet.

Doctor

-

FACULTY OF 50
pupils registered .ast year

Pittsburgh Musical
131-133 Bellefield Ave.

Zeckwer

-

Hahn

PHILADELPHIA
MUSICAL ACADEMY
1617 Spruce Street

HeIen FarreI1 <*** 9> Minn.
^ary E- sh°pe (Age i3) pennaPaU* Ambr°Se’ Jr” (Age 10) New

years and have taken a few vocal less
So with all this, music could not help
form a large part of my home life, ar

PENNSYLVANIA’S LEADING
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Dorothy E. Platt, (Age 14), Nebr.

. PEABODY I™"

"7

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Of the Oldest and most noted Music~hool, in America.
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